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RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council provide comment to staff regarding the draft land use designation map
as outlined in “Feedback from Council” and “Summary of Questions for Council”
sections of this report, which can be used by staff to create the next draft of the map.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report outlines the results of the most recent round of consultation for the OUR CITY
2041 process. This was the last major milestone of consultation, which gathered feedback on
the draft vision, goals, policies, land use designation map and infill housing design
guidelines. This report outlines feedback related to the land use designation map. Future
reports will be presented to Council regarding the area around the 22nd Street SkyTrain
station and regarding the design guidelines for laneway and carriage houses, and townhouses
and rowhouses.
The public consultation included six events held over three Saturdays, as well as an online
survey. Feedback was also received from a number of different stakeholders. Overall, the
majority of participants felt that the land use designation map provided either just the right
amount of each land use or did not provide enough of each land use. In particular, people
wanted there to be more opportunities for infill housing (e.g. triplexes, cluster houses) and
townhouses. The attachments of the report summarize the detailed feedback received related
to each neighbourhood, and include the raw notes from all of the events and from the online
consultation. The report focuses on the areas where staff is requesting feedback from Council
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before making changes to the land use designation map. Specific changes area proposed for
the Brow of the Hill neighbourhood including: Bent Court, Sharpe Street, Uptown Local
Centre, and the overall location of townhouses. Changes are also proposed to the land use
designation map that would result in more properties being designated in “Residential –
Townhouse.” Modifications to the special employment area (around Royal Columbian
Hospital) have also been proposed. The proposed changes are outlined in Attachment 9.
The next step will be for staff to create the first draft of the Official Community Plan,
including a revised land use designation map, which will reflect the feedback received and
the direction provided by Council. It is anticipated that the draft Official Community Plan
will be presented to Council in December.
PURPOSE
This report contains a summary of feedback received during the recent OUR CITY 2041
community consultation held between September and October 2016. This report requests that
Council provide direction based on the feedback received. The feedback and direction from
Council will be used by staff to create the next draft of the land use designation map and the
first draft of the Official Community Plan. It is anticipated that the draft Plan, including the
revised map, will be presented to Council in December.
BACKGROUND
Previous Direction
In January 2014, Council endorsed a general scope, work plan and budget for the Official
Community Plan (OCP) review process. The purpose of the revised OCP is to provide a
renewed vision for New Westminster to the year 2041 and a regulatory framework to guide
future growth of the city. Year one of the process focused on conducting background
research and community events to let people know about the OCP review and start the
community thinking about key ideas. Year two focused on exploring housing needs and
opportunities and creating the draft OCP framework: the vision, goals, and policies. Year
three is focusing on the drafting of the Official Community Plan, including the land use
designation map.
At the August 29, 2016 meeting, Council received a report that outlined a proposed
community consultation program for the draft land use designation map. This round of
consultation is the third major milestone in the extensive public engagement program, which
is now complete.
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Key Goals of the Land Use Designation Map
Toward the creation of the draft land use designation map the City explored how to achieve
two key housing goals:
1. Accommodate expected growth.
To be in conformance with the Regional Growth Strategy the City must show how
and where it can accommodate 102,000 residents in New Westminster by 2041. The
City’s own demographic forecast anticipates that the City could grow to close to
104,000 people by 2041. Compared to the 2011 population this means approximately
34,000 new residents (16,500 new homes) and 700,000 square feet of new localserving commercial businesses over the next 26 years.
Staff presented draft City Building Principles to the community at the Neighbourhood
Visioning Process held in February 2015. They included the following principles,
which will guide the work done towards achieving this goal:
 Locate the most number of residents within mixed-use, pedestrian oriented
nodes that are well served by transit.
 Locate the next highest number of residents along pedestrian-oriented transit
corridors.
 Locate some additional residents in single detached dwelling areas using form
and character that maintain neighbourhood character.
2. Increase housing choice.
Currently single detached dwellings and apartment/condo buildings make up more
than 95% of the city’s housing stock. Increasing housing choice in New Westminster
would be achieved by encouraging more ground oriented housing forms. Typically a
ground oriented unit has a separate, exterior entrance directly accessible (without
passing through a common lobby or corridor) from a street or open space.
The draft City Building Principles included the following, which will guide this work:
 Provide housing to meet the needs of different ages, incomes, family types and
abilities.
Increasing housing choice will be challenging to achieve and has been the focus of the OUR
CITY process, which included the Community Conversation on Housing. The results of
these public consultation events were presented to Council in April 2016, at which time two
workshops were held with Council. The direction provided at these workshops, and the
feedback from the community, was used to create the first draft of the land use designation
map.
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PROCESS
Purpose of Community Consultation
The goal of this last major milestone of public engagement process was to obtain community
feedback on the draft land use designation map, which shows the types and locations of land
uses that will be encouraged over the next 25 years. Feedback on the vision, goals and
policies was also sought as was feedback regarding the Infill Housing Design Guidelines, the
latter of which will be outlined in detail in a future Council report.
All of the materials used for the Our Future City events are included in Attachment 1. A
more detailed summary of the events and survey, including how both were advertised and
the demographics of participants and respondents, is included in Attachment 2.
Summary of Participation
Overall, the public consultation was considered to have been a success. A large amount of
detailed feedback was gathered. The in person events also provided an opportunity to answer
participants’ questions, and allowed community members to hear each other’s opinion of the
infill housing forms and scenarios.
In total, 495 people attended the events and 338 people provided feedback through the online
survey, for a total of 833 people (although it is expected that people may have both attended
the events and completed the survey).
Event participants and survey respondents were asked to share information about them.
Providing the information was voluntary and was not given by all participants, but the
information collected did give an idea of participant demographics. The results were
compared to data from the 2011 Census or National Household Survey. The key findings are
illustrated in Figures 1, 2 and 3 and include:
Over Represented
 Middle age people (between 51-65)
 Connaught Heights, Glenbrooke North, McBride Sapperton and West End
Under Represented
 Children and youth (under 20) and to a lesser extent young adults (20-35),
 Renters
 Brow of the Hill
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Figure 3: Summary of Results – What
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Our Future City Consultation Events
Six events where held over three Saturdays. After the open house at the start of the event, a
presentation was given that provided background about the process and the purpose of the
day. Staff members then facilitated table discussions about the land use map. Each table
focused on a particular area of the city. The event concluded with a second open house
where participants could contribute any additional comments to the presentation boards or
ask staff any unanswered questions. The presentation boards covered materials including:
 The draft vision, goals, and policies.
 The Future Land Use Map (i.e. the land use designation map)
 Explanations of what the colours on the Future Land Use Map mean.
 A summary of how the draft Future Land Use Map differs from the current Plan.
 A summary of the key criteria included in the draft Infill Housing Design Guidelines
document.
Figure 4: Your Future City Workshops

Online Survey
Community members also had the option to provide feedback through an online survey
focused on the land use designation map. The survey was posted from September 23 to
October 23, 2016.
A second survey regarding the Infill Housing Design Guidelines also ran at the same time.
The results of that survey will be presented and discussed in a future Council report.
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Letters and Email Feedback
A number of letters, emails and phone calls with additional feedback were received during
the consultation process. The additional feedback received is included in Attachment 6 and
has been incorporated into the overall feedback received through the process. In addition to
the general feedback received, there were also a number of letters and emails from owners
requesting that different land use designations be considered for their property.
City Committee Consultation
Over September and October staff presented an update on the OUR CITY process to each of
the committees listed below. Excerpts from the draft minutes from each committee are
included in each Attachment 7.








Access Ability Advisory Committee
ACTBiPED
Advisory Planning Commission
Arts Commission
Community Heritage Commission
Community and Social Issues
Economic Development Advisory
Committee









Environment Advisory Committee
Intelligent City Advisory Committee
Multiculturalism Advisory Committee
New Westminster Design Panel
Parks and Recreation Committee
Residents’ Association Forum
Seniors Advisory Committee

The Youth Advisory Committee and the Public Art Advisory Committee have not met since
the consultation approach was endorsed by Council. Staff will attend a future meeting of
these committees to provide an update and get feedback about the Official Community Plan.
The feedback from the New Westminster Design Panel was focused on the Infill Housing
Design Guidelines. Their feedback will be summarized in a future Council report.
The presentation to each committee focused on the policies most relevant to their mandate.
For example, the presentation to the Environmental Advisory Committee focused on the
Environment and Natural Areas policies. The feedback provided will be used to refine the
vision, goals and policies, which will be incorporated into the first draft of the Official
Community Plan.
Stakeholder Consultation
Letters to Stakeholders
In a January 19, 2014 Council report staff outlined the requirements of the Local
Government Act for early an ongoing consultation with agencies and organizations such as
Metro Vancouver, TransLink, School District No. 40 and neighbouring municipalities.
Updates were sent to each of the organisations identified that informed the stakeholders that
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the first draft of the land use designation map had been issued and that staff was looking for
feedback. The letter offered to set up a meeting with organizations that wanted more
information or wanted to have a more detailed discussion.
Letters such as this have been sent to the stakeholders at key milestones throughout the
process. Staff has been in discussion with TransLink, Metro Vancouver, the City of
Coquitlam, and School District No. 40.
Written feedback received from stakeholders is included in Attachment 8.
Development Community Meeting Regarding the Draft Land Use Designation Map
Builders, developers, architects, designers, a representative of the Urban Development
Institute and a representative of Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation were invited
to a meeting to discuss the draft land use designation map. A total of eleven people attended.
Their feedback largely focused on implementation and will be considered in the future once
at the appropriate time in the process.
A second meeting was also held regarding the Infill Housing Design Guidelines which will
be discussed in a future report to Council.
Meetings with Representatives from the Uptown BIA
A meeting was held with representatives from the Uptown BIA. This gave the member of the
board that were in attendance the opportunity to provide their feedback and ask questions.
After this meeting, the Uptown BIA met to discuss the proposed land use designation map
and policies.
Workshop with the Economic Health Care Cluster Neighbourhood and Business
Development Sub-Committee
A workshop was held with the members of the Economic Health Care Cluster
Neighbourhood and Business Development Sub-Committee. The tour included a walk
around the special employment area so that detailed site specific feedback could be gathered.
After the walk, a workshop was held to discuss the special study area, including whether
change should be made to the land use designations or the boundary of the special
employment area.
Role of the OUR CITY Advisory Group
In addition to promoting all of the public consultation events, the OUR CITY Advisory
Group met with staff to provide feedback on the materials and format prior to the
consultation events so that refinements could made based on their suggestions.
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ANALYSIS
The consultation gathered a large amount of detailed feedback, which will be used to inform
the next draft of the land use designation map and the first draft of the Official Community
Plan. This section provides a summary and general analysis of the feedback, organized as
follows:
1) General Feedback
a. Does the Draft Land Use Designation Map Achieve the Two Key Housing
Goals?
b. Does the Draft Land Use Designation Map Have Enough of Each Land Use
Type?
c. Themes that Emerged Regarding the Draft Land Use Designation Map
2) Land Use Feedback
a. Residential – Detached and Semi-Detached
b. Residential – Ground Oriented Housing
c. Residential – Townhouse
d. Residential – Multi-Unit Building
Further detail is provided in the attachments to this report, including:
 Attachment 3: Detailed summary of feedback, including neighbourhood specific
feedback and stakeholder feedback.
 Attachment 4: Raw notes from the Our Future City events.
 Attachment 5: Raw notes from the online survey regarding the land use designation
map.
1) General Feedback
This section highlights feedback received about the overall land use designation map. The
event materials in Attachment 1 include a copy of the land use designation map.
1.a. Does the Draft Land Use Designation Map Achieve the Two Key Housing Goals?
The online survey asked people:
i. Will this future land use map meet Goal #1: Accommodate Expected Growth?
ii. Will this future land use map meet Goal #2: Increase Housing Choice?
In both cases, as illustrated in Figures 5 and 6, the results indicate that more was needed.
This question was not directly asked at the in person events, but the feedback received
supports the same findings.
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Figure 5 & 6: Summary of Online Survey Results – Does the Draft Map Show the Right Amount of Housing?

There were a number of participants that were concerned about the City allowing further
growth. People were concerned about the impacts this growth may have such as
overcrowding, increased traffic, and an increased demand for infrastructure, schools and
community facilities. Despite this the stronger message was that even more needed to be
done by the land use map to accommodate growth and to achieve a better mix of housing.
1.b. Does the Draft Land Use Designation Map Have Enough of Each Land Use Type?
Overall, as outlined in Figure 7, online survey respondents felt that the draft land use
designation map provided just the right amount of each of the housing designations,
including the mixed use designations that allow residential above commercial. The only
exception was “Residential – Townhouse.” People felt that there was not enough of this
designation. These results align with the feedback received at the in person events. The key
findings from the online survey were:
 Between 81-88% of people felt the plan had “just right” or “not enough” of each
land use, with only 12-17% feeling like there was “too much” of any type.
 One exception was single detached dwellings where there was an almost event
split between “too much” (42%) and “just right” (45%), with only 13% feeling
there was “not enough”.
 Townhouse had the most people (45%) who felt there was not enough, followed
by ground oriented infill housing (40%) and mixed-use mid-rise (40%).
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Figure 7: Summary of Online Survey Results – Does the Draft Map Show the Right Amount of Housing?

Overall, as illustrated in Figure 8, online survey respondents felt that the draft land use
designation map provides the right amount of land designated for commercial uses. In all
cases, 50% or more respondents felt that the amount of each designation was just right, with
8-16% feeling it was too much. These results align with the feedback received at the in
person events.
Figure 8: Summary of Online Survey Results – Does the Draft Map Show the Right Amount of Commercial?
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1.c. Themes that Emerged Regarding the Draft Land Use Designation Map
Themes that emerged were:
 Well balanced: A number of people liked the allocation and mix of uses proposed on
the draft land use designation map. Many participants also indicated that they felt
there feedback from previous rounds was reflected in the draft land use designation
map.
 The missing middle still missing: There was also agreement amongst a large number
of the participants that Metro Vancouver is in a housing crisis and that this Plan
should be ambitions about providing more housing options now and in the future.
People felt that too much land use designated “Residential – Detached and SemiDetached Dwellings.” Many people shared their personal stories about how the
limited housing options and cost of single detached dwellings was negatively
impacting them.
 Allow infill everywhere: Participants felt that every neighbourhood should have an
opportunity for infill and that infill should happen on quiet streets not just around
main streets. In particular people wanted to see more housing options in Moody Park,
Queen’s Park, Glenbrooke North, and the West End which were seen as too
homogeneous. Participants thought this could be achieved through increased
flexibility. Some felt this could be achieved by removing “Residential – Detached and
Semi-Detached” and replacing it with “Residential – Ground Oriented Housing” since
this would provide options without impacting neighbourhood character.
 Missed opportunity around schools and parks: In almost every case the land use
designation surrounding parks and schools is “Residential – Detached and SemiDetached” which allows limited housing diversity. Participants felt that these areas
would be suitable for ground oriented infill housing or townhouses.
 Missed opportunity on east-west corridors: Eighth Avenue, Seventh Avenue and
Sixth Avenue are important transit and cycling connections that would be suitable for
infill. Eighth Avenue in particular was seen as the right location for additional
townhouses. Other corridors such as Braid Street were also identified as places where
infill would be appropriate, especially if the new housing could help block noise.
 Change is okay if designed right: Some participants felt that it would be okay to allow
more living space on a property, or in a neighbourhood, as long as it is well designed
and respects the character of the neighbourhood.
 No change needed: A small number of people felt that what that the city has today is
enough and that no more growth or housing options are needed. Change creates stress
for homeowners and will mean more traffic and demand for infrastructure and
amenities.
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2) Land Use Feedback
The following sections provide a more detailed discussion of the land use designations that
received significant feedback. The event materials in Attachment 1 include a list and
explanation of the Land Use Designations.
2.a. Residential – Detached and Semi-Detached
The housing forms permitted in this designation include: single detached dwellings which
may also include a secondary suite and/or a detached accessory dwelling unit
(laneway/carriage house), and duplexes.
The large majority of the people were supportive of laneway/carriage houses being included
as a permitted use. The main focus was on the details included in the Infill Housing Design
Guidelines. This feedback will be covered in detail in a future Council report.
Many people were interested to know more about the opportunity to subdivide to small lots
or to build duplexes. Some people were concerned that duplexes are listed as a permitted use
in this designation, while many others wanted the City to make it easier to build duplexes,
such as by not requiring a rezoning. Some people wanted to see stratification of units in large
existing homes, especially those with heritage significance.
Single detached dwellings on a small lot (subdivision) and duplexes are two of the housing
forms for which an implementation study will be conducted after the completion of the
Official Community Plan review.
Figures 11 and 12: Summary of Online Survey Results – Does the Draft Map Show the Right Amount of this
Designation?
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2.b. Residential – Ground Oriented Infill Housing
The forms permitted in this designation would include: single detached dwellings which may
also include a secondary suite and/or a detached accessory unit (laneway/carriage house),
single detached dwellings on a compact lot, duplexes, triplexes, quadraplexes, cluster houses
and other equivalent housing forms.
Participants wanted more clarity about what this designation means, how it is different from
“Residential – Townhouse”, and what to expect once it is implemented. A number of people
felt that this designation should be permitted in more locations throughout the city. Others
felt that it should replace the “Residential Detached and Semi-Detached” designation as a
way to allow more choice throughout the city while still maintaining neighbourhood
character.
There was feedback that the implementation of this designation should include revisions to
the Single Detached Dwelling Districts (Compact Lots) (RT-2D) zoning district to allow
secondary suites and/or laneway housing as permitted uses. It was felt that the resulting
density would be more appropriate for the “Residential – Ground Oriented Infill Housing”
land use designation which is intended to allow more infill. The analysis of this zoning
district will be done at a later phase of implementation.
2.c. Residential Townhouse
The housing forms permitted in this designation would include: townhouses and rowhouses.
Existing single detached dwelling properties with this designation would not be able to build
a detached accessory unit (laneway/carriage house).
Generally, there was strong support for this designation. The strong message was that more
land should be designated for townhouses and less should be designated “Residential –
Detached and Semi-Detached” since the demand for townhouses is already so high and will
continue to grow over the next 25 years. People felt that townhouses would provide an
important alternative to apartments without the cost of purchasing a single detached
dwelling. People wanted to see more townhouses on east-west arterials (Eighth Avenue in
particular), within 400 metres of frequent transit, and around schools and parks.
Participants also wanted the City to encourage rowhouses since this is a fee simple housing
form.
People living on or adjacent to properties that were designated “Residential – Townhouse”
did have concerns about implementation, design, and transition between uses.
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Figures 11 and 12: Summary of Online Survey Results – Does the Draft Map Show the Right Amount of this
Designation?

2.d. Residential – Multi-Unit Buildings
The forms permitted in this designation would include: townhouses, rowhouses, stacked
townhouses and low rises (four stories). Only in circumstances where Development Permit
Area design guidelines can be met, a compelling case can be made, and appropriate
amenities provided, will a six storey building be considered.
People were supportive of this designation but wanted more clarification about the
circumstances in which a six story apartment building would be permitted. Some people
reiterated past feedback about six stories being inappropriate on the hill in Sapperton. People
were supportive of six stories in specific locations, such as within the Uptown “Local
Centre” boundary. The Local Centre in an identified area of Uptown that is intended to
provide a mix of housing types, commercial activities and good access to transit. People also
felt that all existing apartments within single detached dwelling neighbourhoods should be
designated “Residential – Multi Unit Buildings,” rather than just the ones that are already
zoned for an apartment use.
Participants wanted the City to encourage (or require) new buildings to include a greater
number of family friendly units and be designed for people with mobility issues. People also
wanted the City to encourage stacked townhouses in this designation.
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FEEDBACK FROM COUNCIL
Through the in person and online consultation with the community and stakeholder groups,
the presentations to City committees, and letters and emails sent to the City, a large amount
of feedback has been gathered for use in making refinements to the vision, goals, policies
and land use designation map.
Not all feedback results in a proposed change to the land sue designation map. There are a
number of reasons someone’s feedback may not result in a change, including:
 Although many may support making a change to an area, others may have supported
keeping it the same, or making a different change.
 The OCP needs to achieve the two overarching housing goals identified for the
project.
 The OCP needs to achieve the city building principles identified for the project.
All feedback is considered together and evaluated to identify the areas where there is a clear
desire by most respondents to make a change, and the proposed change would not be
unsupportive of housing goals and city building principles.
Based on the public consultation feedback received staff has identified the key locations
where community members suggested changes. Before moving forward with making
changes to the land use designation map staff is seeking additional direction from Council on
the proposed changes. These key locations include the following:
1. Questions on Land Uses in Brow of the Hill
a. Bent Court
b. Sharpe Street
c. Uptown Local Centre Boundary and Increased Density
d. Townhouses and Ground Oriented Infill Housing
2. Questions on “Residential – Townhouses Designation” City-wide
3. Questions on the Special Employment Area
Attachment 9 includes maps which identify areas relevant to these topics.
A future report will be presented to Council that outlines the feedback regarding the area
around the 22nd Street SkyTrain station. Based on the direction provided by Council, staff
will make refinements to and move forward with whichever of the options is preferred.
1. Questions on Land Uses in Brow of the Hill
1.a. Bent Court
Bent Court includes nineteen properties with single detached dwellings that where all build
between 1890 and 1941, some of which also have cultural heritage values. Many of the
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buildings are still used as dwellings but a number have been converted to commercial
buildings. This pocket of old homes clustered around Bent Court creates a unique and special
feel to the area.
In the current Official Community Plan the properties in Bent Court are designated “(CH)
Commercial Historic Area.” This designation “will include heritage buildings in a
commercial street. It is anticipated that pedestrian scale commercial uses will be at the street
level and commercial, office or residential uses above the ground level.”
All of the properties are zoned Community Commercial Districts (High Rise) (C-3). The
intent of this zoning district is to allow for large-site high-rise, commercial, and mixed use
development including pedestrian-oriented commercial businesses and multi-family
residential. Like many other sites in New Westminster, the site constraints (e.g. size and
depth) and zoning requirements (e.g. number of parking stalls) make it hard to achieve the
maximum density.
Over past years, and throughout the Official Community Plan process, there has been a lot of
discussion about this area and how to incentivise retaining some of the heritage assets while
recognizing the existing entitlements in the zoning of the properties. One example in the
area is a current application at 612-618 Brantford Street, which is undergoing a Heritage
Revitalization Agreement (HRA) process through which one pre-1900 house will be
protected in exchange for relaxation of land use and other zoning requirements.
The owners of Bent Court properties have noted that the current designation does not make it
clear how the properties may viably develop and achieve the retention of heritage. They want
to ensure that the existing zoning entitlements can be met and that the entitlements will be
taken into account when determining the land use designation for the area. There is openness
to discussing a density transfer program but a concern that the program may not be viable.
Owners wanted to know where density could be transferred to if there were to be a transfer
program. They felt it would be best if the density could be transferred to anywhere in the
city. A successful program could mean preservation of heritage buildings and the
opportunity for boutique commercial. Additional feedback submitted by an owner is
included in Attachment 6.
Staff proposes that the new Official Community Plan include a land use designation and
development permit area that clarify and provide additional direction about how this area
could redevelop. The options for redevelopment would include:
A. Building under the existing zoning which requires commercial at grade and allows
residential or commercial above. Given the constraints of the sites, it is unlikely that
the maximum allowable buildable area would be able to be developed.
B. Rezoning to allow residential only development. To support a rezoning the City
would expect that a certain number of the existing heritage buildings would be
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protected through a Heritage Revitalization Agreement. Like today, the retained
heritage buildings could be used either as residential or as commercial. Through the
HRA relaxation other zoning regulations could also be considered as further incentive
and to help make the project viable, even with reduced total allowable buildable area.
To incentivise the second option the City would consider incentives such as:
o Not requiring commercial at grade. If properties on Sixth Street are included in
the lot consolidation, they would only be required to have commercial space
fronting Sixth Street instead of across entire first level of the building (as is
currently required). This could be beneficial since the commercial spaces along
Brantford Street, Seventh Street, and Bent Court would not be high rent spaces
but would add to construction costs.
o Selling surplus City lanes in order to facilitate the creation of new opportunities
for land consolidation.
o Reducing the required number of parking spaces.
o Exploring allowing parking under City roads to make it easier to build
underground parking and meet parking requirements.
The development permit area would include principles that would provide clarity regarding
the City’s priorities and would guide the redevelopment of the area. This would include
principles regarding:
 Keeping the street configuration and built character of Bent Court.
 The requirement for high quality design to ensure the livability/commercial vitality of
the retained heritage buildings.
 Retaining the key heritage buildings identified by the City.
The development permit area would also identify potential property consolidation options
that could achieve these principles. The proposed consolidations would also identify the
most significant heritage buildings that should be retained as part of the project. For
example, an option could identify three or four proprieties that could be consolidated to
allow the construction of a six story apartment building and retention of one house (or two),
similar to the application received on Brantford Street. Alternatively, another scenario could
identify a larger consolidation that would allow the construction if a high-rise residential
apartment building that retains more of the heritage homes. The City would also be open to
other HRA redevelopment proposals as long as they meet the intent of the principles.
The next steps will be to for staff meet with land owners and present the approach and
options for feedback. Staff will then refine the principles and development scenarios, which
would be included in the Official Community Plan.
Question for Council: Do you support this direction?
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1.b. Sharpe Street
There is a pocket of five industrial properties on Sharpe Street. The combined area of the
properties is 8,568 square meters (2.1 acres). The current Official Community Plan
designates these sites “(I) Industrial,” which allow industrial uses. All of the properties are
zoned “Light Industrial Districts (M-4).” The intent of this district is to allow industrial uses
that are generally compatible with adjoining residential uses.
In the last round of OUR CITY consultation (a Community Conversation on Housing)
presented three different land use scenarios. One scenario proposed Industrial as the land use
for this area (in keeping with the current Official Community Plan) and the other two
proposed the land use would be “Mid Rise.” This land use is equivalent to the designation
now titled “Residential – Multi-Unit Buildings.” When the results of this round of
consultation were discussed with Council during an Open Workshop, the direction was to
that this land should be retained as employment lands. Based on this direction the draft land
use designation map designates this area as “Mixed Employment.” This designation would
focus on employment generation. Light and ultra-light industrial, commercial and office uses
would be permitted. The only residential uses permitted would be caretaker suites.
In response to the draft map the owners have submitted a letter outlining why they feel that
the current uses are not viable and suggest that “Residential – Multi-Use Buildings” would
be more appropriate. The letter has been included in Attachment 6.
Factors to consider:
Pro Mixed Employment
 The “Mixed Employment” designation allows the City to maintain land for diverse
employment opportunities (e.g. non-retail). As more land is redeveloped in the city
the space available for these uses has been decreasing.
 The City wants a high number of local jobs to increase the opportunity for people
to both live and work in New Westminster.
 Industrial land is in increasingly short supply in Metro Vancouver. Retention and
intensification is seen as important for fostering economic growth. It also helps to
reduce the regional pressure to convert agricultural land to industrial land.
 Due to the existing industrial uses it is possible that site remediation would be
required prior to redevelopment as residential.
Pro Residential (Multi-Unit Buildings or Townhouse)
 Owners feel that the poor location and access makes it hard to attract and retain
industrial tenants. However, the City has received inquiries from people interested
in opening businesses in this area.
 Site access is very restricted. There is no access from Stewardson Way and access
from Sixth Avenue is restricted since Sharpe Street narrows to six meters (20 feet)
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at this intersection. (The standard width would be 20 metres/66 feet). The grade of
Sharpe Street also makes access challenging for trucks.
 The surrounding land uses are residential, park space and a daycare.
 The topography of the site does not lend well to industrial uses that require truck
access, circulation and loading.
Staff did note explore a land use designation that permits retail commercial since this land
use is not seen as a viable option on this this site due to the limited access, location, and the
desire to better support other retail nodes in the city.
Question for Council: What should these properties be designated: “Mixed Employment,”
“Residential – Townhouse,” or “Residential – Multi-Unit Buildings”?
1.c. Uptown Local Centre Boundary and Increased Density
The representatives of the Uptown BIA and a number of event participants felt that
additional residential development should be permitted around the Uptown core. This was
seen as an appropriate location for higher density and an important way to support the
vitality of the commercial businesses.
Event participants felt that there was an opportunity to allow additional density at the edge of
the Uptown/Brow of the Hill neighbourhoods. Sites were identified that could be designated
“Residential – High Rise” on Fifth Avenue, between Sixth Street and Eighth Street. The map
included in Attachment 9 shows the specific locations proposed.
It was also proposed that the boundary of the Uptown Local Center be redrawn to include
three more blocks around these sites. The local area is intended to provide a mix of housing
types, commercial activities and good access to transit. Participants felt that it would be
appropriate for the City to permit six storey apartments within the boundary of the local
centre.
Question for Council: Do you support this direction?
1.d. Townhouses and Ground Oriented Infill Housing
There was a lot of discussion about the difference between “Residential – Ground Oriented
Infill Housing” and “Residential – Townhouse” by Brow of the Hill participants.
The forms permitted in “Residential – Ground Oriented Infill Housing” would include:
single detached dwellings which may also include a secondary suite and/or a detached
accessory unit (laneway/carriage house), single detached dwellings on a compact lot,
duplexes, triplexes, quadraplexes, cluster houses and other equivalent housing forms. The
forms permitted in “Residential – Townhouse” include townhouses and rowhouses. It is
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anticipated that the ground oriented infill housing uses would be built on existing properties.
It is anticipated that townhouses uses would require consolidation of a minimum of two
properties.
During the public consultation events there were discussions about which designation should
apply where. Many participants did not support the townhouse locations proposed on the
land use designation map (on Ninth Avenue, Ash Street) but felt that there were other
locations that townhouses would be appropriate. There was also a lot of interest in building
three or four unit townhouses developments (i.e. side-by-side triplexes and quadraplexes) on
single properties throughout the Brow of the Hill, on both sites designated for ground
oriented infill housing and on sites designated for townhouses. Some participants felt that the
two designations (Ground Oriented Infill Housing and Townhouse) should be combined to
allow greater flexibility.
If Council supports the direction of allowing greater flexibility staff proposes adding
townhouses and rowhouses as a permitted uses to the “Residential – Ground Oriented
Housing.” This would allow flexibility in areas with this designation, including Brow of the
Hill and would be more in keeping with the current “(RBH) Residential – Brow of the Hill”
designation. Staff also proposes that the designation for the south side of Sixth Avenue be
changed from “Residential – Townhouse” to “Residential – Ground Oriented Infill Housing”
so that this area has the same flexibility as the rest of the Brow of the Hill. This change
would be in keeping with the feedback received during the public consultation.
All applications to building new housing form included in the “Residential - Ground
Oriented Infill Housing” would require rezoning, including townhouses, if permitted. The
site specific context, including the potential impact on heritage houses, would be received
and evaluated in each application.
Staff would propose continuing to restrict the flexibility of the “Residential – Townhouse”
designation to ensure that townhouses are constructed, rather than other uses. For example,
the ground oriented infill uses (e.g. laneway/carriage house, triplex) may be more
economically appealing than townhouses since lot consolidation is not required.
Question for Council: Do you support adding townhouse and rowhouse as permitted uses to
the “Residential – Ground Oriented Infill Housing” designation?
2. Questions on “Residential – Townhouses Designation” City-wide
There were many robust discussions about the proposed “Residential – Townhouse”
designation in virtually all neighbourhoods. Overall, the strong message received during the
public consultation (both in person and online) was that more land should be designated
“Residential – Townhouse.” Numerous areas were identified (e.g. along Eighth Avenue)
where participants felt townhouses would be appropriate. Letters regarding changing the
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designation of the south side of the 100 block of East Eighth Avenue from “Residential –
Detached and Semi-Detached” to ‘Residential – Townhouse” are included in Appendix 6.
One area where there was a strongly mixed response to townhouses was the 500 block of
Fifth Street. The petition received in opposition to the townhouse designation is included in
Appendix 6. Many owners on Fifth Street are opposed to the proposed “Residential –
Townhouse” designation. Some of the concerns raised by owners were based on inaccurate
information or were or were related to implementation issues (e.g. zoning) that are not
regulated by the OCP and therefore beyond the scope of the OCP process. Their concerns
that were related to the land use designation included:






loss of privacy;
an abrupt transition between uses and reduced quality of streetscape;
the potential for additional traffic, and reduced pedestrian safety;
loss of existing heritage; and
pressure being put on residents to move out of their neighbourhood.

The concerns raised in the community meant that a high number of Fifth Street owners
attended the Your Future City events. This gave owners an opportunity to talk to and ask
questions of staff, and gave staff the opportunity to address some of the owner’s concerns.
Many owners preferred the “Residential – Detached and Semi-Detached” designation. A
small number of owners were okay with some townhouses integrated with single detached
dwellings, rather than a whole block of Fifth Street being redeveloped. Some preferred the
“Residential – Ground Oriented Infill Housing.” Some owners recommended that Eighth
Avenue be designated “Residential – Townhouse” instead. Participants that live in the
neighbourhood, but not on Fifth Street, thought Fifth Street was an appropriate location for
townhouses due to the proximity to amenities and transit. People felt the large boulevard
would make a good transition.
In order to ensure that townhouses are built, staff has proposed to be restrictive about what
else is permitted on sites with this designation, in order to help ensure that building
townhouses is economically viable option. For example, a laneway/carriage house would not
be permitted on properties designated for townhouses. Permitting a laneway/carriage house
would increase the unit density, property value and improvement value, reducing the
viability of townhouses. Many people recognized that, regardless, it would take a long time
for existing single detached dwelling properties to be redeveloped (due to the owner not
wanting to sell, the existence of relatively new houses, or market constraints).
With these factors in mind, staff has proposed a small number of modifications to the map,
as outlined in Attachment 9, which would result in more land being designated “Residential
– Townhouse.”
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Question for Council: Do you support changing the designation of the areas identified on the
map in Attachment 9 to “Residential – Townhouse”?
3. Questions on the Special Employment Area
The Regional Growth Strategy identifies special employment areas around hospitals or postsecondary institutions, which play a special role in the economic development of the city.
The intent of a Special Employment Area is well aligned with the work being done on the
Economic Health Care Cluster (IDEA Centre). Identifying a special employment area around
the Royal Columbian Hospital would integrate the Economic Health Care Cluster work with
the Official Community Plan, and help implement the outcomes of that work. Staff is
continuing to work with the Mayor’s Economic Health Care Cluster Task Force to further
explore how this tool can be used to implement ideas generated by the task force.
The Economic Health Care Cluster Neighbourhood and Business Development Subcommittee was consulted regarding the special employment area and the related portion of
the land use designation map. Based on the feedback provided staff is proposing to extend
the boundaries of the special employment area south to Debeck Street and north to Cedar
Street (see map in Figure 13). This will result in additional properties designated “MixedUse – Mid-Rise” being included within the special employment area. The special
employment area would specify that buildings within this designation will be limited to four
stories (first floor commercial and three stories of residential), unless the building includes a
floor of office in which case the total building height could be six stories (first floor
commercial, a minimum of one floor office, a maximum of four stories of residential). This
is intended to incentivise the development of more office space in close proximity to the
hospital.
Staff will continue to explore incentives to encourage office development on the land
designated “Commercial and Health Care.” For example, incentives could include permitting
additional height when the context is appropriate and design guidelines for the area can still
be achieved.
Question for Council: Do you support this direction?
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Figure 13: Proposed Changes to Special Employment Area Boundary

SUMMARY OF QUESTIONS FOR COUNCIL
The following summarizes the questions on which staff is seeking direction from Council
today.
1. Questions for Land Used in Brow of the Hill
a. Bent Court
Do you support the direction proposed by staff to create a new land use
designation and development permit area that clarify and provide additional
direction about how the Bent Court area could redevelop?
b. Sharpe Street
What should the Sharpe Street properties be designated: “Mixed Employment,”
“Residential – Townhouse,” or “Residential – Multi-Unit Buildings”?
c. Uptown Local Centre Boundary and Increased Density
Do you support the direction proposed for adjusting the Uptown Local Centre
boundary and increasing the density within the newly included area?
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d. Townhouses and Ground Oriented Infill Housing
Do you support adding townhouse and rowhouse as permitted uses to the
“Residential – Ground Oriented Infill Housing” designation?
2. Questions on “Residential – Townhouses Designation” City-wide
Do you support changing the designation of the areas identified on the map in
Attachment 9 to “Residential – Townhouse”?
3. Questions on the Special Employment Area
Do you support extending the boundary of the special employment area and
continued work by staff on identifying appropriate incentives for encouraging
office development in order to support the implementation of the Economic Health
Care Cluster?
NEXT STEPS
Based on the direction received from Council staff will be used to create the next draft of the
land use designation map. The revised map will be incorporated into the first draft of the
Official Community Plan (OCP) which will be presented to Council before going forward
with public consultation. The proposed timeframe for the next steps are as follows:









Present findings from 22nd Street SkyTrain Station to Council (November)
Present draft OCP to Council (December)
Public Consultation on draft OCP (December/January)
Revisions based on feedback (February)
Present revised OCP to the Advisory Planning Commission (February)
Present revised OCP to Council for First and Second Reading (March)
Public Hearing (March)
Adoption of the OCP once referral process is complete (April)

Staff will also be bringing a report forward about the feedback received regarding the Infill
Housing Design Guidelines.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON
The OCP is being developed as a coordinated interdepartmental process, focused on creating
a single, commonly-held vision that is supported by the community and understood by all
potential audiences. Interdepartmental teams are involved with research and analysis, and
will continue to be invited to contribute their insights and feedback.
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OPTIONS
The following options are presented for Council’s consideration:
1. That Council provide comment to staff regarding the draft land use designation map
as outlined in “Feedback from Council” and “Summary of Questions for Council”
sections of this report, which can be used by staff to create the next draft of the map.
2. That Council provide staff with alternative direction.
Staff recommends Option 1.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1: Our Future City Workshop Materials
Attachment 2: Summary of Consultation Activities
Attachment 3: Detailed Summary of Feedback Received
Attachment 4: Raw Notes from Our Future City Events
Attachment 5: Raw Notes from Online Survey
Attachment 6: Written Feedback, Letters, Emails, Tweets and Petition
Attachment 7: City Committee Feedback
Attachment 8: Stakeholder Feedback
Attachment 9: Maps for Council Feedback

This report has been prepared by:
Lynn Roxburgh, Senior Planner
Approved for Presentation to Council

Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services
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Lisa Spitale
Chief Administrative Officer

Attachment 1
Our Future City Workshop Materials

This designation would allow mixed
use buildings up to six storeys.
Buildings would have commercial uses
at street level and up to ﬁve storeys of
commercial, ofﬁce or residential above.

Mixed Use – Mid-Rise (Light Purple)

The forms permitted would include:
townhouses, rowhouses, stacked
townhouses and low rises (up to four
storeys). Six storey buildings and small
scale commercial may be permitted in
limited circumstances.

Residential – Multiple Unit Buildings
(Light Brown)

The housing forms permitted would
include: side by side townhouses and
rowhouses in small scale projects.
Consolidation of at least two properties
would be required.

Residential – Townhouse (Orange)

The housing forms permitted in this
designation include: single detached
dwellings which may also include a
secondary suite and/or a detached
accessory dwelling unit (laneway and
carriage houses), and duplexes.

Residential – Detached and SemiDetached Housing (Light Yellow)

These are the most common land use designations on the map.
See the presentation boards for additional information about each
designation and for information about the rest of the designations.

Land Use Map Colours Deﬁnitions

This designation would allow high-rise
mixed use buildings. Buildings would
have commercial uses at street level
and commercial, ofﬁce or residential
above.

Mixed Use – High Rise (Purple)

The forms permitted would include:
townhouses, rowhouses, stacked
townhouses, low rises, mid-rises, high
rises.

Residential – High Rise (Dark Brown)

The housing forms permitted in this
designation would include: single
detached dwellings which may also
include a secondary suite and/or a
detached accessory unit (laneway
and carriage houses), single detached
dwellings on a compact lot, duplexes,
triplexes, quadraplexes, cluster houses
and other equivalent housing forms.

Residential – Ground Oriented Inﬁll
Housing (Peach)

The Zoning Bylaw is a regulatory tool that identifies the specific
type of development permitted on a property (e.g. single detached
dwelling, duplex) and includes more specific requirements that
new development must comply with.

A land use designation is different than zoning. The land use
designations and map are policy tools that show the type and
location of development expected in the future (e.g. detached and
semi-detached residential).

Not all properties will be eligible for all of the permitted uses listed in
the land use designations (e.g. due to site size).

A few notes to keep in mind...

Presentation
Table Discussion
Closing Comments
Open House

FOOD TRUCK

1000 - 1030
1030- 1120
1120 - 1130
1130 - 1200

1130 - 100

1130 - 100

230 - 300

220 - 230

130 - 220

100 - 130

1230 - 100

CONNAUGHT
HEIGHTS &
WEST END

Open House

AFTERNOON SESSION

930 - 1000

MORNING SESSION

Today’s Agenda

All of the material presented today was created based
on background research, input from the community and
stakeholders, and direction from Council. Before we go any
further we want to check in with you: Did we get it right?
Are there reﬁnements that need to be made? Your input
today will be used when we make the next draft of the
vision, goals, policies and map, and the ﬁrst draft of the OCP.

We are in the process of updating our Ofﬁcial Community
Plan (OCP) and we need your help! The OCP is the policy
document that sets out the vision, goals and policies for
the future of New Westminster. The OCP will also include
a Future Land Use Map, which is the focus of today’s
conversation. This map will guide future development and
redevelopment of property within the city. Together the
policies and map will help to shape the future of OUR CITY.

Purpose of this Process

YOUR FUTURE CITY
WORKSHOP

OURCITY
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We will wrap up with another open house so that you have
time to provide any last comments on the materials or ask
staff any questions.

OPEN HOUSE

The staff member at each table will review the map and
then it’s time to get to work! Here are some questions to
keep in mind:
• Have we gotten it right?
• What reﬁnements do we need to make?
• What do you like about the map?

TABLE DISCUSSION: DID WE GET IT RIGHT?

Once we get everyone seated we will give a presentation
that will give background on the OUR CITY 2041 process and
outline the Future Land Use Map.

PRESENTATION: WHY WE ARE HERE

• Connaught Heights & West End
• Brow of the Hill
• Moody Park, Glenbrooke North, Queen’s Park
• Massey Victory Heights & McBride Sapperton
• 22nd Street Station Area
• Citywide
There are tent cards on each table to help you ﬁnd one that
is discussing the area you are most interested in.

Each table will focus on one of these areas (see map below):

FIND A SEAT

Review and provide feedback on presentation boards with
the draft vision, goals, policies, and draft design guidelines
for inﬁll housing. Here are some questions to keep in mind:
• Have we gotten it right?
• Is there a better word to use?
• Is there something missing?

OPEN HOUSE

What to Expect Today
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OUR FUTURE CITY WORKSHOP
OURCITY

HOW DID WE GET HERE + NEXT STEPS
Completed

Where We Are Now

Step One:
Background Research

Next Steps

Report to Council – Work plan for the OCP review (January 2014)
Launch of the Ofﬁcial Community Plan Review: OUR CITY 2041
Review of local, regional, provincial, federal initiatives
Statistical analysis (population data, growth trends, housing stock)
Analysis of innovative polices used in other Cities
Report to Council – Community Consultation program (May 2014)

Step Two:
OUR CITY
Public Launch

Launch OUR CITY Webpage and email (April 2014)
Release Newsletter #1 (May 2014)
Traveling Community Workshops (June 2014)
Pop Up Planning “In 25 years, OUR CITY will be…” (Summer 2014)
Our City photo contest (August 2014)

Step Three:
Vision and Goal
Development

Report to Council – Summary of Community Consultation (October 2014)
Report to Council – Neighbourhood Visioning Process (January 2015)
Release Newsletter #2 (February 2015)
Neighbourhood Visioning: LOVE OUR CITY Workshop (February 2015)
Neighbourhood Visioning: What We Heard Open House (February 2015)
Report to Council – Summary of Neighbourhood Visioning Process (May 2015)
Release Newsletter #3 (June 2015)
Pop Up Planning (Summer 2015)
Vision and Goals Survey (Summer 2015)

Step Four:
Policies and Land Use
Scenarios

Create revised Vision and Goals based on feedback
Create Land Use Scenarios (Fall 2015)
Report to Council – Announcement of Housing Workshop (October 2015)
OUR CITY Community Conversation on Housing Workshop (November 2015)
OUR CITY Travelling Workshops (November 2015)
OUR CITY Your Future Neighbourhood Workshops (January/February 2016)
Present compilation of feedback to Council (April 2016)
Release Newsletter #4
Create a reﬁned land use plan (Summer 2016)

We Are
Here!
Step Five:
Plan Development

Explore design criteria and implementation options for laneway/carriage
houses, and rowhouses and townhouses (Summer 2016)
Present draft future land use plan, inﬁll housing design guidelines, vision,
goals and polices to the community and stakeholders for feedback (September/
October 2016)
Report to Council - Summary of consultation and what we heard
Preparation of draft Ofﬁcial Community Plan (October 2016)
Report to Council - Draft OCP (Fall 2016)
Public Consultation on draft OCP (Early 2017)
Adoption of the Ofﬁcial Community Plan (Early 2017)
September - October 2016

POLICY FRAMEWORK
The Vision is a vivid description of
the community’s aspirations for the
future of the city. It provides a clear,
yet brief direction for the plan. It
summarizes community ideals as
expressed by community members
who have taken part in the public
consultation process.

The Goals are broad statements
describing the results that the plan
would seek to achieve in relation to
the policy areas. They address the
community’s priorities, as expressed
by residents during the public
consultation process. We want these
statements to be true in 2041!

Lists actions that the City
needs to undertake or
continue to do over time
to achieve this policy.

The policies describe speciﬁc
categories of actions needed
to help achieve the desired
results of the Goal.

Design guidelines provide
direction to developers and
builders that is meant to
help implement the policy.

VISION
Have an idea for making
this better? Let us know!
Use a Post It Note or
wright right on the board.

New Westminster is a caring, healthy, inclusive,
sustainable, complete and prosperous city where
investment, growth and development contribute
to a high quality of life for all. Community
members have opportunities to connect to the
natural environment and to each other. The city
is well connected by exceptional public spaces
and is easily accessible by foot and by wheels.
Each neighbourhood has a unique character and
cultural identity, and exhibits a high quality of
urban design that is well integrated with the city’s
heritage assets.
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COMMUNITY AND
INDIVIDUAL WELL-BEING
GOAL

New Westminster is an equitable, inclusive, safe and
welcoming place where all community members have
opportunities to make a contribution while feeling
connected and accepted.

POLICIES

1. Develop civic facilities, infrastructure, programs and
services that are accessible to and inclusive of an aging
population.

Have an idea for making
these better? Notice
something that is
missing? Let us know!
Use a Post It Note or write
right on the board.

2. Foster a community in which children, youth and families
can meet their diverse needs and in which they feel a
sense of belonging.
3. Facilitate the development of an adequate number of
quality, accessible and affordable child care spaces which
meet the needs of residents and workers.
4. Foster a community which proactively addresses health
issues and facilitates healthy built environments.
5. Create a safe community for residents, students, visitors
and workers.
6. Facilitate a more equitable and livable city in which all
residents can meet their basic needs.
7. Encourage social connectedness, neighbourliness and
community building.
8. Facilitate and support civic engagement, including with
at-risk, marginalized and vulnerable populations.
9. Create a community which is welcoming, inclusive
and accepting of people with different abilities, ages,
backgrounds, incomes and lifestyles.
10. Facilitate opportunities for growing food and
participating in food culture.
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CULTURE
GOAL
POLICIES
Have an idea for making
these better? Notice
something that is
missing? Let us know!
Use a Post It Note or write
right on the board.

New Westminster encourages and supports
opportunities to generate and encounter the diverse
creative, spiritual, intellectual and material features of
the city and its development.
1. Enhance the city’s cultural facilities and creative
community spaces.
2. Foster a deeper understanding of the city’s cultural
heritage.
3. Support and promote arts and cultural activities that
celebrate and contribute to the city’s distinct identity.
4. Incorporate public art into the public realm to reinforce a
sense of place.

HERITAGE
GOAL
POLICIES
Have an idea for making
these better? Notice
something that is
missing? Let us know!
Use a Post It Note or write
right on the board.
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New Westminster has a strong sense of historic identity,
and it values, promotes and protects its heritage assets.
1. Identify and recognize physical heritage assets as a key
component of the city’s distinct character
2. Retain and protect physical heritage assets city-wide.
3. Manage heritage assets and the city’s historic narrative
within a context of change.

s s
GOAL
POLICIES
Have an idea for making
these better? Notice
something that is
missing? Let us know!
Use a Post It Note or write
right on the board.

ECONOMY AND
EMPLOYMENT
New Westminster in an intelligent city that has a diverse
and adaptive economy and is a desirable place to work,
live, shop and invest.
1. Foster creative and knowledge-based sectors that
cultivate innovation, promote entrepreneurship and
generate employment.
2. Support the growth and well-being of new and existing
businesses of all sizes.
3. Promote diverse range of retail and amenities for all
residents and employees.
4. Encourage ofﬁce development and more versatile
workspace in new and existing buildings.
5. Protect our industrial land base and encourage
employment-intensive and sustainable industrial uses.
6. Foster a strong tourism sector.
7. Collaborate with and support government organizations
and institutions as major employers and economic
generators.
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ENERGY, EMISSIONS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
GOAL

New Westminster is an energy-efﬁcient and low-carbon
community that takes action to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions and is resilient to the impacts of climate
change.

POLICIES

1.

Reduce transportation energy use and related greenhouse
gas emissions.

Have an idea for making
these better? Notice
something that is
missing? Let us know!
Use a Post It Note or write
right on the board.

2.

Foster continuous improvements in energy conservation
and efﬁciency, and greenhouse gas reductions for new
and existing buildings.

3.

Encourage renewable and low carbon energy systems
that service our homes, businesses and schools.

4.

Prepare for and reduce the future impacts and risk to
public health, property and the natural environment due
to climate change.

ENVIRONMENT AND
NATURAL AREAS
GOAL

New Westminster protects and enhances its urban green
spaces and natural habitat areas that connect the region
and support biodiversity and healthy communities.

POLICIES

1. Protect and enhance natural habitat areas and ecological
systems including, the Fraser River, Brunette River,
Glenbrooke Ravine and large treed parks.

Have an idea for making
these better? Notice
something that is
missing? Let us know!
Use a Post It Note or write
right on the board.

2. Enhance and celebrate waterway corridors as a place of
work, leisure and ecology.
3. Ensure natural areas and ecological elements are
integrated and enhanced throughout the urban
environment.
4. Facilitate community environmental stewardship
initiatives that protect and restore ecological health.
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HAZARDS
GOAL
POLICIES
Have an idea for making
these better? Notice
something that is
missing? Let us know!
Use a Post It Note or write
right on the board.

New Westminster protects against land use related
hazards and manages associated risks.
1. Use emergency management programs to protect critical
City infrastructure from emergency events.
2. Promote community awareness and personal
preparedness activities that help residents and local
businesses prepare for, respond to and recover from
emergency events.
3. Protect against and minimize the impacts of sea level rise
and Fraser River ﬂooding.
4. Ensure that buildings are designed, built, maintained and
retroﬁtted in ways that minimize the risk of hazards.

UTILITIES AND SERVICE
INFRASTRUCTURE
GOAL
POLICIES
Have an idea for making
these better? Notice
something that is
missing? Let us know!
Use a Post It Note or write
right on the board.
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New Westminster has reliable, resilient and innovative
servicing that efﬁciently and effectively meets the
needs of the community and reduces impacts on the
environment.
1.

Plan, construct and operate City services in a manner that
best serves the community while protecting public health
and the environment.

2.

Integrate stormwater management and potable water
conservation into the planning and design of buildings
and infrastructure.

3.

Decrease the amount of waste generated and divert as
much material from the waste stream as possible.

4.

Provide the infrastructure that enables a digital economy.

HOUSING
GOAL
POLICIES
Have an idea for making
these better? Notice
something that is
missing? Let us know!
Use a Post It Note or write
right on the board.

New Westminster’s neighbourhoods are great places
to live and have diverse housing choices that meet the
needs of the community.
1. Facilitate the creation and maintenance of housing that
offers options for people who are homeless or at risk of
homelessness.
2. Facilitate access to affordable and non-market housing for
low to moderate income households.
3. Foster a rental housing stock in which tenants have
adequate opportunities to live in healthy, safe and secure
housing.
4. Create neighbourhoods with housing options for people
of all ages, abilities and household types which meet their
changing needs.
5. Provide housing to meet the needs of the projected
population in ways that ensure growth contributes
positively to the neighbourhood.
6. Design housing to be livable and foster social cohesion
and connectivity.
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PARKS AND
RECREATION
GOAL
POLICIES
Have an idea for making
these better? Notice
something that is
missing? Let us know!
Use a Post It Note or write
right on the board.

New Westminster provides excellent programs, events
and recreation opportunities for all within a high quality,
comprehensive network of parks, open spaces and
facilities.
1. Ensure versatile recreation facilities and programming
that are responsive to the changing needs of our
community.
2. Provide well-designed parks and open spaces that reﬂect
the needs and demands of our diverse and growing
community.
3. Maintain and develop a network of trails and greenways
to ensure a high quality recreational experience.
4. Find opportunities to reallocate existing remnant and
underutilized public lands to create innovative parks and
open spaces.
5. Create connectivity to and along the city’s waterfront
while also enhancing the diversity of experiences and
activities along the waterfront.

PUBLIC REALM AND
URBAN DESIGN
GOAL
POLICIES
Have an idea for making
these better? Notice
something that is
missing? Let us know!
Use a Post It Note or write
right on the board.
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New Westminster is a liveable city, with an attractive,
dynamic urban character demonstrating innovation and
leadership in the design of the built environment.
1. Require a high standard of urban design to establish
attractive and well integrated development throughout
the city.
2. Design complete streets that promote livability, animate
the public realm and encourage people of all ages to
linger.

TRANSPORTATION AND
ACCESSIBILITY
GOAL
POLICIES
Have an idea for making
these better? Notice
something that is
missing? Let us know!
Use a Post It Note or write
right on the board.
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New Westminster’s regionally connected, multi-modal,
transportation system is accessible for people of all
ages and abilities, supporting a compact, sustainable,
resilient and prosperous community.

1.

Contribute to the creation of livable neighbourhoods
by prioritizing active transportation and reducing the
impact of motor vehicles.

2.

Support the development of Great Streets as destinations
unto themselves and as corridors that connect key
destinations.

3.

Encourage people to walk more by making it safer, more
comfortable and more convenient to walk throughout the
city.

4.

Develop a complete network of bikeways and greenways,
providing convenient routes that feel safe and
comfortable for people of all ages and abilities.

5.

Collaborate with TransLink to provide transit services and
amenities that encourage people to use transit.

6.

Manage the City’s road network for the safety and
efﬁciency of all road users.

7.

Minimize the impacts of goods and services moving
through and to the community.

8.

Mitigate the health impacts of motor vehicles and trains.

9.

Manage parking so that sustainable modes of
transportation are supported.
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(SGTMC) Sapperton Green Transit-Oriented
Mixed-Use Community
(RHC) Residential - High Density/Community Facility
Bent Court
Commercial
Commercial and Health Care
Mixed Employment
Industrial
Utilities and Transportation Infrastructure
Intertidal
Habitat/Natural Areas
Parks, Open Space and Community Facilities
Cemeteries
Major Institutional
Study Area

Mixed Use - High-Rise
(MRCH) Mixed Residential, Commercial and Health Care

Mixed Use - Mid-Rise

Residential - High Rise

Residential - Multi-Unit Buildings

Residential - Townhouse

Residential - Ground Oriented Inﬁll Housing

Residential - Detached and Semi-Detached

Future Frequent Transit Development Area
Frequent Transit Development Area
Special Employment Area
Local Centre
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“Residential - Townhouse” is a new land
use designation that would only allow
rowhouses or townhouses to increase the
likelihood of getting new townhouses in the
city. This designation has been applied to
sites based on proximity to frequent transit,
proximity to amenities, and feedback from
previous consultation.
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The designation “Residential - Detached
and Semi Detached Housing” would
replace the “RL - Residential Low Density”
and would include laneway and carriage
houses as a permitted use. It would no
longer permit detached townhouses and
low density multi-unit uses.

The new “Residential - Ground Oriented
Housing” designation is similar to (and will
replace) the existing “(RBH) Residential – Brow
of the Hill” designation. Many of the same
uses will be permitted. However, triplexes,
quadraplexes (and other similar three of four
units forms) would be now be permitted
instead of townhouses or rowhouses.

N

RM Residential-Medium Density
RBH Residential-Brow of the Hill
Parks / Community Facilities
School/Institution
Major Institutional
Residential-High Density
Uptown Commercial

MAP LU2a
Brow of the Hill
Proposed Land
Use Concept

MAPLE ST.

The land use designations in the area sometimes referred to
as the Rousseau Triangle would be changed. The properties
fronting Braid St would be designated “Mixed Use - High Rise.”
The properties fronting Rousseau St would be designated
“Residential - Townhouse”. The reminder to the area would be
designated “Mixed Employment: which is similar to the current
“Mixed Use” designation but more clear that no residential uses
would be permitted (other than caretaker suites).

The area around the Royal Columbian Hospital
has been identiﬁed as a Special Employment
area. The purpose of adding this overlay on the
Land Use Designation Map is to help implement
the work being completed by the Mayor’s
Economic Health Care Cluster Task Force (IDEA
Centre). A new designation, “Commercial and
Health Care,” would be applied to a portion
of East Columbia St in order to support more
health related ofﬁce space within a ﬁve minute
walk of the hospital. No residential uses would
be permitted.
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Some sites that are currently
designated “Major Institutional”
would now have a non-institutional
designation. This is especially true
for residential housing types (such as
assisted living). They would now have
a land use designation that matches
their built form (e.g. a high rise, a low
rise).
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The amount of commercial/mixed use on
6th St would be reduced. The intent is to
focus commercial in Uptown and Downtown
rather than spreading commercial along the
length of 6th St. The zoning in place means
that the existing commercial can remain
(and even redevelop). However, if this change
were adopted land owners would have
the opportunity to apply rezone to allow a
residential only development.
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The amount of land designated for
commercial/mixed use on 12th St would be
reduced. The focus would be on providing
commercial nodes at the intersections with
6th Ave and at 8th Ave. The zoning in place
means that the existing commercial can
remain (and even redevelop). However, if this
change were adopted land owners would
have the opportunity to apply rezone to allow
a residential only development.
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The Lower Twelfth Street Area
has been identiﬁed as a study
area. The next steps will explore
how to achieve a creative mix of
non-traditional approaches to
all typical land uses (e.g. ‘ultralight’ industrial, commercial,
residential) throughout the area.
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The land use designations,
including the titles, have been
revised. The titles now better
reﬂect the types of uses within
the designation.
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Commercial designation
on 20th St would allow
for auto oriented services.
Residential would no
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The area around the 22nd St Station has
been identiﬁed as a future Frequent Transit
Development Area where more work is required
before any redevelopment can be pursued. Land
use options for this area have been created based
on past feedback to facilitate further discussion.
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OUR FUTURE CITY WORKSHOP
OURCITY

LAND USE MAP COLOUR DEFINITIONS
There are two elements that deﬁne future land use in the Ofﬁcial
Community Plan:
1. Future Land Use Map: illustrates where in the city the land uses
designations are located.
2. Land Use Designations: explains the types and location of land uses
which the City may encourage over time.
A few notes to keep in mind...
Not all properties will be eligible for all of the permitted uses listed in the
land use designations (e.g. due to site size).
A land use designation is different than zoning. The land use designations
and map are policy tools that show the type and location of development
expected in the future (e.g. detached and semi-detached residential).
The Zoning Bylaw is a regulatory tool that identiﬁes the speciﬁc type of
development permitted on a property (e.g. single detached dwelling,
duplex) and includes more speciﬁc requirements that new development
must comply with.

Commercial (Dark Red)
This designation would apply to areas that are focused on
providing commercial, ofﬁce or service commercial uses that
are important for meeting the daily needs of residents . No
residential development is permitted.

Commercial and Health Care (Bright Red)
This designation focuses on providing commercial, retail
and health care ofﬁces and facilities. This primarily applies
to a portion of East Columbia Street that is close to the Royal
Columbian Hospital. No residential uses are permitted.

Mixed Employment (Light Pink)
Areas with this designation would include commercial, ofﬁce
(including high tech), light industrial uses, or any combination of
these uses, with a primary focus on employment generation.

Industrial (Grey)
This designation would include both heavy and light industrial
uses. This designation would apply to existing industrial areas.
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OUR FUTURE CITY WORKSHOP
OURCITY

LAND USE MAP COLOUR DEFINITIONS
Residential – Detached and Semi-Detached Housing
(Light Yellow)
This designation would apply to the city’s single detached
dwelling neighbourhoods. The housing forms permitted in this
designation include: single detached dwellings which may also
include a secondary suite and/or a detached accessory dwelling
unit (laneway and carriage houses), and duplexes.

Residential – Ground Oriented Inﬁll Housing (Peach)
This designation would apply to areas of the city where there
is already a mix of housing forms. These areas are expected
to continue to transition by encouraging a small increase in
residential density in the form of ground oriented housing with
up to four units. The forms permitted would include: single
detached dwellings which may also include a secondary suite
and/or a detached accessory unit (laneway and carriage houses),
single detached dwellings on a compact lot, duplexes, triplexes,
quadraplexes, cluster houses and other equivalent housing forms.

Residential – Townhouse (Orange)
This designation would apply to areas where small scale
townhouse developments would be encouraged. Design
guidelines would help ensure a smooth transition between
townhouses and single detached dwellings. The housing
forms permitted would include: townhouses and rowhouses.
Consolidation of at least two properties would be required.

Residential – Multiple Unit Buildings (Light Brown)
This designation would apply to existing low and mid rise
buildings, areas which have previously been designated for
multiple unit residential buildings and areas in close proximity
to transit. The forms permitted would include: townhouses,
rowhouses, stacked townhouses and low rises (up to four storeys).
Six storey buildings may be permitted in limited circumstances.
Small scale commercial (e.g. a corner store) may also be permitted
in limited circumstances).

Residential – High-Rise (Dark Brown)
This designation would apply to strategic areas in the city that are
generally well-served by transit, where high rises are encouraged.
The forms permitted would include: townhouses, rowhouses,
stacked townhouses, low rises, mid-rises, high rises.
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OUR FUTURE CITY WORKSHOP
OURCITY

LAND USE MAP COLOUR DEFINITIONS
Mixed Use - Mid-Rise (Light Purple)
This designation would encourage mixed use buildings up
to six storeys along pedestrian-oriented transit corridors and
Great Streets (e.g. East Columbia Street). Buildings would
have commercial uses at street level and up to ﬁve storeys of
commercial, ofﬁce or residential above.

Mixed Use - High-Rise (Purple)
This designation would encourage mixed use buildings along
pedestrian-oriented transit corridors (e.g. Sixth Street) and in
mixed use, pedestrian oriented nodes that are well-served by
transit (e.g. Uptown). Buildings would have commercial uses at
street level and commercial, ofﬁce or residential above.

Mixed Residential, Commercial, and Health Care (Dark Purple)
This designation would apply to the Brewery District, a large
mixed use site which must include multi-unit residential,
commercial, retail and health care ofﬁces and facilities.
Development is expected to help create an attractive and active
principle street and by synergistic with surrounding employment
hubs.

Sapperton Green Transit-Oriented Mixed Use Community
(Dark Purple)
This designation would also apply to Sapperton Green, which will
include a mix of medium to high density residential, ofﬁce, retail,
open space, and public and other community serving facilities
in a transit supportive, complete community, synergistic with
surrounding employment hubs.

Study Area
(Bright Pink)

The Lower Twelfth Street Area has been identiﬁed as a study
area. The next steps will explore how to achieve a creative mix of
non-traditional approaches to typical land uses (e.g. ‘ultra-light’
industrial, commercial, residential) throughout the area.

Bent Court (Pink)
A context speciﬁc land use designation has been applied to Bent
Court. Further work is required to explore how to retain the
existing buildings while recognizing the existing development
entitlements.
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OUR FUTURE CITY WORKSHOP
OURCITY

LAND USE MAP COLOUR DEFINITIONS
Utilities and Transportation Infrastructure (Dark Grey)
This designation would apply to areas that are primarily used for
utilities or as a major transportation corridor, such as rail tracks
or the SkyTrain, which are expected to remain in the long term.

Major Institutional (Blue)
This designation would apply to areas used for institutional uses
such as schools, hospitals, and other similar large scale publicly
owned facilities. Small scale institutional uses would be allowed
in a number of land use designations. Institutional uses which
are primarily residential in nature, such as assisted living, are
permitted within residential designations.

Habitat / Natural Area (Light Green)
This designation applies to areas that include ecologically
signiﬁcant lands and signiﬁcant natural features such as urban
forests and rivers foreshores.

Intertidal (Light Blue)
This designation would apply to areas that are expected to
predominantly remain in a natural state in order to preserve the
intertidal area of the Fraser River foreshore. Uses such as lookouts,
trails, docks, and marine commercial and working river uses such
as wharfs, are permitted as long as the surrounding natural
habitat is enhanced.

Parks, Open Space and Community Facilities (Bright Green)
This designation would apply to areas that are primarily places
of public assembly and community activities such as parks, open
space, natural areas, community facilities and City facilities (e.g.
ﬁre halls and City Hall).

Cemeteries (Dark Green)
This designation would apply to existing cemeteries and
memorial gardens.

Photo Contest Runner Up: Kathy Gilstead
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• Mixed-use development with street-front
neighbourhood-serving retail along Seventh Ave near the
Station to create a neighborhood centre high street.

• New community facilities in the area.
• High-rise development is near the station, with densities
scaling down to mid-rise and low-rise apartments and
townhouses to transition into the existing residential
neighbourhood.

• A neighbourhood centre along Seventh Ave.
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• Draft design guidelines for the private and public ream to
ensure a high standard of architectural and urban design,
streetscape and infrastructure improvements.
• Conduct a detailed trafﬁc analysis.
• Work with TransLink to develop a facility integration plan.

• Determine the appropriate level of amenity contributions
required to help fund community amenities.

• Identify the appropriate community amenities needed in
the area.

• Deﬁne desired land assembly patterns for redevelopment.
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Attachment 2
Summary of Consultation Activities

SUMMARY OF CONSULTATION ACTIVITIES
Our Future City Workshops
The purpose of these events was to get community feedback on the first draft of the land
use designation map. Community members were invited to any one of the events to learn
more about the draft map, which shows the types and locations of land uses that will be
encouraged over the next 25 years.
The same material was presented at each of the morning and afternoon sessions.
Community members could attend whichever session worked best for them regardless of
location. Childcare was provided at each event, which was run by staff from the Parks
and Recreation Department. The fact that childcare would be offered was included in the
event advertisements so that parents knew the option was available to them. The
childcare was well used. Coffee, water and light snacks were provided at each event.
Each participant also got a discount at a food truck.
These events were seen as a success. The event format worked well and achieved the
objective of getting detailed feedback regarding the draft land use designation map. A
large amount of feedback was gathered, questions were answered, and community
members were able to hear what each other thought of the scenarios.
The raw notes from the events are included in Attachment 4.
Event Details
1. Saturday, September 24, 2016 at Lord Kelvin School
Morning Session Attendance: approximately 115 people
Afternoon Session Attendance: approximately 55 people
2. Saturday, October 1, 2016 at Connaught Heights School
Morning Session Attendance: approximately 70 people
Afternoon Session Attendance: approximately 70 people
3. Saturday, October 15, 2016 at Richard McBride School
Morning Session Attendance: approximately 85 people
Afternoon Session Attendance: approximately 100 people
Event Format
 Open house (30 minutes) – Participants reviewed and provided feedback on
presentation boards with the draft vision, goals, and policies. Presentation boards
on the Infill Housing Design Guidelines were also displayed.
 Welcome and Introduction Presentation (30 minutes) – The presentation provided
background and summarized the purpose of the workshop and the OUR CITY
process.

 Table Discussion (50 minutes) – Participants spent time at a table, at which a staff
member reviewed the land use designation map with a focus on one of the
following areas:
o
o
o
o
o

McBride Sapperton and Massey Victory Heights
Moody Park, Glenbrooke North and Queen’s Park
Brow of the Hill
West End and Connaught Heights
22nd SkyTrain Station area

Participants started by introducing themselves and what their interest in the area
was before beginning to discuss and provide feedback on the map.
 Closing Comments (10 minutes)
 Open House (30 minutes) – Participants had additional time to provide any last
comments on the materials, and to ask staff any unanswered questions.
Consultation Materials (see Attachment 1)
 Vision, Goals and Policy Boards asked people to review each of the components
and provide feedback regarding anything that was missing, redundancies, or
suggestions for different language.
 The “How is the Different” Board outlined the changes between the map in the
current Official Community Plan and the draft future land use designation map.
 Land Use Map Colour Definitions Boards provided detail about what the colours
on the Map mean, and what land uses would be permitted. Pictures were used to
give participants a better idea of what the land use could look like.
 The Future Land Use Map Board presented the land use designation map and
outlined the most common land use designations.
 Infill Housing Boards used illustrations, photos and words to highlight the key
criteria included in the. The feedback from these boards will be outlined in a
future Council report.
Advertising
The advertising for the events began three weeks prior to the first event. The events were
advertised through:
 Postcards that were sent to all owners, tenants and businesses in the City.
 Postcards that will be distributed to the schools so they could be sent to parents of
students.
 Postcards and posters were distributed to Residents’ Association Presidents at the
Residents’ Association Forum.
 Postcards and posters were distributed to and displayed at City facilities.
 Ads in the Record, including a post-it note on the front page directing people to
the page the ad was on.













Ads on Record online.
Notices in CityPage (in print and online)
Ads on the City’s billboards.
Audience specific Facebook ads.
Posts on both the City’s Facebook and Twitter accounts.
Updated posted on the City website under “What’s Happening” and on the project
page (www.newwestcity.ca/ourcity).
Invitations sent to the OUR CITY mailing list.
Invitations sent to members of City Committees and Residents’ Associations.
Presentations were made to relevant City Committees and the Residents’
Association Forum.
Advisory Group members helped promote the events through their social
networks.
Media coverage also helped promote and draw more people to these events.

Demographics
The first display boards presented at the events asked participants to tell use a little bit
about themselves. Answering the questions was voluntary, but the majority of people did
provide information. The purpose of asking the questions was to better understand
whether the respondents were representative of the city as a whole. The tables below
compare the information provided by participants to data from the 2011 Census or
National Household Survey. The key findings include:
 Young people (under 35) where under-represented
 Middle aged people (between 51-65) were over-represented
 Renters were significantly under-represented
 Brow of the Hill was under-represented
 Connaught Heights and Glenbrooke North were over represented (and less so
West End)
Additional antidotal questions (that cannot be compared to statistics) were asked. Some
of the findings from these questions included:
 The majority (63%) of people that attended have lived in New Westminster for
more than 10 years.
 The majority of participants were part of a household that was either a family with
kids (41%) or a couple (33%).
 The majority of people (60%) expected to be living in the same home they do
now.

Table A: Summary of Results: What is Your Age?

AGE

19 and
below
20-35
36-50
51-65
66 and
above

Percent of
September
24 (Lord
Kelvin)
Respondents

Percent of
October 1
(Connaught
Heights)
Respondents

Percent of
October 15
(Richard
McBride)
Respondents

Percent of
TOTAL
Respondents

Percent of
Residents
(2011
Census)

Difference

0%

2%

3%

2%

18%

-16%

14%
19%
45%
23%

7%
26%
42%
23%

15%
32%
35%
14%

12%
26%
40%
19%

24%
25%
21%
13%

-12%
1%
19%
3%

Table B: Summary of Results: Are You a Renter or an Owner?

Own
Rent

Percent of
September
24 (Lord
Kelvin)
Respondents

Percent of
October 1
(Connaught
Heights)
Respondents

Percent of
October 15
(Richard
McBride)
Respondents

Percent of
TOTAL
Respondents

Percent of
Residents
(2011 NHS)

Difference

92%
8%

90%
10%

93%
7%

92%
8%

56%
44%

36%
-36%

Table C: Summary of Results: Where Do You Live?

Percent of
September
24 (Lord
Kelvin)
Respondents

Percent of
October 1
(Connaught
Heights)
Respondents

Brow of the
Hill

18%

9%

Connaught
Heights

5%

35%

Downtown

5%

Glenbrooke
North

Percent of
October 15
(Richard
McBride)
Respondents

Percent of
TOTAL
Respondents

Percent of
Residents
(2011
Census)

Difference

12%

23%

-11%

4%

14%

3%

11%

6%

1%

4%

17%

-13%

12%

16%

18%

15%

6%

9%

Massey
Victory
Heights

3%

1%

8%

4%

5%

-1%

McBride
Sapperton

5%

4%

40%

17%

16%

1%

Moody Park

23%

6%

6%

12%

8%

4%

Queen’s Park

5%

7%

7%

7%

4%

3%

8%

Queensborough

5%

1%

1%

3%

11%

-8%

West End

18%

14%

6%

13%

7%

6%

Table D: Summary of Results: How Long Have You Lived in New Westminster

AGE

Less than one
year
1-4 years
5-10 years
Over 10 years
I don’t live in
New West

Percent of
September 24
Respondents

Percent of
October 1
Respondents

Percent of
October 15
Respondents

Percent of
TOTAL
Respondents

10%

4%

12%

9%

10%
12%
68%

13%
12%
71%

19%
18%
51%

14%
14%
63%

0%

0%

1%

0%

Table E: Summary of Results: Describe Your Household

AGE

Single Person
Couple
Roommates
Family with
Kids
Empty Nester
Other?

Percent of
September 24
Respondents
16%
31%
1%
39%

Percent of
October 1
Respondents
18%
22%
1%
46%

Percent of
October 15
Respondents
6%
47%
1%
37%

Percent of
TOTAL
Respondents
13%
33%
1%
41%

9%
4%

12%
1%

7%
2%

9%
3%

Table F: Summary of Results: Where do you hope to be living in the future?

AGE

Living in the
same place
Living in a
smaller place
in New West
Living in a
larger place in
New West
Living outside
of New West
Other?

Percent of
September 24
Respondents
51%

Percent of
October 1
Respondents
51%

Percent of
October 15
Respondents
76%

Percent of
TOTAL
Respondents
60%

12%

17%

9%

13%

22%

13%

8%

14%

7%

16%

1%

8%

7%

4%

5%

5%

Land Use Designation Map Online Survey
At the same time as the first workshop an online survey focused on the land use
designation map was launched. The survey was posted from September 23, 2015 to
October 23, 2016. In total, 338 people provided feedback through the survey.
A copy of the land use designation map survey and the raw notes are included in
Appendix 5.
Advertising
The survey was advertised through Facebook ads. Emails were also sent to the OUR
CITY mailing list, residents’ associations and City committees. The project webpage,
Facebook and Twitter were also used for promotion. Information was posted on the
project webpage and on the City’s home page (under “What’s Happening”). Participants
at events were also made aware that the online survey was another way to provide input.
Demographics
Three voluntary demographic questions were asked at the end of the survey. The
questions help staff understand whether the respondents were representative of the city as
a whole. The tables below compare the information provided by participants to data from
the 2011 Census or National Household Survey. The key findings include:
 Children and youth (under 20) and seniors (over 66) where under-represented
 Middle aged people (between 36-65) were over-represented
 Renters were significantly under-represented
 Brow of the Hill was under-represented
 Connaught Heights, Glenbrooke North and McBride Sapperton were over
represented
Table G: Summary of Results: What is Your Age?

AGE

20 and below
20-35
36-50
51-65
66 and above

Percent of
Respondents
<1%
26%
38%
31%
5%

Percent of
Residents
(2011 Census)
18%
24%
25%
21%
13%

Difference

-18%
-2%
13%
10%
-8%

Table H: Summary of Results: Do You Rent, Own or Neither?

Percent of
Respondents
Own
Rent

84%
16%

Percent of
Residents
(2011 NHS)
56%
44%

Difference

28%
-28%

Table I: Summary of Results: What Neighbourhood Do You Live In?

Percent of
Respondents

Percent of
Residents
(2011
Census)

Difference

Brow of the Hill

10%

23%

-13%

Connaught Heights

11%

3%

8%

Downtown

9%

17%

-8%

Glenbrooke North

14%

6%

8%

Massey Victory Heights

4%

5%

-1%

McBride Sapperton

25%

16%

9%

Moody Park

6%

8%

-2%

Queen’s Park

4%

4%

0%

Queensborough

2%

11%

-9%

West End

10%

7%

3%

Outside of the City

5%

Attachment 3
Detailed Summary of Feedback Received

DETAILED SUMMARY OF FEEDBACK RECEIVED
This appendix includes a summary of the detailed feedback received, which is organized
as follows:
1. Neighbourhood Specific Feedback
1.1. 22nd Street Station Area
1.2. Brow of the Hill
1.3. Connaught Heights
1.4. Glenbrooke North
1.5. Queen’s Park
1.6. Massey Victory Heights
1.7. McBride Sapperton
1.8. Moody Park
1.9. Twelfth Street
1.10. Uptown
1.11. West End
2. What We Heard: General Comments
3. What We Heard: Stakeholder Feedback
3.1. Stakeholder Feedback
3.2. Development Community Feedback
3.3. Feedback from Uptown BIA Representatives

1. Neighbourhood Specific Feedback
1.1 Area Around 22nd Street SkyTrain Station
Attachment 1 includes material related to the area around the 22nd Street SkyTrain
station, including the three land use options presented.
Key Themes
 Most people were supportive of development at 22nd Street Station, including
towers, low rises and townhouses. They were looking forward to community
serving retail there. The biggest questions here were around the timing.
 Many people want to see the area start to redevelopment either because they want
to new amenities added to their neighbourhood or because they live in the area
identified for redevelopment and are ready to sell. Many of these people were
interested in moving back into the new development and saw this as an
opportunity to downsize without having to leave their neighbourhood.

 A number of other participants were not supportive of redevelopment because of
concerns such as the impact on views, increased traffic, or because they live in the
area and do not want to see the area change.
 Traffic was a frequent topic of discussion. Participants want the City to consider
entrance and egress to the neighbourhood for vehicles and buses, functionality of
existing traffic calming, and the impact of Queensborough Bridge.
 Many people wanted to see more community amenities in the neighbourhood (e.g.
park space, community centre, bike routes, greenways) and wanted to know where
they would be located.
 There were mixed comments about the pace of change. Some participants want
change to be a gradual and others want redevelopment to start in the very near
future.
 Participants felt that views between high-rises should be a key consideration.
Buildings, especially the street front, need to be well designed.
 Many people identified the need parking in the area to support commercial
businesses, allow for park and ride, and accommodate drop off/pick up space at
the station.
 Participants want safety in the neighbourhood to improve (especially around the
station and in the park located at Eighth Avenue and Twenty-Third Street).
 Many people wanted to know how the proposed growth would impact the local
schools and felt that any capacity issues should be planned for before the area
starts to redevelop.
 Some participants wanted to use New Westminster Station as a model for this
area, while others felt that redevelopment of this area should have a different feel
than Downtown stations.
 Concerns were raised about the impact of noise on all the potential new residents
living next to the SkyTrain.
Map Specific Feedback
 Participants were split between preferring Option One and Option Three.
 Participants were supportive of the commercial space on Seventh Avenue.
 Some participants felt that existing commercial should not be orphaned on
Twentieth Street and instead should be continuous with commercial proposed on
Seventh Avenue. Others felt that the existing commercial should be allowed to
redevelop to residential or mixed-use.
 There was the most support for the high rises below the station. Some people felt
that this was the only location appropriate for high rises. A smaller number of
people felt that there should be more towers than what was proposed in Option
Three.

 Many participants felt that Eighth Avenue should be the boundary for the growth
area and that the single detached dwelling neighbourhood should be maintained
starting on the north of Eighth Avenue.
 There was some interest in the 2200 block of Seventh Avenue being identified as a
tower site as this form would make living next to SkyTrain more hospitable.
 Eighth Street and Twentieth Street was seen as an opportunity to be an iconic
development and a main arrival point to the neighbourhood.
 BC Hydro lands should be park space.
1.2 Brow of the Hill
(See also: Uptown)
Key Themes
 There were strong comments in support of keeping existing purpose built rental
buildings since they provide affordable rental housing.
 Participants identified some of the neighbourhood’s best streetscapes (Third
Avenue, Ninth Street, Eighth Street, the north side Queens Avenue, Tenth Street)
that should be kept intact in order to maintain the feel of the neighbourhood.
 Participants wanted the unique heritage pockets in the neighbourhood to be
maintained.
 Of the uses permitted in the “Residential – Ground Oriented Infill Housing”
designation there was particular interest in three and four unit townhouses on
single properties (a side by side triplexes or quadraplex).
Map Specific Feedback
 There was no support for the townhouses proposed at Ninth Street and Third
Avenue since this is an intact historic area. There was also limited support for
townhouses on Ash Street.
 Many people were supportive of more townhouses being permitted but wanted to
make sure they would be permitted in the right places. People did identify
properties where they felt townhouses would be more appropriate.
 Some people felt that the “Residential – Ground Oriented Infill Housing” and
“Residential – Townhouse” designations should be combined. Townhouses are
very similar to what is allowed in the Infill Housing designation. All of these
forms can work if designed right.
 The owners of Bent Court properties want to ensure that the existing entitlements
created by the zoning can be met and are taken into account when deciding on the
appropriate land use designation. There is openness to discussing a density transfer
program but a concern that the program may not be viable based on how
equivalent programs have worked in New Westminster and in Vancouver. A

successful program could mean preservation of heritage buildings and the
opportunity for boutique commercial. Participants wanted to know where density
would be transferred to if there were to be a transfer program. The owners felt that
it should be able to go anywhere in the city.
 Participants were supportive of the redevelopment of lower Twelfth Street but
wanted the planning for the area to recognize existing strengths, including
businesses such as Cloud 9. Redevelopment should include attractive spaces for
artisans/craftspeople to live and to create. Many people wanted there to be
community uses or park space on the Gas Works site. It was also noted that the
future of this area will impact upper Twelfth Street.
 Owners of property in the lower Twelfth Street area designated Study Area
expressed interest in being excluded from the Study Area and in getting more
clarity about what it will mean to have property designated Study Area.
1.3 Connaught Heights
Map Specific Feedback
 Many participants want to keep the single detached dwelling neighbourhood
intact, especially outside of the area identified around the SkyTrain station.
 A smaller number of participants wanted some land to be designated “Residential
– Ground Oriented Infill Housing.”
 Some participants wanted the “Commercial” designation on Twentieth Street to
allow residential only. Others felt the designation should be changed to a mixeduse designation.
1.4 Glenbrooke North
Map Specific Feedback
 Many owners on Fifth Street are opposed to the proposed “Residential –
Townhouse” designation because they felt that it would have a negative impact
due to:
o loss of privacy;
o an abrupt transition between uses;
o the potential for additional traffic, and reduced pedestrian safety, when
Tenth Avenue already causes congestion;
o loss of existing heritage;
o reduced quality of streetscape; and
o pressure being put on residents to move out of their neighbourhood.










These owners preferred the “Residential – Detached and Semi-Detached”
designation. Some owners recommended that Eighth Avenue be designated
“Residential – Townhouse” instead.
Some owners were okay with some townhouses integrated with single detached
dwellings, rather than a whole block of Fifth Street being redeveloped.
Some participants preferred the “Residential – Ground Oriented Infill Housing”
designation for Fifth Street.
All owners on Fifth Street want to be directly consulted if the City considers
changing the zoning of this area.
Participants that live in the neighbourhood, but not on Fifth Street, thought Fifth
Street was an appropriate location for townhouses due to the proximity to
amenities and transit. People felt the large boulevard would make a good
transition.
Many participants thought there should be more townhouses in the neighbourhood
than what was shown. In particular, many participants felt there should be more
land designated “Residential – Townhouse” around Eighth Avenue and McBride
Boulevard. Some felt this should include allowing townhouses on Eighth Avenue,
between the City works yard and Tenth Avenue, and along Colborne Street. Some
felt that the townhouses on Colborne Street should extend to First Street. Others
felt the townhouses should extend to Second Street.
Other participants supported the mix of uses proposed for the neighbourhood.

1.5 Queens Park
Key Themes
 The key message was about supporting the retention of heritage. Many
participants felt that infill could still work well in the neighbourhood if it worked
well with heritage buildings.
 Many participants that live outside of the neighbourhood wanted to see a greater
diversity of housing in Queen’s Park. They felt it was too homogeneous compared
to other neighbourhoods.
Map Specific Feedback
 Many participants, from many neighbourhoods, felt that the townhouse
designation along Fifth Street should continue into Queen’s Park.
 A small number of participants felt that higher density should be permitted on
Sixth Street.

1.6 Massey Victory Heights
Map Specific Feedback
 There was some interest in seeing townhouses on all, or a portion of, East Eighth
Avenue. Other participants felt that the north side of East Eighth Avenue should
keep the proposed “Residential – Detached and Semi-Detached” designation.
 Although there was support of townhouses on East Columbia Street, there was a
feeling that the topography would make redevelopment challenging.
1.7 McBride Sapperton
Key Themes
 Traffic was a key topic of conversation. Participants raised concerns about
existing traffic and the expectation that Sapperton Green will cause increased
traffic.
 There was a strong desire for improved waterfront access, connectivity along the
waterfront (e.g. between Sapperton Landing Park and Westminster Pier Park), and
access to the new Metro Vancouver park at the mouth of the Brunette River.
 Noise mitigation should be taken into account during design of new buildings.
 Many participants want to see a new school and new community facilities (e.g.
community centre, library) added to the neighbourhood due to the amount of
growth anticipated due to Sapperton Green.
Map Specific Feedback
 Many participants were happy that past feedback was reflected in the map. In
particular people were please that townhouses were not proposed for the area
around Blair Avenue and Buchanan Avenue, and in lower Sapperton.
 Other participants felt that there should be more townhouses in lower Sapperton
since the area is within walking distance of two SkyTrain stations.
 Some participants felt there should be more townhouses between Richmond Street
and East Columbia Street.
 Many participants felt that there should be townhouses permitted below the
cemetery. This change would join the two proposed townhouses nodes.
 There should be townhouses along East Eighth Street, especially on the south side
of the 100 block. Participants wanted new townhouse developments to provide
adequate on-site parking to reduce the need for residents to park on the street.
Concerns were raised about the width of the road and the potential for parked cars
to get hit.
 Participants were in support of the proposed townhouse locations.

 Most people wanted buildings to be fewer than six stories on East Columbia
Street, but a small number of participants supported six or ten stories. Some
supported this density in order to better support the commercial uses on East
Columbia Street.
 Many participants wanted to see a vibrant diversity of shops on East Columbia
Street. Some felt that this could be achieved by reducing the amount of land
designated mixed-use and focusing commercial in nodes.
 There was some interest in allowing a taller building at the intersection of Braid
Street and East Columbia Street, since this is a key arrival point to the
neighbourhood.
 There was some concern about the impact the “Commercial and Health Care”
designation would have on the streetscape and level of activity if no residential is
permitted.
1.8 Moody Park
(see also: Twelfth Street)
Map Specific Feedback
 There was some discussion regarding the townhouses along Eighth Street. Some
felt that this was a good location for townhouses, others were concerned about the
transition to the neighbouring single detached dwellings.
 There was some discussion about the opportunity for townhouses along Sixth
Avenue (between Moody Park and Twelfth Street).
1.9 Twelfth Street
Key Themes
 Participants want there to be more shops and restaurants on Twelfth Street.
 Twelfth Street has the opportunity to be a great commercial destination, just like
Commercial Drive.
Map Specific Feedback
 The majority of people supported reduced commercial on Twelfth Street.
However, some participants wanted to keep commercial along the full length and
to allow an increase of density in the area so that there are more customers to
support the viability of the commercial.

1.10 Uptown
Key Themes
 Participants want the commercial space in Uptown to continue to be viable since it
is within an easy walking distance of so many residents.
Map Specific Feedback
 Some participants felt that additional density should be added around the Uptown
core as long as there is a clear boundary that contains the higher density (e.g. the
increased density and building height should not be able to creep into the rest of
the Brow of the Hill neighbourhood).
 New sites on Fifth Avenue (east of Sixth Street) that could be designated
“Residential – High-Rise.”
 Adjustments to the boundary of the Urban Centre were proposed to increase its
size. It was also suggested that six story apartment buildings could be permitted
within this boundary.
 There was support for focusing the commercial in Uptown and removing the
requirement for commercial along the full length of Sixth Street. It was felt that
commercial should be located on Sixth Street and Sixth Avenue, not Seventh
Avenue or Belmont Street.
1.11 West End
(see also: Twelfth Street)
Key Themes
 Opportunities to increase housing choice are limited since there are no areas
designated “Residential – Ground Oriented Infill Housing.”
 People want community facilities (including meeting spaces) in the
Neighbourhood. The fire hall site was identified as an opportunity if the fire hall
were to be relocated. There was also a desire for there to be a space somewhere
near Lord Tweedsmuir School.
 There was a strong desire for more park space especially around Grimston Park.
People suggested which properties they felt could be purchased by the City to
expand the park.
 Some participants also felt that infill should be permitted along Tenth Avenue.

Map Specific Feedback
 Some participants were concerned about allowing townhouses along the north side
of Sixth Avenue. Some preferred that this area to be designated “Residential –
Detached or Semi-Detached” to allow single detached dwellings or duplexes.
Others felt that townhouses could work if implementation, design, and pace of
change are all done right.
 Participants were happy the land use designation on Twentieth Street was
“Residential – Detached and Semi-Detached” and that there that there is no tower
being proposed in the West End (on Twentieth Street/Seventh Avenue).
 Higher density was suggested for Eighth Avenue in order to achieve better transit
 There was support for the townhouses proposed between Twelfth Street and
Thirteenth Street.
2) What We Heard: General Comments
Additional themes that emerged were:
 A diversity of tenure, not just form, is important for all neighbourhoods. Retain the
city’s purposed built rental housing stock
 The impact of the proposed designations on heritage building should be
considered. Allow more units in heritage houses.
 Existing issues (e.g. of illegal suites, second secondary suites) should be enforced
before allowing more growth.
 Consider the capacity of our infrastructure before allowing more growth.
 Community corners should be included in the land use map. They would help
people meet daily needs without driving and would be a place to bump into
neighbours.
 Traffic, and concerns about increase in traffic due to growth, was identified as an
issue in many neighbourhoods. Safety and traffic calming in each neighbourhood
should be reviewed. Consider the impact of the Pattullo Bridge (especially since it
is now tolled).
 Transit improvements should be made (e.g. on 12th Street). These should include
having more free and affordable options, especially for short distances (e.g.
Downtown to Uptown).
 Coordinate land use and transportation planning with neighbouring municipalities
(e.g. what is going to happen on the other side of Tenth Avenue).
 Improve connections within the city. Q2Q is seen as an important linkage for
connecting Queensborough to the rest of the city. Other greenways identified in
1998 OCP that have not been completed should be prioritised. Other
improvements (e.g. specific crossings) were also identified.

 Design is very important. Many participants expressed the importance of get
design right. This included the design of single detached dwellings, townhouses
and high rises (especially at street level). Quality of materials and construction
was also identified as being important. Many people also wanted more design
guidelines and Zoning Bylaw regulations to provide direction on sustainability,
trees, landscaping, architectural design, massing, retaining walls and basement
size.
 A number of people questioned why New Westminster has to grow or
accommodate Regional Growth Strategy projections.
 People want current issues addressed (e.g. potholes, noise, pollution, pedestrian
safety) before planning for change.
 Planning for future school locations and future capacity of schools needs to be part
of the Official Community Plan review process.
 People want more contributions from developers.
 Other housing forms should be permitted including stratified units in large homes,
micro and tiny homes, and co-housing.
 There should be more parks and community space.
 Parking needs to be considered since people still own cars. Others felt that less
planning should be done for parking since the demand for cars is changing. Others
emphases that some people will continue to need to drive (e.g. due to mobility
issues) and will require accessible parking.
 Monitor the implementation of the Plan, including how many units of each
housing form is constructed.
3) What We Heard: Stakeholder Feedback
3.1 Stakeholder Feedback
Letters were sent to each of the organizations identified for early and ongoing
consultation, which informed stakeholders that the first draft of the Land Use Designation
map had been issued and that staff were looking for feedback. The letter also included an
offered to set up a meeting with any organization that wanted more information or
wanted to have a more detailed discussion.
The following is a summary of the written responses received:
 City of Coquitlam was interested in learning more about the public consultation
events planned.
 City of Burnaby did not have any comments on the Draft Land Use Designation
map. They will review the draft Official Community Plan when the document is
complete.
 TransLink is supportive of the OCP goals that supporting sustainable
transportation. TransLink also supports plans to designate a Frequent Transit

Development Area around Braid and Sapperton SkyTrain stations, a Future
Frequent Transit Development Area around 22nd Street SkyTrain Station, and
designating the Uptown Core as a Local Center. TransLink will also continue to
review future frequent transit service on Twelfth Street.
 Metro Vancouver was interested in future discussions regarding the proposed
Frequent Transit Development Areas in terms of accommodating residential and
job growth. They acknowledged the proposed “Special Employment Area” in
Sapperton and requested some clarification on the proposed mix of land uses
there. Additionally, they were interested in receiving information on the Study
Area at lower Twelfth Street when it becomes available. Metro Vancouver also
indicated that the goals to accommodate expected growth and increase housing
choice align with Metro 2040 Goals.
 Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure supports the future detailed traffic
studies around 22nd Street SkyTrain Station and would appreciate the opportunity
to comment on and traffic analysis completed for this area.
Copies of the letters received are included in Attachment 8.
3.2 Development Community Meeting Feedback
Builders, developers, architects, designers and representatives of the Urban Development
Institute were invited to a meeting to discuss the draft land use designation map.
The key messages included:
 Land values can get skewed quickly, especially if a site is zoned for a density that
cannot actually be achieved, which points to the need to be clear in the regulations.
 Look at examples like Norquay, Marpole, and Grandview Woodlands to see
examples of successes and challenges the City of Vancouver has had with
implementing townhouses.
 Each development site in New Westminster is unique and has different challenges
(e.g. due to slope, access, lot depth, parking). New design guidelines or zoning
needs to include enough flexibility for developers/builders to creativity address
these challenges. Being restrictive will mean that it will not be possible to
design/build viable projects on some of the sites identified for townhouse.
 It is more important to be clear about what the end goal is rather than about how
you get there.
 Pre-zoning sites encourages developers/builders to take a look at a site. Flexibility
in how the site develops (while still meeting the City’s goal for the site) helps
increase the likelihood that they will pursue the development.
 Consider the needs of commercial tenants (e.g. size and depth of units) when
commercial spaces are being planned and designed, otherwise commercial nodes
will struggle to be successful.

 The area around the 22nd Street SkyTrain station is a great opportunity. Dense
development should be located around the station.
 Be open and forward thinking about how changes in technology will change how
people build. For example, it will soon be possible to build a higher wood frame
building.
 Cooperation between the City Departments is important.
 Be clear about the process for retaining heritage buildings and what incentives are
available.
3.3 Uptown BIA Representatives Feedback
The messages raised by the Uptown BIA representatives included:
 More density should be permitted in the in and around Uptown. Not allowing
more growth in the area will stunt the commercial viability.
 Be bold with the Official Community Plan.
 City should support more families moving into the neighbourhood. One way this
could be done is by allowing ground oriented housing in the single detached
dwelling neighbourhoods surrounding Uptown.
 The retail market is evolving with more people shopping online. Need to support
the vitality of Uptown as this evolution occurs.
 Support the reduced commercial space proposed on the draft land use designation
map. The focus should be on supporting proposed commercial segments of Sixth
Street and Sixth Avenue. Commercial does not need to continue down Sixth Street
and should not have to be located on secondary streets like Belmont Street and
Seventh Avenue.
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Keep our city safe from that overcrowding leads to : pollution, noise, overcrowding schools
More diversity of housing types in SFA's, missed opportunity esp. around schools/parks
What does a context specific land use definition mean? Who creates this definition?
Sapperton rail property has destroyed the environment due to loud horns and diesel fumes
security issue
tax incentive or tax break for builder or developer
What about walkability with community commercial with higher density around 22nd St
Station
how to deal with increased traffic
like the cap on high rise
Q2Q should be a ferry tourism
Outdoor exercise apparatus in moody park
Why not allow peach within light yellow neighbourhoods, more density low impact on
character
What about peach and orange in quiet areas not just busy streets like sixth and 8th
High school 4 levels rather than 2 but same FSR
Require Rooftop gardens on high rise
more libraries
higher density along high traffic corridors to consolidate properties and driveways
grade separated crossing to avoid train whistles
finish the waterway park from Quay to Braid
Overpass to avoid stop light to get onto Queensborough bridge from 20th
Overpass for braid/brunette
disappointed by emphasis on laneway and secondary unit, why not allow triplex and
townhouse. Seems that townhouses would help bring a level of affordability into more
neighbourhoods with a low impact on neighbourhood character, or at the very least we can
promote rowhouses to developers alongside laneways
not incentivized to build laneway houses if same FSR
Housing built by community members contribute to community
more public seating
white roofs on any new construction - grants for white roofs
Since parking is already a challenge, perhaps when density increases, the new
infill/laneway/carriage housing or townhouse have less land taken for parking while the area
moves to permit parking and the new units are allowed only 1 permit per unit of street parking.
if a MODO spot is provided within 2 blocks then the city is providing incentives away
traffic on 8th Street
McBride - bridge traffic - bypass bridge
bike racks at parklets
restricting the housing to rental or seniors only means it is difficult to take advantage of








































keep residents in community regardless of stage of life
East west corridors
more commercial nodes along transit corridors, European style of housing
more pedestrian access across tenth
why not more peach on west side
allow townhouses row houses within the current light yellow areas on map
more rowhouses and townhouses near cycling routes
make more big stores in town
Q2Q !!!
make row housing
Too much yellow single family homes . People are moving out to Langley Surrey Cloverdale
because not enough choices. Lets encourage young families to stay here and give them choices
why are all the carriage houses laneway houses located in 1 specific area
strata free row houses need more!
how is this going to affect property taxes
upgrade and expand centennial pool
need to overlay greenways
waterfront connection, extension of espanalade (Fraser river near S&o)
ped crossing over Stewardson grade-separated (near S&O)
City should acquire part of lots at corner of lanes to increase visual
concept of ownership of laneway should be expanded to allow rental
laneway housing looked at block by block
using garages for parking instead of parking on street
units (suite or laneway) ties to square footage of house
concern with illegal suites
parking should be tied to square footage of house for minimum
enforcement of illegal suites and cellars
tied to suite policy in house?
laneway housing flexibility - 8th ave corridor transit route, 22nd st stn green spaces
where are future parks going?
firehall - keep as community space amenity even as firehall moves
more townhomes on Eighth ave
more townhouse around 8th ave 10th ave, small scale, near school
lots of potential - Twelfth Street
cost to lease space = affordable (twelfth st)
flexible commercial space can be sublet (Twelfth st)
creative cluster would influence upper twelfth
need more studio space, live work
Q2Q !



Living through the utter failure of the downtown, im glad to be old enough not to live here in
20 years from today. Ruining the Fraser assets by building ugliness, so close to them, ignoring
landscape, view for greed and profit?
Wellbeing of children? with a playstation under a noisy SkyTrain. they will be deaf at twenty
years of age. Did Health Authority allow it?
Parks? thanks to the gardeners they are still beautiful, but for how long?
Pier Park the W is a proof of WASTE while the First Nations are not given a place for one or
more of their artwork.
Why not take care of NOW potholes/noise/dangerous streets at night
As for quality of buildings, i watch them going up, cardboard lined with toilet paper fire
hazards



Good presentation talk of overview. Plenty of staff and they circulated well and answered
detailed questions. Very responsive. And your presentation appears to have incorporated
resident comments from earlier events. You work hard. thanks
big lots should be allowed for subdivision in yellow areas
more density on 8th ave
more parks or better maintained
more townhouse rowhouse 8th Ave
new SkyTrain stations at Victoria hill and 4th Ave/Stewardson
bicycle bridge
20th st residents only
maintain increase ambiance of 12th street - like commercial drive in Vancouver
we need more community centers for sports, swimming and gyms
coach houses allowed without parking, tenants without cars only
no high rises Queens to Columbia, tenth to 4th, there is already enough high density
rowhouses ownership without strata, parking in ground level back lane
want 60% house with 2 legal basement suites
small scale convenience stores in residential areas
trucks along eighth
ensure businesses aren't just minimum wage jobs. Not just service jobs, coffee shops, places
near like bakery
moving this density off E Columbia
Good job :)
people need to have a place to store more than 1 vehicle
how will transportation handle growth?
concern about impacts to neighbours, neighbourliness
need TH in location where there aren't hills, well served by transit, particularly for seniors
need to honour noise bylaws during constriction
12 st should have shops possible along entire length, more density important for shops
too much exclusively single family housing throughout city
we need to allow more density along 8th ave, some kind of change, orange TH
I prefer rowhome instead of townhouse
keep 12th st the same with shops and living on top
where will the new students being go with so much volume coming to the city
re-zoning prezoning for duplexes
not everyone has a vehicle, don’t penalize those that use parking, like 3 units 2 car






































































don’t get hung up on parking for now, its not the way we are going
use parking as a way to get a laneway house, can change
LWH FSR concern, not increase density, will not achieve too many more places for rent, how
will this result
how many houses can build a LWH is FSR is maintained, not many
LWH parking on site should be included
need pre-designs to help bring down the cost of LWH
start laneway housing on corner lots for testing
duplex pre-zoning should be put into plan, for example R5 in North Van
pre-zone for duplexes if they meet width and depth
preservation of heritage throughout the city
integration with transit is key
cars, traffic and parking
want carriage house to allow more density so more people eligible
Seems like a well balanced reasonable mix, Bravo!
More duplexes
No side by side duplexes, back to front only to retain feel and character of streets
Future commercial should allow residential above it’s a gentle density (Dark red)
Need option of duplexes front to back and laneway and carriage homes. Need density for new
West to grow
New Single family home design needs to be governed by the City. Hire external 2-3 local
design firms to review each plan for design. Take a fee plus deposit for this cost + compliance
secondary suite plus laneway house as in Vancouver. We have limited land and want
affordable rentals
yes to laneway carriage duplex, need to be able to afford mortgage. Densify!
don’t understand distinction between infill and townhouse areas
townhouses should be min 2 parking, at grade garden allowed, small projects should be
feasible for underground parking under buildings
with much more density parking, families will sell and move to Chilliwack. No aging in place
laneway homes in lanes make sense, if no lane still ok, but with lane definitely
townhouses should not be built off of major streets such as 9th and Ash
townhouses 8th Richmond Cumberland please! Need affordability
keep 5th street alone. No development. Have green space as it is
the engineering works yard should not be a green designated park open space, should be grey
utilities and transportation infrastructure
I don’t think no lane should allow
we want a wall on Brunette and Columbia to protect the residents from traffic SkyTrain trucks
and noise. It can be a tree wall or wood or artist to paint on it, can make a huge impact on
lifestyle
regular institutional, historical churches 125 years
not enough townhouses, missing middle is still missing
hopefully the city will require at least 40% 3+ bedrooms
more density along major corridors, increase density on eighth ave
this plan does not go far enough, please think of the future for our kids













it is a waste to use the waterfront for major traffic
Row houses all the way down sixth (st?)
Farr max 50% plus 10% for laneway house
important to keep rental affordable and good quality
laneway houses access - build on lanes only
FSR to increase to allow laneway house options 50-60%
make industrial (River dr)
allow 60% ok if building a laneway house, 50% for main house
add 4 or 5 commercial low rise corners in Brow
stormont connector thru to gaglardi
townhouses along transit routes (8th ave) gets more frequent transit, please add more








laneway - amenities to serve residents, close proximity, combat traffic
street car loop in new west would be great (Portland)
on major corridors, Braid 8th, 6th, allow more density peach and orange land use
push for more row housing
restrictions on architectural style, heritage area should stay
the designation of townhouses for the east side of fifth st, is not a gradual transition from SF,
the street from 10-8th ave is completely SF and should remain
laneway carriage homes, eligible lots could = the destruction of existing heritage homes to
make way for lots of builders
townhouse row house on fifth st between third ave and fifth ave
Townhouses Colborn between 6th and 8th
provide fewer parking spots if this helps protect green open space
prezoning would be too fast and be too difficult to get to without consultation
5th street do no want townhouses, we are not against lane or coach houses
if townhouses are put in, would a lane be a necessity to add to the block for better access, if
built on a hill would parking be put beneath and behind?
visually provide less abrupt transition between townhouses and yellow residential, maybe a
hatching to show better laneway carriage house option so single family is no so abrupt
pre zoning consultation
guidelines for architectural style, to be with existing heritage homes
don’t make laneway CH guidelines to prescriptive
renters need to be included and not seen as lower income, more direct consultation with the
blue sign management company to include info to their renters






















renters can feel they don’t have the right to participate + invest in the city, city needs to take
this on
toll the patullo
please no suites in townhouses
importance of trees in housing and safety of kids walking to school
traffic !! Infrastructure
does the city project higher density for property next to higher density
safety in densification
aging in place, multi generational neighbourhood



local gov and prov gov need to get together more effectively, ie schools to accommodate all
the extra kids in the densified area



densification is ok, what is needed to support it is - upgraded social infrastructure - traffic
management - traffic infrastructure better connections - ped safety - parking built into
development
laneway + parking
upgrading suites to legal add LWH
lighting (sixth st)
Design guidelines, old homes torn down, new houses don’t fit
what about parks, open squares, false creek style
narrow houses amount large houses and lots
more bike lanes
keep down foot print esp in front yard
public open spaces, they are missing!
lack of traffic calmed biking lanes, lack of outdoor pads or spaces for restaurant
scope creep = density creep
lack of public outdoor event space
Queens park heritage lighting
traffic calming, roundabouts narrowing
design regulation for development of laneway and new builds all parts of the city
dangerous cross street away stop (Carnarvon + fourth st)
Laneway carriage house should be separate density, not included in FSR allowed now
Vancouver's Air B&B approach is good, city should do the similar
Churches should be taxed
























what is the plan to address increased density on che properties? Increase maintenance costs of
aging buildings, push for redevelopment
Most of this only makes life stress and enhances realtor! We like what we have now.
Coal tar contamination plume 1888-1929

22nd Street Station Area



Eight/20 SW corner provide opportunity to be cornerstone of redevelopment
option 1 max too many people 2+3



Need commercial on first floor of high rises (Starbucks) townhouses fit within neighbourhood
and would make streets interesting
Entrance and egress from neighbourhood for residents needs to be improved before densifying
addressing traffic flow in the area with any changes proposed
Green Space? Community Space?
Bus only right of way on 6th ave near SkyTrain
Option 3 is best with more high rises near station
Option 3 would be a better choice





































What about traffic to get to Queensborough bridge for commuters competing with high rise
residents
22nd area needs community and commercial and high rise for residential
Planned community at 22nd Station
make 22nd like Westminster station with high rise towers and commercial shops
20th st not walkable
20th st orphaned commercial should be continuous along 20th st
more transit! Dynamic to demand school student support
need big core to support uses like #3
Option 2 - I hate it, please don’t change our Connaught neighbourhood
Need better traffic solutions, better pedestrian access to greenway
7th ave must be designed for cyclists, pedestrians, cross town greenway
where is the green space? Keep the greenway, trees, new parks
high rises south side of SkyTrain only
keep detached east of 20th
I support 3
high rises option 3
option 3 ok
yes highrises at 22nd station
high rise option
high rises 3 at 22nd st commercial shops
high rises south side of 20th only
north of 8th ave, keep at detached and semi detached
move the border to the south of 8th ave
the block between 8th ave and Hamilton between 22nd and 21st st has a laneway, would support
cluster houses in this block, lets not block our views and character of existing neighbourhood
high rise development around 22nd st station is desirable in many ways
22nd st needs greenway
parks? Between 22nd/23 st below 7th
density around 22nd SkyTrain stn to retain SDD area
need community gardens if density increasing












































option 1 - like this one because of traffic issues, need transportation study, look at Edmonds trail
like SDD on east side of 20th
Option2 - like the balance, opportunity for increased density but not overwhelming
growth needs to be slow
eighth ave, a lot of new houses already
traffic control doesn’t make sense on lane west of 20th st
already have an influx of population due to second third suites
go from high to low as move north away from stn
area not livable today
the view between apartments is important
need a washroom at the station
commercial on twentieth need parking to survive
garage should be built into house so more backyard
want kids to be safe at SkyTrain station
need a community center and a traffic plan
noise attenuation needed south of SkyTrain
views are important
Option 3 is best
drug use continues in the area
development in land around SkyTrain a good idea
I support high density, consistent with regional policy and environmental policy
consider how to make it safer around 22nd st stn
in favour for option 1 with high rises on lower portion, fix traffic on 20th to bridge
in favour of option 1
favour of option 1
high rises along the south side along SkyTrain to 20th-23th only
need amenities, green space and community center
redevelop BC hydro right of way as green space
green space on BC hydro right of way
in favour of opt 1
high rise development around SkyTrain is doable and a good idea
high rises south of SkyTrain track from 20-23rd
reconfigure Queensborough as proper with no lights
option 2 is good
community center mixed use
retain heritage by taxing demo disposal
22nd st station planning consider parking and drop off
like low rises instead of towers
need a dog park this side of Stewardson (eighth ave)
like commercial around SkyTrain
green space needs to go with density
would like to see some rowhousing in Connaught heights











prefer option 1
in favour of option 1
option 2
In favour of option #1
Development around SkyTrain is a very viable and economically good idea
minimum SF you need to build high rise you have proposed
High rise development area around SkyTrain is a great idea
Option 3 - econ, env, socially
is there a community center planned for the west end?



Densification options that make room for some residential townhouse options to balance out high
rise culture
in favour of option #3
high rise around 22nd SkyTrain st commercial, banks, shopping
3 high rise shops
22nd SkyTrain hi rise with as many as possible option3
height restriction for high rises?
densification a greater need for school options, recreation and outdoor play areas
make the mid density areas scooter friendly - not 3 story units with stairs
cluster homes in cul-de-sacs for older people to move into
lower towers more bedrooms for family units.
make Connaught different from 8th & Columbia
favour option 3 and density along sixth and eighth aves
no row houses they are terrible floor plans, like townhouses on two stories
like mid rises
less density due to lack of schools
no high rises west of twelfth st
don’t build as high as las Vegas strip
increase density in the area, option 3, without limiting options for all types of designs
option 3 near the SkyTrain density looks good
option 3 higher density is best
option 3 is perfect us to SkyTrain
option 3 high towers
don’t increase density on north side of sixth ave, congestion already
I would like to see hi rises between 9th and 10th ave they would have 360 views and the existing































I would like to see cluster housing, we have too much traffic in our neighbourhood already,
adding more people will definitely impact the already congested area
leverage all the corridors that exist already, need more vibrant shopping street
I'd like to see more green spaces, parks space, where people can play
I would like to see high rises down by the river so not to obstruct our views and low rise by the
station would not obstruct our views
next open house please include traffic solutions, don’t just leave that up to the developers
think about the present congestion of 20th st and Queensborough bridge



we should have been having these discussions 30+ years ago before the SkyTrain came through,
when we knew SkyTrain was coming - we have invested too much in our homes to suddenly
become a high congestion area



please don’t change Connaught heights drastically. Keep in mind current traffic problems and
don’t make them insupportable with thousands more moving in who not everyone will be taking
public
like the idea of 7th ave high street! Greater amenities and small business
bus HOV on 23rd st should be accessible to help ease 20th st traffic
parking? sometimes we cant park in front of our house and we have to pay to have an annual pass
sidewalks and green spaces










projects like City in the park (Edmonds) not bad as very parklike, possible options. Areas like
Callingwood Joyce unacceptable
traffic issues ie 7th to 20th, 8th to 20th, total mess, what will happen with redevelopment
improve safety around SkyTrain, pedestrian connection to water and grindstone park
schools in west end Connaught heights will be overfilled, already have portables



7th ave 20th st traffic congestion and bus backups, need separate access, decrease traffic on 20th
st and 6th ave



need better pedestrian cycling connection to waterfront, continue greenway connection, bridge
walk over 20th st
increase green space in this area, too much density decrease green spaces
use towers to open up some green buffers along streets for softer eco look and feel on high street
increase safety around 22nd st station for pedestrian, better sidewalks and street lighting
what about 20th street traffic it is a nightmare now
option 2 is alright as long as it doesn’t look like new west station
how is the city going to help the school district accommodate more students
please ensure tastefully designed. Ideally this level of densification will bring in enough revenue
to community center and park
city will need to acquire land for community center
maximise the density to the max for community amenities and the whole neighbourhood
option 3 is perfect we need top number of residents to support business City's expenses, and this
is a major SkyTrain so it will not add much car traffic. Please add school.
setback, shops for the community, as well hopefully a minimum of 40% of development will
have at least 3 bedrooms for families
but where is the park?
option 2 - this commercial street is broken with this residential block
duplex zoning should be preferred over laneway house (crime and family options)
option 3 - high rise all the way to 23rd st
add a no orphan lot policy
need to negotiate hghirise with developer to get more back to the community
no orphan policy in development areas
support community center at Grimston park, 7th, 9th, better amenities, grade usage for slope and
sport
redevelopment of grimston park



























commercial space needed to answer the needs of the area
agreed! Allow duplex in light yellow zones
allow duplex side by side or front back
need west end community center and possible arena



need to make 22nd like new west station, grocery stores, café, restaurant, and a library would be
a welcome addition
can not reduce the off street parking of any type of infill
can you restrict occupancy based on age on some developments, we currently have townhouses
that are age restructured
commercial space needs to answer the needs of the area, grocery store, pub, not nail salon corner
store
option 3 needs grocery store near SkyTrain
support option 3 of 22nd densification - allow co-op cars
support opt 3 densification of 22nd st, plan in extra parking for park+ride, parking for
commercial area
at the moment risky for the home owners
if the lot meets for a duplex should be allowed without special hearing before council
duplex lot zoning should be permitted
Give bicycles a painted crossing now from 22nd station to Grimston park bike path to sixth st
like the idea of stuff happening at 22ns st. building dev needs to have carefully thought out space
so that is successful
















seventh st don’t like commercial along 7th because it will be empty commercial near 22nd
flexibility of commercial space is key @ 22nd station, not like new west station



love walking to stores commercial, consider commercial node in center of west end people can
walk to 22nd maybe uphill, along 6th ave commercial node in middle of SF area in Brow lower
12th

Brow of the Hill




Bent court boutique commercial
please somehow preserve gasworks site if possible and make park/community garden
traffic circles on 13th street





12th has so much potential, its like the commercial drive on new west, please keep it awesome
safe route to school 6th ave, tenth st
not safe intersection 3rd ave and tenth st



school parent pick up parking should not be allowed on Hamilton Street. It is dangerous for the
children and blocks the street every school day. Continuous use crossings guards crosswalks and
have parents use parking adjacent to moody park
Remember areas history
bent court density 400,000 sqft density, where in the city would that go?
what will the consultation process look like for people who actually live in Bent court
bent court residents reject designation as a heritage conservation area
maintain unique heritage pockets in brow of the hill
eliminate charging for parking, impact to street parking
make safe and walkable
95% of bent court residents are in favour of development under current zoning
use of lanes commercial
more townhouse forms for families, walkable to schools, amenities
what about existing use? How can city grow if we are not sustainable? New housing should be
required to provide at least some of own energy
parking could improve by asking apartment to park in their parkades, not on the street
ash between 3rd 4th ave please make heritage
designate houses 8th st between 3rd4th ave heritage, all built in late 30s40s, lovely character
homes
keep as much green space and single houses from current
No to townhouses at 3rd Ave and Ninth St corner
A bit of no mans land in terms of transit (Auckland St)
study area, large size properties ready for development
heritage redevelopment gasworks, townhomes project
gas works future city hall site
medium density (4-6 stories) along either side of 12th to support 12 st commercial, or medium
density along transit corridors
Sharpe St - very cut off from commercial by surrounding residences, needs to be improved
keep SF area, look at 6 story buildings on streets like 9th, but maintain SF take away this
worried about pre zoning and being the last house on the block, forced to sell b/c everyone else
has
design should be key factor, not housing for This vs infill designation
townhouses can fit in better than triplexes with better design
density TH infill very similar so why not put in the designations together and can do TH if meet
criteria
development along bus routes is good, carriage and TH guidelines are right on track



























































orange areas in brow should be peach on Ash St, Kennedy St
sixth ave heritage houses to retain but Th located along 6th
opportunity to be better more programmed greenspace (park at Sharpe st)
suggest seniors housing (Bent Court)
6th st corridor , no req for commercial at grade, keep commercial focus above 4th ave and below
royal, could rezone to res only with this plan
6th st uptown very important local area, but not regionally
(Sharpe St) allow high rise
(Sharpe St) this area mixed up cut off from Stewardson and has become a declining industrial
area at risk of becoming a dead zone surrounded by park and residential, needs not to be
forgotten
mixed use area kind of brings the area down derelict buildings no access, mixed employment area
(Stewardson industrial)
residents to be better included, they could send letter info to get residents feedback, need to find
their voices
business that are successful are important, urban realm is important, design guidelines are
important, don’t do new west station
commercial on side streets can be dead, need it as population residential to support commercial
suggest seniors housing for Bent Court area
seniors disability in bent court near medical, likes idea of mixed commercial and making it
accessible to different types of business
economics of changing from commercial to res economically feasible, loses taxes, why take
away comm on main st?
encourage less traffic commuters in brow, encourage cars not to come down and make it
walkable
looking at Sharpe st mixed use, don’t keep industrial, they developer could pay for park upgrades
increase density
park on Sharpe is under used, better programed
traffic along 6th makes it hard to get to, laneway housing should be able to have increase density
for it onsite
ash street, low income people in neighbourhood haven't been consulted
no greenspace in brow
mental health and wellness in parks, be creative in getting greenspace like bosa on waterfront,
more parklets Sullivan QP small scale
close a street for green street
6th ave townhouse should have on 6th and Stewardson be population pollution noise not good for
families
developers are looking for this so it is a great plan, no commercial on side streets so developers
don’t have a hard time selling it
HR's should be closer to sixth, like lower densities in middle, like services commercial in lower
12, higher density add rental housing, portion of HR need to be rental, put them closer to sixth
focus on commercial nodes along 6th, keep it walkable, love the parklets, needs more pockets
that that to create neighbourhood feeling
























middle neighbourhood isn't all that walkable, some commercial in lower 12th could help but
grades hard
mixed use hub @ Sharpe st to support comm node and park, help revitalise and give it
walkability
frustrated with bent court, want to be able to consolidate to build C-3, time process has been too
long
gasworks opportunity to get a park green space
question, how much extra people into brow neighbourhood? OURCITY chips exercise
bent: concerned w/ area, RA association rep, residents commercial agent
work in area, if trying to get people to walk more, need to keep families here, need more rental
housing if densifying need
attraction: lots is walkable, services on foot
there are more young families ppl in condo appt buildings now
townhouses bring ppl to business
traffic noise though less than other big cities
we need a park here
bringing new families to the neighbourhood, not SF with small LWH
new dev should have yards
Granville island like here (lower 12th)
support the mom and pops
new families around schools
small TH development
TH step down from comm to SF
narrow street high rises wind tunnel? Street scape?
build ways for people to get to market
build up density

Connaught Heights and West End


































Agree with high density on the west side near SkyTrain and towards Grimston. Eventually this
will result in high traffic and bigger buildings. Only 6 homes are left of single family. They will
pay the price with traffic and views and no benefit. Support 3.
if density increase on west side, why single out 6 houses will have high density traffic beside
Grimston
greenway using hydro right of way
include these in grimston park expansion (6 houses on 7th)
Higher density on 8th ave to support better transit
grab unity church at 17 Edinburgh and firehall when they move, we need community meeting
space
cross walk please 14th st Eighth ave
some type of amenity space or church (l Tweedsmuir school)
not a garden, a park! 21st and ninth ave
twelfth st like a commercial street - shopping destination
roundabouts on Seventh ave
useless dog park, never take my dog here (QBb on-ramp)
how would this be an ideal place for homes, next to huge industrial area - coal dust (below
Grimston)
low use area (lower slope of Grimston) convert to dog park
would be ideal to expand to allow more field activities like Moody Park (above N of Grimston)
more high rises around 22nd option 3
8th and north is controlled traffic, this area should be left untouched connect west end to
waterfront trail
only duplexes south side of 6th ave, keep single family north of 6th ave
increase shops, restaurants on 12th street, increase pedestrian walking
6 lots near grimston should become park
12th street, good idea for neighbourhood cluster
better pedestrian walkway - Connaught to Quayside
character style of TH key to fitting in
amnt of THs on sixth ave a bit concerning but recognising its not going to happen all at once,
implementation is key, how will we ensure it wont look higgledy-piggledy
I am supportive of commercial nodes on twelfth st
thirteenth st design of these TH is important to fit in with single detached
think about parks and amenities, BC hydro lots - save!
concerns with parking showed most onsite
laneways - like building into house to reduce bulk, concern being like kits with parking design is
key
redevelop CH school, more greenspace
appreciation for heritage and character and legacy of neighbourhood for any development
parking concerns - park and ride at 22nd st station
like 20th st as a divider















community gardens need to be near density
option 3 - how many ppl does this allow?
12th st mixed use midrise - expand back 1 lot to increase viability from previous plan
all at table like Th on thirteenth st
13 st increase Th to support 12st commercial
two parking space for 3 units is sufficient
keep single family on north side of 6th Ave
in single family lot areas there are still not any options for 3 families per lot. Parking
accommodations criteria are too steep. Street parking is underaccounted as an options
would changes in setbacks regulations address challenges
support options for families with not a lot of $
save heritage value houses along north side of 6th ave
this currently is unchanged employment dead zone in OCP, blocked off from Stewardson this is
perfect
allow row homes townhomes duplex around Connaught heights school, this will allow more
families in the area to transition to SkyTrain development

Glenbrooke North, Moody Park and Queens Park






Trees, trees, trees
New Canada Games
Process process
tree lined streets
med to high density up to 6 stories along transit routes 6th/8th aves



12th st both sides should be similar in terms of designations, higher density will allow 12th
commercial to thrive
Community gardens in Moody park neighbourhood
12th street is sloped, difficult to park, retail to a minimum
oldest house in west end - 1123 Eight Ave
Townhouses adjacent to High School does not work with adjacent S.F.
transit in moody Park not well served or frequent



































Re: 12th street commercial, don’t really want to see any more commercial - particularly
because no control over types of business that could move in
QP small dog park, add one at MP too
5th St at 6th Ave needs better stop light, prune trees
new west is community oriented, people know their neighbours
Q2Q why procrastinate
Elder communities, maintain community feel, Co-ops supported by the city
keep people in the community, how?
consider permit parking in neighbourhoods with increased density
spread out recycling centers satellite in neighbourhoods
road crossings that are wide and safe across tenth to Burnaby - to pool and shops
8th Ave between 6th street and McBride, increase transit, retail, density
seniors friendly housing - apts that cannot sell to under 55
like - laneway houses
like - neighbourhood feel / know your neighbours
like - character homes
concern - enhancing, maintain boulevard trees, wider sidewalks
concern - 12th street to have retail nodes with res above
parking in Gbrooke N makes cycling difficult, density = increase cars
high traffic high transit corridors = add small retail pocket
crossings for peds across 12th between 10th and 20th to get to shops
underground parking mandatory for townhouse multiunit
MP - maintain quiet neighbourhood, single family
Guidelines should be stronger like bylaws
properties that are already densified will return to residential semi detached
happy to bring more density but want to keep neighbourhood feel I fell in love with
laneways allow me to keep access to a private backyard
please look closely, why not this whole block be multi unit buildings
balance develop with natural landscapes









































density high rise at SkyTrain makes sense, towers but in the right place
like the idea of townhouses close to schools but am worried about them creeping into my
neighbourhood
doing it right is key
look at green boulevard slope change
if we make townhouses, make sure they have enough green space
misconceptions about subdivisions and LWH/CH
retain and protect part of the conversation, not just infill housing
terraced green space at towers
town row houses should not run all the way down the street but in pockets (fifth st)
ppl incr buildings inc traffic, how do we balance this and keep the character of the city
people love it here and move here for the green space, trees not busy streets, we need to keep
that
what's happening north side of tenth? Burnaby
greenway connections enhance park space, city should purchase properties
there's heritage all over the city, should be looked at
use current existing green space like road boulevards for community gardens
less busy streets have room and opportunity for parklets and green space
what footprint/coverage do we have compared to other municipalities
I would like to go to Sapperton but I don’t trust what is happening down there
more greenspace, QP have boulevards, fields etc.…
walkability is key. Allow places to sit, stop and shop
greening patios, require plants and flower boxes
what about round abouts?
opportunities for green spaces, community gardens on street
inc public green spaces, if inc density ground coverage
laneway housing allows multi-generational living
high traffic difficult for high density development at McBride and 8th ave
what about more creative forms of housing, like micro/tiny homes
in the yellow, many of the properties are multi-family, how are we treating these differently,
because they are
work with nature for example, restore daylight stream Glenbrooke, bring community, kids and
parents
1 level units important for age in place
communal green space is ok
allow / encourage passive housing
mid rise / high rise buildings to make roof top gardens, criteria or guideline
Guidelines are not enforceable, should be regulation, DO IT RIGHT
misconception: need to understand laneway housing investment costs and returns
look at good mix of townhouses row houses with single family, diversity fits in with
neighbourhood
like - parklets
like - great process
like - % of laneway homes aging in place idea




innovative housing forms = tiny houses
balance natural areas and development



decrease footprints, increase natural areas. Compare footprint to natural space, compare to other
municipalities
maintain backyards as natural areas
passive house, decr energy use, incr standards
needs work - guidelines to be bylaws, strong regulations around laneway and carriage houses
intelligent criteria for laneway and carriage houses - Ease a lot of people
needs work - increase density while preserving character of neighbourhood
needs to consider transportation, cars traffic specifically around 22nd street
more TH Eighth St west





































encourage city residents to have walkabouts in the nighbourhood to discuss 5th st corridor with
the people who live here
heritage streetscape of 6th st, 5th st Pearson House, Spagnoll House
restricted vision moving from 5th st north lane into traffic on tenth ave
heritage streetscape, transport (5th St TH)
preserve streetscape, livability, access egress from 5th st,
5th st TH commuter traffic congestion, parking, spot zoning
best site for townhouses right beside shopping and commercial sites (5th St, fourth to fifth ave)
move townhouse zoning off fifth st and add the zoning along 8th street to compensate
along 6th ave between 10-12 st put townhouses
I live on 5th st, 700 block, Townhouses on our street change to look of the neighbourhood and
create more traffic. Our street is already a commuter street. I think townhouses need to go
where areas need to be revitalized. Thank you.
how do we make the great streets more quiet (sixth st)
enhanced transit 6th ave
put a park here (tenth st, mid block, west side, between 2nd and 3rd)
isn't city hall moving to Anvil center? What's the plan for City hall property
Heritage assets match existing (Royal ave, park row)
streets with big boulevard make better transition
ok as long as design guidelines make good neighbours
like to see a big chunk of yellow, with not TH mixed in
SkyTrain is too loud to have people next to it
shouldn’t the townhomes be spread throughout? Or on different edges, instead of on one edge
parking is not enough near development, one spot per multi family is not enough
heritage assets are important in peach too
crime statistics do go down with redevelop0ment
can we also save heritage, moving to new site
like Glenbrooke in principle
more TH here 5th st, sixth to fourth ave
more townhomes in this neighbourhood (Glenbrook, Sixth ave, eighth ave)
Townhouse dwellers are not animals




































(TH on fifth st) this would be too dense, too much traffic increase in pollution, would old
servicing support more not just here but everywhere, don’t want to risk losing blvd, concern
about TH adjacent to single family
why not develop here (Queens park proper)
No don’t touch the green (Queens park proper)
1st st near 9th ave near city engineering & electricity, what about townhomes or triplex, or
fourplex or rowhome
more townhouse, more infill (Glenbrooke N)
too long wait for light Colborn & eighth
more density + TH around this node eighth ave + 1st st
FSR way too restrictive
laneway houses would work in QP
long time apartment even at end of life 3rd +3rd
we would like to see commercial retail stores deli bakery so we can stay out of our cars and
walk places
it seems the city allows high FSR for tear downs, will the new plans allow existing homes to
increase the FSR without teardown?
parking already at a premium
transportation is key
who do you want to do this? Developers or homeowners
more townhouses
yes, want to see the community commercial space
allow more living space on lots, but well designed
work with development community to understand how you build them
Queen's Park is not sacrosanct, they need to absorb some of the expected population growth, ie
laneway housing and townhomes
Townhouse rowhouse on sixth Ave (5th to 1st St) Eighth Ave (5th to 1st St), Eighth Ave (8th10th St), 1st st (between 6th Glover aves)
Vancouver 16% of lot size, 1 parking per lot
keep infrastructure in mind
laneway house 250 sqft to large, Vancouver allows 250, or 204
not taking advantage of major streets for orange townhouse row house, ie 8th McBride
(works yard) weed like to see this a as a park, but its designation should reflect what it is
intended to be
I agree with townhouse development on fifth, makes a lot of sense because of wide street
fifth st townhouses too far from transit ie SkyTrain
I do not agree with townhouses on 6th and 5th st
(no TH 5th st) me either
the engineering works yard should not be designated as park
why is the Canada post distribution center not marked
there are commercial spaces on the ground floor for the entire block of ovens, Colborne, eighth
and sincalir
lane home would be better

























need density here (park row & royal)
more duplex lots
late night zoning - be careful about clusters
energy efficient size?
increase density but in an appropriate style
character should be kept but allowed to adapt
8th / 10th vehicle noise
community shuttle not enough
bus stop down the hill, can it come up royal
coffee shop local only (Glenbrooke fifth st)
community amenities
keep the amenities in the houses *fernwood Dr*
why not townhouse off of 2nd st traffic lights on both
townhouse between 1st/2nd, eighth ave and Glover
TH why only @ edges, why not sprinkled throughout
add more traffic control is Th here (sixth ave)
too much density in one area making traffic worse (TH sixth ave)
Th sixth ave not appropriate for busy road
add townhouses Queens Ave
don’t wrap this area in saran wrap (Queens park)
allow stratification of large houses, most people don’t need such large houses today
meet with 5th street residents, not everyone is part of the RA
allow laneway houses, townhouses and coop to attract companies to the city

Massey Victory Heights and McBride Sapperton


townhouses in lower Sapperton



challenges here with railway that impacts environment and livability, but we should still work
hard to achieve waterfront access
Good neighbour policy needs to apply to the SDD projects
these buildings (E Columbia TH, mixed midrise) help mitigate traffic noise






100 block E Eighth has no heritage homes or oil tanks, 6 homes currently for sale developers
want townhouses
100 block E Eighth (north side) No rowhomes



100 Block E Eighth TH - as long as they have to work with city on design, also would help safely
by removing driveways



100 block E Eighth (north side) expand density to act as sound berm for other houses - not all at
table agree
trains - no schedule, no limit on train cars, dangerous to walk near railyards, walk on path instead
E Eighth Ave - issue with people hitting parked cars
physical connection to waterfront thru Glenbrooke ravine
Brewery district - link to greenspace across brunette
like waterfront protection - Sapperton park
lots of movement here - need more infrastructure like wide sidewalks (TH at Sapper st)
No high rise at Jameson Crt
link to Quay - Sapperton park
ensure transportation is considered
need commercial to support this (Sapperton green)
more historic recognition of penitentiary
create protect enhancement plan - Glenbrook ravine
like these (TH at Sapper st)
Compact houses that allow landowners to subdivide lots
Building challenges, yard space (TH E Columb)
thank you for listening and keeping existing neighbourhood at Blair, Buchanan and lower Sapperton
more density along 8th ave, transit thoroughfare
add ground oriented infill on west side of 5th St in Queens park, or townhouses






























ensure design of buildings along E Columbia Sherbrook to 8th are attractive and congruent (office
and residential) pedestrian friendly, less clinical, ie kitsilano
residential in health zone
already traffic bottleneck before Sapperton green built out
ensure businesses and office within walking distance of homes
6 stories reasonable to some, 10 stories in appropriate (E Columbia)
isolated to get to transit, Hwy 1 (Th e columbia)
why no TH? (Stand, Debeck)
Why is the park included in the SEA?
more duplexes + townhouses in single family home areas. Townhomes along E 8th Ave
Better transit on eighth








more dark orange TH/RW (E Eighth)
should be low rise mixed use light purple (eighth and E Columbia)
concerned about traffic congestion McBride 8th
no townhomes, laneway only E Eighth ave
Enforce construction that is beautiful
improve mix employment areas within the rest of the community



should have basement, laneway and main house, allow a lot of extra density for this (Alberta St)



Zoning our properties into red, orange purple is great, but we should be allowed to choose what we
want to do
garbage and recycle access needs to be considered for commercial area
like the proposed density allocation
























duplex lot, process should be fast and cost efficient, prezoning should exist, non special permission
coach house FSR remains the same, how does this add an increase in housing options
Zoning change should be clear, not a process requiring time and money
keep the park for the community (Sapperton park)
Keep the retail commercial space on E Columbia
Columbia St landscape trees and only a few years old and are a mix/match that look so/so
set back wide for commercial mix on Columbia St
if not in zone please keep fees reasonable to apply for variance
better regs re retaining walls, height, building materials
please ensure public amenities are part of plan
since Sapperton is becoming a high density community, the community needs its own community
center, library, E Columbia should have small groceries, restaurants, shops for business to support
RCH and high rise density communities
Build infrastructure to support high rise density in Sapperton and laughed center. A nice
infrastructure will bring business to New West SGTMC will be like laughed center
need traffic calming, Richmond St
I love hidden green space (Victory heights park)
look at this city owned green space (westburnco park) review greening here
better access needed to Glenbrooke ravine
lower heights at brewery district
look at Burnaby's respect your neighbour bylaw
Green space city owned 228 E Eighth - garbage in trees




typically large new single family homes cut all trees, hedges, there is no communication to rest of
neighbourhood
consider train and whistle noise with new development
increase density with bigger more frequent trains




fiber optic conduit, does this go to older neighbourhoods, as well as new development?
ugly large new houses going in with concrete yards, need some design guidelines



look at design of new homes, could be independent consultant, put a deposit on design guidelines
compliance for owner developer
redevelop CGP, consider parking and development
FTN on 8th Ave build density to support this, consider ground oriented infill












city park on city owned RS1 near McKay st
consider wrapping purple colour on to braid, ie mom and pop shops with residential above as starter
homes
support for this SGTMC, school and high rise near SkyTrain
Tunnel under McBride to 10th ave cut and cover
traffic increase since people already avoid the Port Mann toll
build schools near transit and greenways
need density to support ground retail on E Columbia








sustainable requirements for new houses and developments, can we create more of these
support small local business, retail that animates the area, rejuvenate e Columbia
with increase density need more schools in Sapperton
Affordability for families is a priority, housing choice is important
zoning for childcare facilities, need 2 incomes to live here, need childcare
densify retail on E Columbia, to better serve locals butcher, produce, local biz



love character, everyone knows their neighbours, grow but maintain character and affordability,
mom and pops stay on E Columbia
transportation issues need better transit especially for seniors
attracted to neighbourhoods for access to SkyTrain, walkability to shops
connect Sapperton E-W to city, waterfront, for peds and cyclists










increase density to support retail, balance vision with economics, city should okay in a progressive
affordable way
McBride = barrier, industrial area barrier
family friendly housing in Sapperton, need 3 bedroom units
townhouses on 8th, okay as long as it is in keeping with neighbourhood and contained, no rubber
stamping
high rise should be at top of hill to max views, step down to h2o front




need to think about better connectivity, ped bike between Sapperton green and brewery district
allow for greater use of lot % for people who want to build laneway houses with lanes closer to the
hospital and SkyTrain. Parking is not an issue with place of employment hospital so close. Cars are
not needed



duplex on allowable lot size in yellow S-D zones should be encouraged, could be better
economically than laneway








like the street scape in Newposrt Village Sutterbrooke in port Moody, wide boulevards, scale of
buildings at sidewalk level is important
consider allowing for additional townhomes along 8th ave
we need less parking space requirements in areas close to transit like Sapperton
for laneway houses FSR should be increase to 75%, not keep to 50%
row houses along 8th ave, tenth ave as a sound barrier
6 storeys on the east side of Columbia could have a significant impact on Kelly st residents



should FSR include basement? Could we exempt this so we can utilise the laneway carriage




would like to see allowances for laneway homes on lots where primary home is already at FSR
economic program to help neighbourhood, corner store and convenience stores


















residents get parking passes for free / reduced parking at places like River market or other walking
public spaces
need to think about modo, Evo, car2Go availability all over this area
the density increase is rather isolated, need to think about services and retail
laneway houses should be considered above current FSR as long as design is well considered,
otherwise Sapperton would not be able to build
frequent transit network along 8th, bus service every 15-20 minutes
better and more frequent transit network need along E 8th ave and E Columbia St
would like to be able to add extra story to existing garage for a laneway house when your current
house size is maxed
should look at this park space to animate this better (Sapperton triangle)
need to look at laneway and main house size requirements for current S-D zones to allow laneway to
happen
density transition at this location (Brewery district) should be very carefully considered due to the
fact that building dark purple would allow more than 6 stories, and houses in behind will never see
the sun again
community gardens Sapperton landing, hume park
Urban academy, traffic volume, ped safety, lack of ped infrastructure at braid
lack of indoor facilities community centers police
we need a community center
better traffic planning to mitigate new school traffic and condos, truck traffic a concern (Braid)
more density in yellow area, close to SkyTrain, bus routes parks and schools



This area is very much a part of the single family character of the adjacent area - three stories
maximum, keep 6 stories along E columbia



this area is more suited to townhomes. This area should not be maximum 4-6 stories (Knox Ward
Cedar light brown)

Goal and Policy Comments
Vision





Have always appreciated the accessibility by foot for over 50 years
Business must be promoted to promote wages and allow us to afford to live here too ,
need focus in this area
what is the city definition of community? Where is community defined?
work on transportation corridors before density

Community and Individual Well Being




























Ensuring the additional support for increasing # of families in area – childcare and out of
school care
I am downsizing and want a community garden space, how do I get one?
Enhance space for young families, Be trendy
Kind of boring, what about arts, entertainment, fun happiness and adventure
Enforce existing bylaws
Provide places to work and places where employers contribute to taxes
Need a big library
Stop being trendy
New buildings should allocate a space for daycare, turned over to the City to lease as a
daycare for $1 per year to allow affordable daycare for families
There is only so much water, sewer, hospitals, schools. Increase density will ruin this
place
Include Queensborough, pot Royal in the community. Lessen bridge congestion; build
the pedestrian bride access to skytrain
create space where you don’t have to have lived in NW for years or be a Real housewife
of Queens park or go to yoga, or have time to stand at kids school to meet people, make
connections, take pretentiousness out
maximize and preserve green spaces, even small ones
like #6
Like 5+6
allow chickens in the city, more beehives
Yes chickens hives
#10 is great, teach kids how to grow food
enable active transportation
need bee hives
Community garden space!
Would love a shared garden!
Create opportunity for more public space initiatives without red tape
Please keep our taxes down
Parklets, community gardens, public art, streetscape design, seating, lighting.
Without increased density focused on housing that working people can afford, well-being
cannot be attained for all.
Consider connecting Sapperton green with brewery district.



It’s either more density – planned density – or die. Without more density we are putting
out the welcome mat for speculations.

Culture















More libraries
Stay community, why change, we are unique
Develop local business
More dance schools, I don’t want to go to Vancouver to take a classical dance lesson :(
give more flexibility to opportunities to heritage owners like FSR credits
Public art by local people - Ex. Contestants, submissions.
More cultural facilities in parts of city like Sapperton, 12th Street.
Public art that is tasteful, promotes peace, tolerance and all the benefits of being
Canadian.
Diverse styles of public art
Heritage and cultural activities/events/places must be accessible, free or affordable,
welcome diversity. This requires significant funding.
Our heritage houses are art. These policies focus on new art
like policies 1, 3, 4
lots of smaller more diverse projects better than big pretentious ones
don’t over spend on public art, money better used to enhance opportunities to experience
and explore artisitc activities or recreation and parks

Economy and Employment
















Open a high tech incubator in a low rent building for tech startups
How do we NOT have a sporting goods store in New West
Agree, why no hockey shop?
Intelligent City? Flattering yourself. Ruining the downtown is a proof of Greed
Poach Vancouver’s start up culture
Increase commercial / office parks to attract businesses here
Provide support to small business so as to attact more people. Come out to shop and
create and active city life
Video game companies would like New West atmosphere, attract them
Provide 2 hours free parking downtown to minimize the detouring of shoppers
Tourism? Really?
Seems like there is a missed opportunity to market NW central location between the
Fraser Valley and Vancouver
The above points don’t actively do enough to prmotoe jobs that have livable wages,
tourism is not enough. Tech, finance, start up bigger companies have higher wages.
Wages are crucial to quality of life of employment
Agree, need more to attract companies and office employment. Tourism is not enough to
generate $$$ to support
Need incentives to promote business
“Collaborate with government #7” this is key to generating economic activity


















“strong tourism #6” too prescriptive at this high level, need more analysis, why tourism?
2x
“Foster creative and knowledge based #1” + high wages. Local recycling in a wholesale
material economy
Have more bicycle routes get cars off streets
There is too much red tape invested in appearance. Make it easier for cosmetic changes.
Focus on small/independent business versus franchise and big box. E.g. No franchise
restaurants.
With increasing density the city needs to look at more space for primary health care.
Promote office towers in downtown to have larger employers to come to come to New
West
Support strong merchants associations and BIA’s
Encourage retail diversity. No more bridal shops on Columbia
More events in the fall/winter. Summer has LOTS like movies in the park and food truck
fests. Not much to do on rainy days.
Partnership with big companies to hire locally.
create an artistic zone in run down indistrial areas
like #5 and #2
yes!! #5
what do you mean by intelligent city
attract new technology companies in cluster downtown

Energy Emission and Climate Change













Help for condos and apartments for reduce carbon footprint
Perhaps promote light coloured roofs instead of black roofs to reflect solar insolation
back into space
Require all buildings …
Less population in New West, not more
Well done!
Start back to grid solar energy programs
More EV chargers
electric bus or trolley route between downtown and uptown
make public goals ie numbers and show current stats
How about free parking for electric vehicles?
District heating!
Pollution from wood chipping. Recycling. Not very green

Environment and Natural Areas







More street trees
Promote urban gardens, provide allotment gardens in parks
Maintain Glenbrooke ravine in present form
More density takes away city charm
Boulevard gardens, not parking
Educate us about peaceful coexistence with wildlife












Pollinator pathway, connect moody park, Queens park on 6th ave
Recycling plan – still banging, making noise at 11:00 pm
Control dust from recycling plant
Mitigate invasive species
Mitigate invasive species
Stronger invasive species control
like policies 1-4
Yes! #1
invite neighbourhoods to adopt or steward a green area, trees on boulevard and encourage
green projects
need to actively address invasive species

Hazards










Geographics warrant these ideas wrong
Leaky condos – poor quality of construction material, developers greed
Our roads are the most hazardous land in the city
Look at Vancouver’s model for emergency management, where each community knows
where to meet and where the supplies trailer is, to protect from vandals and promote
community belonging
Deal with drivers who speed thru residential areas as shortcuts to the Patullo
like policies 1-4
any plan to clean up the carcinogenic hazardous waste that new West Quay is built on?
Seismic upgrades for schools and public buildings
Better stop signs in school zones!

Heritage
















Preservation of English and British heritage
The City is pretty awesome already, keep it up!
Need unique and interesting shops along Columbia downtown
Define heritage, New West has lots of character homes, not just about Queens Park
Need recognition that cities also change over time, need flexibility here
Don’t destroy May Day
Heritage outside of Queens Park should be recognized
Please have house in conformity. Heritage preservation in all neighbourhoods.
Our heritage is diverse. Heritage assets should reflect that diversity.
Place restrictions on the type and size of house that can be built after tear downs. Some of
the behemoths being built are ruining our streetscapes and are not in keeping with the
heritage style of New West.
Identify, preserve and protect heritage
Install heritage street lighting in heritage neighbourhoods.
Heritage is important. Preserve what we have! Control what is built - see house 2nd street
near Royal Ave.
How do you preserve heritage in areas reclassified as townhome?
better transparency in process for classifying heritage assets






Protect heritage value homes
inform and incentivize HD in all areas of the city
protect heritage houses character homes. This make NW special
increase incentives for revitalization of heritage homes

Housing





























Laneway homes work
Allow higher density as a way to create affordable housing, increasing density near 22nd
Street Station
Annual property taxes are high. Should bring these in line with other neighbouring cities
for affordability (5x)
De-construct rather than demolish
With skyrocket real estate costs, how can you do this?
Leave established single family dwelling neighbourhoods alone, no more density needed
Lots of density needed, make townhouse row home development easier
Limit the removal of older but functional rental apartments, newer high rises or expensive
townhouses are not viable for lower income citizens
Attract moderate income folks and housing that well from base to forward your goals
There are no more “Single family homes” all new homes have at least one, if not two
suites (that horse has left the stable)
Better communication for single family homes construction, surprise demolitions next
door=bad
Allow construction of rental suites in crawl spaces – no impact on footprint on property
Kinda like things the way they are
Vehicle ownership may be decreasing, but today the reality is that parking spaces must be
provided
Improve city operating costs, reduce headcount benefits and be more mindful of our tax
dollars
Create neighbourhood housing options that respect the context, heritage and sense of
place
Would like more emphasis on more houses than laneways, allow families with one car
already to have more options
More rental units, yay!
Support multi-generational units/family groups
Stop rental increases
Support the creation of diversity of unit types for growing families
Encourage more townhomes for families and retirees
Enable aging in the neighbourhood, supported co-housing through infill renovations
Consider seniors in their own HOME!
Ensure affordable housing stock in ALL neighbourhoods. Avoid economic ghettos
Having laneway is a good step but small lot duplex would help density in a single way
like Vancouver.
Diversity is important but that doesn’t mean SFHS should be made a “bad” thing.
More 3 bed+ units, townhouses and condos





























Respect the will of the neighbourhood. If an area indicates a preference, don’t force other
options on it.
Consider rental/low income housing for teens/college students. Near the high school,
adult learning center and the college.
Higher density such as laneway homes like Vancouver will allow for growth that is
sustainable
Laneways!
New West doesn’t have enough small lot duplex
Status quo still means change – but maybe not the kind we want
The future of New West should be all inclusive and affordable townhouses etc.
Increase FSR to compete with Burnaby, Vancouver. Need to attract younger, professional
families.
Stop conflicting zoning in same block
Livability means many different things. NIMBY should not determine what is livable.
More townhomes
More townhomes
More townhomes
Affordability is important but let’s not lose sight of what makes New West charming.
Densification and mixed housing options don’t necessarily mean affordability. Make sure
affordable housing is possible.
Single family dwellings are not affordable to the vast majority. We need to plan for the
next generation not the status quo.
This status quo plan equals speculation, rising prices and the evacuation of the working
people from New West.
protect exisiting affordable rental stock
don’t destroy existing neighbourhoods to accomplish these goals
like #5
yes, maximise housing diversity for missing middle
density is important for a vibrant community approach with open minds get it right
if developer is getting additional density in order to create affordable housing, please
ensure definition of affordable is actually tied to income
be sure there is a mix of housing as is currently proposed in lower sapperton, don’t
destroy neighbourhoods
what is affordable housing? Affordable for who?
the future must be built on affordable housing for the next generation, not status quo
yes to affordable housing

Parks and Recreation






Quay to Sapperton bike path
Cover an outdoor sports box, so it can be used year round and add storage and seating to
QP
If we add more buildings then we will end up needing more roads and water, gas and
schools
Park at Queensborough recreation center is wonderful, thank you for this
Parks that need low maintenance




























Canada Games pool is an excellent facility – keep up the high quality services there
More middle aged fitness programs at noon moody park
The only positive thing in new West is parks, but for how long
Protect and preserve all boulevards, they are no there to become private parking lots
R2R River to Reservoir Sapperton to New West Reservoir
The Firehall at thirteenth and Edinburgh is no a green space, please correct ASAP
Build the Q2Q pedestrian bridge to connect Riverwalk, provide access to all parks and
recreation for all residents
The reservoir on Tenth Ave, it is misleading to colour it black, should also be a green
space park
more parks! With parking areas so I can actually go to them
like 2, 4, 5
Large investment in support systems – library, community centers, parks – is essential to
prevent low income areas from deteriorating.
Agree - both library and rec facilities need upgrading!
Pier 2.0 in the industrial Sapperton area. Access to the water would be great.
Add basketball courts to Sapperton Park or Hume Park. Upgrade tennis courts.
Link Columbia Street (downtown) with Uptown.
Walkways/bikeways connect Sapperton Landing to Pier Park.
Community center and schools in SGTMC area
Investigate and pilot “country lanes” to help soften and beautify laneways
complete waterfront park connection from west end to Sapperton, Yes!
is there a community cnetre planned for the west end
restore pathway from west end area to Downtown and Quay, there is no easy way to
corss stewardson way
protect our small neighbourhood parks in west end
Network of trails and green areas must connect us to neighbourhing communitities Bby
Coquitlam and Queensborough across the water
Add greenery plants to roundabouts on Edinburgh and 23rd, seemless curb
Revive skytrain trail 22 nd to Downtown
canopy trees, used parks and boulevard space to increaseto improve the city canopy %

Public Realm and Urban Design







Design complete streets without impeding main traffic corridors
Promote structures such as new homes that make streets interesting and walkable
Require urban design that correspond to the sustainability goals of the city
Design streets that reduce
Areas like Belmont & 6th street. X10 increase that one further down belmont and other
yes, push back developers for quality of design

Transport and Accessibility



Why? We have it all (#2, Great Streets)
Q2Q bridge. When, where?




































Provide a better commuter route through new west that gets traffic off of the rest of city
roads
Create and Amtrak stop at Sapperton, more service coming and the traffic to Vancouver
takes too much time – great idea
Plan and design for auto means cars, and ride sharing, uber and google
Better support for kids travelling to from school, bus schedule not sufficient
Commuter traffic, ease rush hour bottle neck area congestion
Create an educational program for those that drive for how to use transit ? buddy system?
How do you propose to do these policies, they seem unrealistic, especially 6, 9, 1
Connect off-ramp of new Patullo bridge to Coquitlam and avoid New West roads 2x
Far too much commuter traffic through new west, especially large trucks, 2x
Too much traffic already, not enough parking already, with increased density increased
needs for more parking and traffic, doesn’t make sense
Brighter street lights in the smaller streets, more transit bus shelters
Municipal level promotion of Uber to allow more families to stay at 1 car or even no car
ownership
Amtrak stop, great idea, use the customs depot by braid street
Improve traffic congestion in getting onto Alex Fraser bridge and through
Queensborough during rush hour
Remove poorly planned intersection curbs
Q2Q bridge
Q to Q pedestrian bridge will allow population to access more parks, businesses and
transportation systems - leave the car at home
Turn Columbia St into pedestrian, our own Granville
Transit bus shelters, gyms in apartment complexes
Resolve Queensborough bridge bottlenecks, organize a consistent sidewalk paving
strategy
Improve traffic generated by folks who don’t live in new West and use the Pattullo, user
tax on all bridges
connect Queensborough walking bridge
make full interchange at Queensborough north bridgehead
Transportation impacts of density. E. Columbia at Nelson’s Court!?
Stop requiring parking off street near to transit. Younger generation will not use cars.
Q2Q bridge, is it happening? Would be fantastic
People should have a place to park their car other than the street. Residential streets too
congested.
Enhance transportation corridors/transit options for areas not adjacent to SkyTrain.
We have to encourage people to give up their cars by supporting better transit, car
sharing, ride hailing, etc.
Hourly bus service for some Sapperton locations is not enough
Promote care sharing! Encourage residents to give up their 2nd (or 3rd) car – fewer cars
on street, less room needed for parking…
Off street parking requirements are ridiculous. Land for homes not cars.
Link Queensborough to city with better transit.
Need to deal with congestion from Patullo. New Westminster is a parking lot during rush
hour. Push to tax ALL bridges.



















8th Ave getting onto McBride is hard going to freeway. Too far from SkyTrain along
Eighth so have to drive. Widen Eighth at this location would help.
Toll the bridge. Decrease Portman toll to encourage traffic flow towards lower New
West.
Move lines of SkyTrain.
Redevelopment of 22nd st stn is an opportunity to fix north bridgehead interchange
build higher density around mixed use areas, ie uptown New Wet
Redevelopment of 22nd st stn is an opportunity to fix north bridgehead interchange
don’t like #4, 1, like #7, 8
build high density living spaces around skytrain
Redevelopment of 22nd st station, decrease traffic backup on sixth ave
have an affordable park and ride option
no more traffic in City, build for mode shift
regionally we need pedestrian and bicycle connections that connect us to adjacent
neighbourhoods, across tenth ave, or to ikea, across McBride to Victoria hill
Revive the skytrain trail 22nd St to downtown NW for pedestrians, bikes and kids going
to new middle school
Sapperton whistle cessation, improve access to Sapperton landing park
continue development of walking and bike friendly streets
continue to push back on parking allowances, decrease number of sports per unit of
development
prioritize #9, manage parking

Utilities and Service Infrastructure











More speed bumps to slow residential traffic
More population will worsen environment
More communication on garbage segregation, as a newcomer hard to figure out where
everything goes
Yes, have it all. Why densify? Our schools are sufficient room for our students
Provide city-wide wifi to allow all socio economic levels of the populations to
participate in the digital economy
Improve water pressure to upper northern Moody park, neighbourhood currently has less
than 65 PSI
look at what japan does with waste
use of hydro green area in Connaught Heights
what is the utility plan, if any for the hydro right of way
encourage more resource conservation. Cistern and water metering

Attachment 5
Raw Notes from Online Survey

OUR CITY 2041 - Official Community Plan Update
What is your neighbourhood?
Number of respondents : 338
Choice

Total

%

McBride Sapperton

83

24.56

Massey Victory Heights

14

4.14

Brow of the Hill

33

9.76

Moody Park

19

5.62

Queens Park

15

4.44

Glenbrooke North

48

14.20

West End

35

10.36

Connaught Heights

36

10.65

Downtown

32

9.47

Queensborough

7

2.07

Outside New Westminster

16

4.73

Does the draft map show the right AMOUNT of each of these types of housing in this neighbourhood?
Number of respondents : 51
Residential - Detached and Semi-Detached (LIGHT YELLOW) - which would allow single detached dwellings
(which could include a secondary suite and laneway/carriage house) or duplexes.
Number of respondents : 51

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

19

37.25

Not enough

7

13.73

Just right

25

49.02

Residential - Ground Oriented Infill Housing (PEACH) - which would allow single detached dwellings (which could
include a secondary suite and laneway/carriage house), single deatched dwelling on a compact lot, duplexes,
triplexes, quadraplexes, cluster houses, or equivalent housing forms (with a maximum of 4 units).
Number of respondents : 49

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

7

14.29

Not enough

21

42.86

Just right

21

42.86

Residential - Townhouse (ORANGE) - which would allow townhouses (strata ownership) and rowhouses (fee
simple ownership)
Number of respondents : 50

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

9

18.00

Not enough

23

46.00

Just right

18

36.00

Residential - Multi-Unit Buildings (LIGHT BROWN) - would allow townhouses and low rise apartment buildings up to
4 stories. A 6 story apartment building would be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 49

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

5

10.20

Not enough

17

34.69

Just right

27

55.10

Residential - High Rise (DARK BROWN) would allow townhouses, rowhouses, stacked townhouses as well as low
rise, mid-rise and high rise apartment buildings.
Number of respondents : 49

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

4

8.16

Not enough

13

26.53

Just right

32

65.31

Mixed Use - Mid-Rise (LIGHT PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level with up to 3 stories of residential
above. A 6 story building may be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 48

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

6

12.50

Not enough

17

35.42

Just right

25

52.08

Mixed Use - High Rise (DARK PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level and residential, office or
commerical above.
Number of respondents : 49

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

11

22.45

Not enough

9

18.37

Just right

29

59.18

Tell us why?
-Looking ahead three years, my family is likely going to leave New West due to being priced out. With two good
salaried incomes and after 10+ years of salary increases, my wife and I cannot afford a detached home. Out kids
are getting to the age where our condo no longer suffices. This plan does not provide a plan to provide a mid-point
home, slightly under the $1M range, which we could move into for the mid point years when the kids are 8-18 years
old.
-It maintains a lot of current land use but adds density to it.
-Walking around the neighborhood along Columbia by Sapperton skytrain... lots of houses but that stretch feels rundown and somewhat depressed with very little to do in that community unless you have a car, and almost no
competition for things like groceries. Also feels unsafe at times & almost no people around; one evening I had to
call transit police when these men were targeting women at Sapperton and a 2nd time didn't call police but
harassed by a different man at the same station. This is the first time ever I've had to do this and I think that the
abandoned vibe after dark contributed. I think that this stretch needs more people & businesses, not more industrial
& single homes.
-The land at Rousseau and Braid where Wesgroup plans to develop residential should be designated residential
(dark brown) rather than mixed use- high rise. Currently there are empty or closed commercial spaces on East
Columbia and turnover of businesses have been a reality for years. Sapperton Green, across the street from the
Wesgroup parcel will have commercial development. Wesgroup change
-Too much traffic at the Brewery District, with not enough feasible access.
-If it is within a 10-15 minute walk of a skytrain station (eg the area between Sherbrooke St and Hume Lane from E
Columbia all the way down to Wilson; areas bound by E Columbia and Richmond Streets from Cumberland to East
8th) it SHOULD NOT be pale yellow, I don't care how pretty all the little houses are! The more people we get near
the skytrain stations in our neighbourhood, the less vehicles on our road due to ease of access to transit. It takes
seven minutes of walking from my home near the hospital to get to Sapperton skytrain station - the majority of
residents in our building use transit while the houses nearest our apartment buildings have at least one (often two)
car in the driveway and another parked out on the street. Who should be closer to the skytrain station? The person
who drives everywhere despite such easy access to transit and can easily live far away from the skytrain given their
refusal to utilize what's right there, or people who want to move into the area FOR the transit access?
-Leaving the upper sections of MVH neighbourhood as solely detached zoned neighbourhoods does not provide
enough missing middle housing in desirable areas of the neighbourhood. I would like to see small sections of
townhouse and rowhouse zoned lots scattered throughout the neighbourhood, especially mixed in with SFHs.

Segregating all density to certain areas of the neighbourhood is an unfortunate way to zone.
-I think we should steer towards more non-strata homes/rowhouses. People who currently find housing unaffordable
may find themselves in a position in the future where they are subject to assessments and strata fees that they
have no control over. With everything strata, they will have nothing to turn to, especially with the cots of SFH.
-Townhomes or rowhomes are a great idea, especially in the Sapperton duplex district near Cumberland and Miner
St. The area could allow for a decent amount of townhomes to allow young families, retirees looking to downsize,
and new residents of New West to enjoy the river views and the amenities the area near the Brewery district can
provide.
-I would like to see the very highest density around the TWO SKYTRAIN STATIONS. SE of the cemetary i would
like to see the single family housing of heritage value preserved but ONLY with infil REQUIRED not optional.
-The lot frontage of 150 feet and home limit of 8-10 homes for smaller scale projects limits the developers who
would be interested in building to low cost, lower quality developers, as the profit margins on smaller scale projects
are quite tight. The city needs to consider medium and larger scale townhome projects also.
-i prefer RS1 in Lower Sapperton area because this what the residents of Wilson and Rousseau st wish for their
neighbourhood. i think row houses would be ok along EColumbia st but have concerns about parking
-There is not enough variety of housing in the area between RCH and Hume park. The area is close to sky train
station (s), especially the lots along the Sherbrooke Street, and the City should allow for higher density plan,
especially in a long run with growing population where a greater number of residents could benefit to the short walk
to the Sapperton skytrain station and the shopping on Columbia street.
-City should concentrate on densification rather than detached dwellings. Mixed use ensures that all necessities are
within walking distance to reduce the number of trips by car.
-Sapperton, especially the area near RCH, E. Columbia, the Brewery District, and Sapperton Green, has - and will
have once the developments are built out - one of the most diverse selections of housing in New Westminster. We
have rental apartments, low-rise condos, co-op housing, homes with rental suites, townhomes (coming with
Wesgroup's project at 100 Braid and at the Sapperton Green site), and a limited stock of single-family detached
housing. It is important to have a diversity of housing models, but it is also important to maintain the character of
existing neighbourhoods and not have parcels of single-family detached land chipped away by townhome
developments that will change the face and character of these neighbourhoods. Lower Sapperton's wishes (as
voiced through the neighbourhood petition) to be left "light yellow" have largely been respected; however, while the
vast majority of Wilson Street residents expressed a desire to remain single-family detached like the rest of Lower
Sapperton, it has been designated for townhomes and rowhomes. Their wishes should be respected. While it may
make sense for the Rousseau area, bordering on the Rousseau triangle, to be zoned townhome as their residents
did not express a clear desire to maintain their status quo, it is NOT fair for Wilson Street residents to experience
"development creep" when they clearly wish to maintain their current status. The argument that people "who live
outside a neighbourhood may wish to enter that area but can't afford it", and therefore we need to make land
available for townhomes and rowhomes to accommodate their wishes, is an interesting one. According to that
logic, I should request that chunks of Massey-Victory Heights and Queen's Park should be zoned for town and
rowhomes because I have always wanted to live there, but can't afford it. Our family moved to Lower Sapperton
because it was one of the few areas left before crossing a bridge where we could afford a single-family detached
home; we could not afford Queen's Park or Massey-Victory Heights, which would have been our first choices. I
would never expect a neighbourhood to change its character and design to accommodate my needs. I think we
need to be very careful when making that argument. If that is the case, then everywhere in the city should be

considered fair game for development.
-Laneway housing does not help housing availability for people trying to get into the market. Rather, it creates a
neighbourhood of land lords. Unless you allow these laneway houses to be subdivided and therefor owned by
someone other than the house owner. High rise buildings don't create community, and seem to be purchased and
left un lived in.
-Your survey does not have space for comments on location of the designated zoning. What does it mater it there is
too much, not enough or just right if the zoning is in the wrong location.
-There is no variaety of housing options. the Light Yellow is the dominant colour. Areas close to Skytrain should be
more populated. For example the first block (1/2 block) beside the hospital on the Sherbooke St could be Peach or
Orange. There is a lot on Sherbooke&Kelly with a higher density. The same zoning could be implemented along
Sherbrooke.
-as part of lower sapperton area - we signed the petition with over 95% saying that leave our area alone - we
already have enough densification (brewery district, sapperton green and Urban academy+residential) - yet city
decided to add end of lower sapperton to high density area - you cannot have our area
-ITS BESIDE A SKYTRAIN & HOSPITAL = densify
-Need more density so people can afford to live here
-Am familiar with the area and it looks like you have nailed it as far as the various types of housing are concerned.
-In areas close to sky train stations higher density orange allows for more housing and you still have a yard.
Hopefully this increased density will make house price more affordable for the next generation.
-The city is greenlighting high-rises which will serve population growth. Why do we need to sacrifice SF1 as well?
-The 6 storey buildings in light purple have been placed on and next to residential on hills. These homes were
purchased to take advantage of all day sun and partial views. Allowing this to happen will decrease values and
livability drastically. This would not even be praposed in a neighbour hood like Queens park. These homes are
your average citizens who work hard to just have a house. Allowing 6 stories and in the case of the wescan
proposal at the bottom of Strand (7 stories on one end and six on the other.), it will directly affect many homes right
up to miner street and above. These guys have praposed something extreme, so that they have room to bargain
with you and us. Save everyone time and money and restrict this classification to 4 stories, as all other light purple
is restricted to 4 based on parking right up Columbia. Thank for your attention to this serious flaw in you future
OCP.
-If we are going to have a city which encourages walking, cycling and transit we will have to give up
neighbourhoods dedicated to the single family dwelling on a sizeable lot and accept more mixed uses, especially at
intersections which form node points
-later
-I think we should be opening up more of the single detached homes to the creative possibilities of stand alones on
compact lots. My feeling is that there is a gap between 'lane way' houses and townhouses that could be filled. A
single, non-strata home surrounded by a small garden gives the owner a freedom that isn't possible with a strata.
-Although there appears to be townhouse land use sites in a few places across the city, I would suggest that
smaller parcels be distributed in a few more places outside Sapperton, given that the majority of incoming residents
will be living in the approved developments in Sapperton.
-The only aspect of the plan I oppose to is the Mixed use -Mid-rise along E. Columbia. I would like this stretch of
commercial designated space to stay the same.
-We have a responsibility to accomodate more residents to address the housing crisis. More people will make the

community better, not worse.
-Too many high rises that are strata properties. More rental housing is needed in the lower mainland, and lowrise
with or without commercial ground floors and optimise with rental suites would be best for the area
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood?
Residential - Detached and Semi-Detached (LIGHT YELLOW) - which would allow single detached dwellings
(which could include a secondary suite and laneway/carriage house) or duplexes.
Number of respondents : 48
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

20

41.67

Needs Refinement

28

58.33

Tell us why?
-Need more single family homes. Overcrowding neighborhoods is not good for building community.
-Entire communities (including our home of Sapperton) are zoned for single-detached almost exclusively. We will
never save enough to move into a detached home, and based on space considerations will therefore be forced to
leave New West in about 3 years time.
-Many of the areas that remain RS1, so to speak, have alot of character worth preserving. Adding density in the
form of laneway houses seems a reasonable way to do this as well as add much needed housing.
-I would like to see more housing around Braid station as well, feels very unsafe at night as there's almost nobody
around. Sapperton also gets pretty sparse at night.
-I think you could feasibly put highrises at 10th Avenue, without causing too much interruption to inner-city traffic
flow. It's rather silly to have SFH there, with all the traffic, noise, and pollution. At least if the buildings were higher,
they could minimize some of those issues. Even 8th ave could go higher.
-You've got houses right near the skytrain stations - that makes NO SENSE!
-The first block (or half-block) south-west of Sherbrooke St, which is very close to the skytrain station could be with
higher density - probably Peach or Orange
-Too much strictly SFH zoning.
-I think you could put more multi-family housing along 8th and 10th Avenues. They are well served by transit (or
should be).
-Laneway houses are a great idea.
-Change the lower side of Wilson west of Braid back to residential detached and semi detached. I believe that the
area bounded by Columbia, Braid, Wilson (upper and lower sides) and Sherbrooke should be maintained as a
heritage area. We are surrounded by density and it would be ideal to protect this area.
-RS1 zoning should continue to apply along Wilson & Rousseau St
-Allowing for higher density housing would be more beneficial. The lots along Sheerbrooke Street, corner lots along
Sherbrooke St in particular (area defined by Sherbrooke St @Wilson St @ Major St @ E Columbia St), could be
considered as transitional area between a higher density housing and the residential (light yellow) type of housing.
These lots are more centrally located and should be assessed differently then the rest of the neighbourhood. In
addition, these blocks could even be divided into 2 segments - the lots that are closer to Sherbrook st could be
reclassified to a higher density housing, and the rest of the lots (the ones closer to Major street) could be classified
Residential - Detached and Semi Detached.

-Within a few blocks of columbia should be townhomes, mutli-use and highrises. This will help businesses along
columbia thrive and will place a larger group of people in transit corridors.
-See above. Allow Wilson Street residents and Garrett Street residents in the 500 block to maintain their "light
yellow" status. Remove the townhome designation.
-Could have a bit less. Especially along main streets.
-Churches, community centers (eg. Sapperton Pensioners Hall) are unrecognized zoning areas and care homes
like Buchanan Lodge are not really residential.
-Too much - there is no variety
-just only lane way housing where possible
-I think there should be more townhomes
-Need more density
-There are no semi-detached houses in this area as far as I know.
-Allow big lots with small homes to go over the 950 square feet lane way homes if the lot already allows more
square foot coverage. To avoid these homes from being taken down, to build Hugh homes because of lot square
foot allowable. Would look like two homes similar in size on the lot.
-Townhomes along Braid would buffer the busy street and create opportunities for a rebuilt pedestrian environment.
-Houses with lanes should be allowed to be Peach
-Density should be highest at intersections of significant streets, then thinning out as one progresses into a
neighbourhood. This facilitates transit use.
-later
-Based on current home ownership and likelihood of redevelopment on a cooperative scale this looks most likely.
-As mentioned above, I would suggest there be more light yellow areas -the people that live in the areas highlighted
for townhouses hopefully have made their opinions known. When our specific neighbourhood gave input, the
planners and city listened and allowed "light yellow" which we all very much appreciated.
(Buchanan/Blair/Sherbrooke/8th) The new draft is not "status quo" as more housing types will be allowed even in
the light yellow areas so there is a potential for change in all our neighbourhoods.
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood?
Residential - Ground Oriented Infill Housing (PEACH) - which would allow single detached dwellings (which
could include a secondary suite and laneway/carriage house), single detached dwelling on a compact lot,
duplexes, triplexes, quadraplexes, cluster houses, or equivalent housing forms (with a maximum of 4
units).
Number of respondents : 48
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

25

52.08

Needs Refinement

23

47.92

Tell us why?
-Not enough parking to match the number of houses
-More strategic planning needs to go into allowing for infill housing where families such as mine can move into a
larger space that will fit our needs. We are open to a laneway home, duplex, triplex, quadplrex, cluster home or
equivalent housing. This plan shows so little of this that we can safely say our needs will not be met.

-I see this designation is basically used for a buffer between low rise and single family. It is a good place for it and
encompass some RS2 lots that perhaps had this intention back in the day and adds a few extra. Particularly I think
single detached dwelling on a compact lot is a good way to achieve this buffer. In some cases it would be possible
to keep existing small houses while subdividing and building another small house on the newly made adjacent lot.
This would fit in with the idea of keeping the feel of a neighborhood very much so, as well as raising the density.
-see my comment above.
-I think it's okay, but would like the city to monitor how it is working as we go along/
-I love the idea of infill housing, but I don't like the way that it is set up in our neighbourhood. The spaces behind E
Columbia at Keary (behind the red commercial/healthcare area) should be at least low-rise apartments - fitting more
people in the skytrain area into the space that's available than would be provided by infill housing.
-The first block (or half-block) south-west of Sherbrooke St, which is very close to the skytrain station could be
Peach
-This type of housing offering is so so. Prefer strata-less rowhousing options like in Queensborough.
-See previous comment. This would be perfect for 8th and 10th avenues.
-Allowing for higher density housing for the area defined by Sherbrooke St @Wilson St @ Major St @ E Columbia
St, would be more beneficial. The lots along Sheerbrooke Street, corner lots along Sherbrooke St in particular,
could be considered as transitional area between a higher density housing and the residential (light yellow) type of
housing. These lots are more centrally located and should be assessed differently then the rest of the
neighbourhood. In addition, these blocks could even be divided into 2 segments - the lots that are closer to
Sherbrook st could be reclassified to a higher density housing, and the rest of the lots (the ones closer to Major
street) could be classified Residential - Detached and Semi Detached.
-This seems logical given that the immediate vicinity of these designated properties are apartment buildings.
-Not sure what you are trying to achieve with this designation that is different than town houses or simple detached
residential.
-Not enough - A couple of Peach corner lots could be the transition to the quite Light yellow interior of the block.
-lane way housing only
-I think there should be more townhomes
-Need more density
-Limited area.
-Seems like a good infill for neighbour hoods that have low rise residential buildings already
-See about
-See above
-NA
-Yes, I note that you are developing more as you get closer to the skytrain. This is one way of handling the
increased traffic that will occur. However, I think we need improvements with the bus frequency and reliability if this
densification is to occur.
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood?
Residential - Townhouse (ORANGE) - which would allow townhouses (strata ownership) and rowhouses
(fee simple ownership).
Number of respondents : 48
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

18

37.50

Needs Refinement

30

62.50

Tell us why?
-A townhome is by far our preference moving forward. We can afford to move up from a $500k condo to a $900k
townhome. Unfortunately, there are so few townhomes in New West and many are two bedrooms, the likelihood of
us finding a home that fits our needs in the next 10-15 years is quite slim. This plan provides very little area to
develop future townhomes.
-I think Wilson street is a good place to add multi family. Kelly and Fader have well maintained houses many with
lots of character and that is worth preserving but further down the hill on Wilson this is not as much the case, it
could use a bit of a revitalization. My guess is this is because the noise of the road makes this less desirable to live
in a 50 year old house where you can hear every train or truck going by. Perhaps careful landscaping and modern
building techniques can mitigate this.
-per comments above
-Although I think the location of this type of housing makes sense in most of the areas shown, I would restore the
Residential detached/semi-detached designation to the entire Miner/Sapper St. neighbourhood.
-Would like to see less focus on strata and more on fee simple ownership.
-There should be more of this
-The first block (or half-block) south-west of Sherbrooke St, which is very close to the skytrain station could be
Orange
-More of these. Especially within walking distance of transit. Would like to see these extend up Holmes Street from
Columbia. The lower section is walkable to the skytrain and is comprised 90% of poorly maintained houses on
double lots that are all partially in the process of being torn down. They should be converted to family friendly
housing before they are lost to bigger luxury homes. Would also like to see more of these up Tenth closer to
Choices, as well as within the neighbourhood strategically wherever a collection of poorly maintained homes on
large lots with little to no heritage value exist. There are a lot of these areas within MVH neighbourhood.
-We need more non-strata rowhouses. Townhouses are okay, but a mix is better. I would personally like to see
more of these options where you have apartment buildings, etc.
-New Westminster needs more townhomes and rowhouses. These are perfect size units for many families, young
and old, to enjoy our great city. What few townhomes New Westminster has are aged restricted, which is absolutely
ridiculous at time when many young families are struggling to find affordable housing.
-The proposed land use for Townhomes and Rowhomes limits combined lot frontage to 150 feet and the amount of
homes built to 8-10. To combine 3 city lots into 8 townhomes, would only attract low cost builders. 3 lots would be
$3 million to buy, costs to build would be $450,000 x 8 = $3.6M and revenue would be 8 x $850,000 = $6.8 million.
This leaves a small profit of $200,000. The only number to adjust is cost, which means cheaper materials and labor
would be used to build these smaller scale townhomes.
So although it appears that many neighborhoods might be transformed under the new townhome / rowhome land
use forms, only low cost developers will be interested in participating in them because the margins are so tight
(especially with land and construction costs constantly going up). I recommend changing the lot frontage to 500
feet and increase the density of buildings allowed to 14-16 homes per 3 city lots rather than 8-10 homes in some
areas designated for townhomes / rowhomes. Strata's of 8-10 owners are much more expensive to administer than
strata's of 40-100. Allowing higher quality builders to build a bigger development (maximum 1 city block) would

allow for higher quality construction and a more uniform look for housing in the neighborhood. This makes
neighborhoods more attractive as quality constructed townhomes with bigger strata's serve as a great destination
for people looking to downsize or young families. They also hold there resale value better.
Worrying about how townhomes will affect the aesthetic of neighborhoods is important, but not at the expense of
poorly constructed townhomes and smaller strata's who are unable to deal with the problems arising from a design
flaw in the building, or the breaking down of cheaper building materials, particularly after the warranty period has
expired. Please designate some of the townhouse and rowhome land use for larger projects (with 500 feet lot
frontage and increased density on the overall site) which would attract a higher quality developer to the townhome
projects in New Westminster. The goal is to create attractive neighborhoods with more housing options right?
Allowing only low cost builders to build the upcoming townhome and rowhome projects in New Westminster is the
wrong approach. If this does not change, we will look back in 25 years and see that it was a mistake to only allow
smaller scale townhome and rowhome projects during the updated city plan.
-Change the lower side of Wilson west of Braid back to residential detached and semi detached.
-Allowing for higher density housing for the area defined by Sherbrooke St @Wilson St @ Major St @ E Columbia
St would be more beneficial. The lots along Sheerbrooke Street, corner lots along Sherbrooke St in particular, could
be considered as transitional area between a higher density housing and the residential (light yellow) type of
housing. These lots are more centrally located and should be assessed differently then the rest of the
neighbourhood. In addition, these blocks could even be divided into 2 segments - the lots that are closer to
Sherbrook st could be reclassified to a higher density housing, and the rest of the lots (the ones closer to Major
street) could be classified Residential - Detached and Semi Detached.
-More density. Townhomes should take priority to single detached.
-See above notes re: Wilson Street and 500 block of Garrett Street.
-Not sure of the logic around why these specific spaces have been chosen.
-more needed
-lane way housing
-More
-Limited number of townhouses.
-In fill up to Minor st. Between Alberts and de beck, so the whole area is town housing. proxsimitry to sky train is a
good area for higher density, and unified neighbourhood.
-I don't see a need for townhouses up the hill from East Columbia, there is enough density in this portion of the
neighborhood with the Brewery district development.
Also, I would like to see Rousseau remain partially commercial to encourage the retention of the Taxi service and
also the Ambulance.
-See above
-See above
-Yes, I note that you are developing more as you get closer to the skytrain. This is one way of handling the
increased traffic that will occur. However, I think we need improvements with the bus frequency and reliability if this
densification is to occur.
-see above
-Row houses are better than strata owned townhouses for both the area and the owners, as there could be no
restrictions on rental properties, and the foreign owner and vacant property taxes could be applied more easily

Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood?
Residential - Multi-Unit Buildings (LIGHT BROWN) - would allow townhouses and low rise apartment
buildings up to 4 stories. A 6 story apartment building would be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 45
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

22

48.89

Needs Refinement

23

51.11

Tell us why?
-We are currently in a 3-bedroom condo but they are very difficult to find in New West. Many of our friends have
already left and moved east because they had to upgrade from a two bedroom condo and there was nothing
available for under $1M. This plan allocates the majority of land in New West to single-family houses which families
with young kids and teenagers will not be able to afford.
-Our neighborhood already has a fair amount, and it looks like it basically will remain as is.
-per above
-It makes sense given the current neighbourhood structures. I have serious concerns about any ambiguity in terms
such as "would be allowed in limited circumstances". Developers will develop as much as they can and I would like
to retain the visual scale of the existing neighbourhood so that 4 residential storeys is the maximum and views are
considered as development occurs up the hills.
-There should be WAY, WAY more of this. I'm glad the over-40 crowd is so attached to houses, but the rest of us their children and grandchildren and great great grandchildren are going to need somewhere to live, and there are
not going to be enough houses to hold them. We NEED this housing type, and we NEED it in OUR neighbourhood.
-I'm concerned about the clause saying 6 story apartment buildings could be allowed in limited circumstances. First
this statement is vague in that you don't elaborate on what is meant by limited circumstances! Secondly, allowing
this high a building on Ward and Cedar streets would negatively impact the property values and views from homes
on Buchanan Avenue in that area. I'm dead against anything over 4 stories in that area!!!!!!
-Slightly better, but again, mixed in with existing neighbourhood provides less 'density ghettoes'
-See previous comments about 8th and 10th Avenue.
-i don't support 4 & 6 story buildings along Hospital St
-Allowing for higher density housing for the area defined by Sherbrooke St @Wilson St @ Major St @ E Columbia
St would be more beneficial. The lots along Sheerbrooke Street, corner lots along Sherbrooke St in particular, could
be considered as transitional area between a higher density housing and the residential (light yellow) type of
housing. These lots are more centrally located and should be assessed differently then the rest of the
neighbourhood. In addition, these blocks could even be divided into 2 segments - the lots that are closer to
Sherbrook st could be reclassified to a higher density housing, and the rest of the lots (the ones closer to Major
street) could be classified Residential - Detached and Semi Detached.
-More along major routes like Columbia.
-The areas in which these are designated already have such properties on them.
-Too broad a category and not easily differentiated from the orange areas.
-more needed
-lane way housing
-Need more of this, townhouses are great for families

-Familiar with all the other multi unit low rises.
-Refinement in regards to Four Story limit
-See above
-Higher buildings should be closer to commercial buildings. They should never be sprinkled around the detached or
semidetached homes. It crowds the light out. I note that you are developing more as you get closer to the skytrain.
This is one way of handling the increased traffic that will occur. However, I think we need improvements with the
bus frequency and reliability if this densification is to occur.
-Most of the places currently exist as 3 storey buildings. For the area between East Columbia and Buchanan
Avenue, there is a seamless visual transition to the detached residential neighbourhood above the apartment
buildings. Although I have heard that the City does not consider residents to have the right of a view, the reality is
that residents pay dearly for it when they purchase a home with a view and I believe new developments can
complement a neighbourhood and maintain views for most people which enhances quality of community living. It is
important for us all to know the criteria for when a 6 story building would be allowed, as developers will be keen to
pursue that if it is profitable. I really hope the City and Planners consider the design and how the building fits into
the existing neighbourhood, not like the San Marino, which as the lone high rise -does not blend too well into the
neighbourhood. I also wonder why Buchanan Lodge on Blair would not be designed major institutional?
-surrounding the hospital/commercial area would make sense for these especially for seniors
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood?
Residential - High Rise (DARK BROWN) would allow townhouses, rowhouses, stacked townhouses as well
as low rise, mid-rise and high rise apartment buildings.
Number of respondents : 44
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

29

65.91

Needs Refinement

15

34.09

Tell us why?
-we do not want high rises in our area
-We are currently in a 3-bedroom condo but they are very difficult to find in New West. Many of our friends have
already left and moved east because they had to upgrade from a two bedroom condo and there was nothing
available for under $1M. This plan allocates the majority of land in New West to single-family houses which families
with young kids and teenagers will not be able to afford.
-No changes here it looks like. Probably for the best, mixed use in many ways is better. If you look at developments
like Newport village, it has been very successful there!
-per above
-Sapperton as a part of New West will received the lion-share of development and
-This category is too broad. Would need to see actual proposal to decide.
-Same as townhouse comments above. The more rowhouses and townhouses the better. These are such an
incredibly low impact way of gently densifying, and make great neighbours since they are often occupied by young
professionals, downsizers and families. I fail to see how anyone wouldn't want to live next door to a collection of
rowhouses. We need real ground oriented 'missing middle' density to keep our neighbourhood vibrant. By 2041 no
one will be able to afford SFH this side of the Fraser, and this type of density is exactly what the city needs.

-The plan could include more
-As above.
-As above.
-lane way housing
-Need more of this, townhouses are great for families. Wood frame density is more affordable
-Some are under construction and a few haven't been built yet but are zoned for it.
-See above
-Higher buildings should be closer to commercial buildings. They should never be sprinkled around the detached or
semidetached homes. It crowds the light out. I note that you are developing more as you get closer to the skytrain.
This is one way of handling the increased traffic that will occur. However, I think we need improvements with the
bus frequency and reliability if this densification is to occur.
-This is not shown in Sapperton, which is appropriate given what is already approved for development
-I think too much space is allotted for this
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood? Mixed
Use - Mid-Rise (LIGHT PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level with up to 3 stories of residential
above. A 6 story building may be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 44
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

21

47.73

Needs Refinement

23

52.27

Tell us why?
-we do not want mid-rise housing in our area
-We are currently in a 3-bedroom condo but they are very difficult to find in New West. Many of our friends have
already left and moved east because they had to upgrade from a two bedroom condo and there was nothing
available for under $1M. This plan allocates the majority of land in New West to single-family houses which families
with young kids and teenagers will not be able to afford.
-Looks like no change here.
-I would like to see smaller commercial establishments like stores and small hole-in-the wall restaurants
sporadically placed throughout the city, but not with lots of residential above--two floors max.
-The commercial space is where we want it, and will hopefully have more than just a single level of apartments (or
none at all) above them in the future as is the case for some of these buildings. A single-level commercial
development is an utter waste of space.
-I'm concerned about the clause saying 6 story commercial buildings could be allowed in limited circumstances.
First this statement is vague in that you don't elaborate on what is meant by limited circumstances! Secondly,
allowing this high a building along Columbia street would negatively impact the property values and views from
homes up on Buchanan Avenue. I'm dead against anything over 4 stories along Columbia street in the Sapperton
area! They snuck in that ugly, out of place high rise in there several years ago destroying the nicest part of my view
of the Fraser river and Mount Baker. I don't want to see that kind of crap happen again!!!!!!
-You could possibly have this along 8th and 10th as well.
-I dont support 6 story building on E Columbia st

-Allowing for higher density housing for the area defined by Sherbrooke St @Wilson St @ Major St @ E Columbia
St makes more sense - very close proximity to RCH and min away from Sapperton Sky train station. The lots that
are closer to Sherbrook st could be reclassified to a higher density housing, and the rest of the lots (the ones closer
to Major street) could be classified Residential - Detached and Semi Detached.
-We need more commercial closer to were people live to promote more walkable neighborhoods. Victoria Hill
specifically is in desperate need for more commercial to service the local community so car trips are not required for
things like groceries.
-However - I think the City needs to think very carefully about allowing 6 storey buildings on E. Columbia. Of course,
any developer is going to say it is more "financially viable" for them to put a 6 storey building on a property. But if
we truly want E. Columbia to become a "great street" and one that is pedestrian friendly and welcoming for
shoppers and visitors, creating a canyon along E. Columbia with 6 storey buildings on each side is not a wise
choice. In keeping with areas like Commercial Drive or West 4th, it would be better to have a maximum of 4 storeys
along that corridor.
-Knox Church property has two designated areas. It should be one category. Also, it should acknowledge the
space for community gathering and religious worship.
-more needed
-lane way housing
-Should be 6 storys base, not 4.
-Allow 6 storey
-Guessing because I am not that familiar with that part of the neighbourhood.
-See above
-Yes, that is where the stores need to be, along with the red section.
-Placement makes sense given the similar existing land use. I have noticed that in other places, 5 stories with
commercial on the ground floor is described more often than the description of up to 3 stories that is written here.
Given the relatively narrow street of East Columbia, 4 story buildings on either side would be high enough to
maintain an attractive streetscape and ease the transition to the neighbourhoods on either side. I think it's
important to clarify when a 6 story building would be allowed as developers will ask for the maximum if it's profitable
(as we already see with Wesgroup's latest proposal for East Columbia). I have seen a number of 5-6 story
buildings in Vancouver with commercial on the ground which don't have an attractive "kitsilano" neighbourhood feel
to them. I hope we can do better and consider the shadow effects and scale on a relatively small streetscape.
Let's not just take the word of developers who say they can't make a profit when they build low-rise. New West has
become an attractive place to live and it would be great to have a street-scape design that is as much about
aesthetics as function. The developers will still come.
-I would much rather see the designated zones of Light Purple placed in groups (centralized nodes) rather then
stretched over lengths of E. columbia. I feel E Columbia is too narrow to support *6 stories. We need to Promote
natural sun light infiltration making the street inviting and walkable. Also I can't see the Sapperton days festival
thrive after it's developed into an north west oriented trench. (morning evening light will be phased out)
Also I feel the proposed scenario would likely push small shops out. (Caps bicycle, Barley's Homebrewing,
Boorman Archery, Badlands)
In the future I see the humble street of E Columbia blossom into a street of micro brews, restaurants with outside
dinning, Archery clubs and small specialty shop. This would be very inviting to the Westenders and far reaching

communities on the Central Valley Greenway. We need a place where people can feel comforted by in Historic
Sapperton. Keep the History in this burrow alive.

* I am aware that 6 stories "may be allow" in a worst case scenario, but this sounds like a legally allowable push in
the wrong direction.
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood? Mixed
Use - High Rise (DARK PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level and residential, office or
commercial above.
Number of respondents : 45
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

30

66.67

Needs Refinement

15

33.33

Tell us why?
-dito
-We are currently in a 3-bedroom condo but they are very difficult to find in New West. Many of our friends have
already left and moved east because they had to upgrade from a two bedroom condo and there was nothing
available for under $1M. This plan allocates the majority of land in New West to single-family houses which families
with young kids and teenagers will not be able to afford.
-The commercial and health care zone along Columbia will severely restrict the ability of the Sapperton
neighbourhood from reaching the ideal character and community desired through the plan. The mixed-use
designation should continue the length of the boulevard. This could include a requirement to replace the medical
office space in each development to ensure the supportive services for the hospital can still be ideally located.
-Sapperton green makes sense. As mentioned this model has worked well for Newport Village, hopefully it will work
as well in this location. It is a no-brainer with the transit there really. My only suggestion is the path that runs from
Hume Park down to Braid station that is on the North side of that proposed development could use some attention.
Might be worth while to work development and ongoing maintenance of this path into the project.
-Can developers choose to build all residential, from the street level up, if the land is designated this category? I
have concerns that the designated parcels of land that allows high rises may all have commercial space at street
level. Currently there are empty or closed commercial/retail store fronts on East Columbia and turnover has been a
reality for years. Other areas of the city also struggle to have thriving commercial districts.
-I think we'll have more than we need once the current buildings are built. Suggest we stop now.
-Too much would suffocate this space, but too little would be a waste. I think the spaces already set to include this
under other development plans (MRCH/SGTMC) is just right for our neighbourhood right now.
-I think we have enough of these in Sapperton now. Finish what's in the works then be done with it.
-The entire area by the Braid Station is marked Mixed Use-High Rise - that, in addition to the current Brewery
district development sounds just about right for the Sapperton - Braid neighbourhood.
-Need more commercial mix with residential. In reality the map shouldn't have any brown.
-The towers at Brewery District and Sapperton Green are more than enough. We do not want our area to become
another Brentwood Mall area.

-lane way housing
-Need more high rise density especially around transit.
-Including next door to my building.
-See above
-See below comment related to light industrial use.
-too much density is not good for the braid/brunette intersection, unless some major adjustments to allow for
increased traffic is included
Commercial areas include retail, service and office uses. Does the draft future Land Use Map have the right
AMOUNT of each of the following in this neighbourhood?
Number of respondents : 45
Commercial (RED) - would allow commercial, office or service commercial uses that meet the daily needs of
residents
Number of respondents : 45

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

3

6.67

Not Enough

11

24.44

Just Right

31

68.89

Commercial and Health Care (BRIGHT RED) - would allow commercial, retail and health care offices and facilities.
Number of respondents : 45

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

6

13.33

Not Enough

5

11.11

Just Right

34

75.56

Mixed Employment (LIGHT PINK) - would allow commercial, office (including high tech), light industrial uses, or any
combination of these uses, with a primary focus on employment generation.
Number of respondents : 41

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

4

9.76

Not Enough

6

14.63

Just Right

31

75.61

Mixed Use - Mid-Rise (LIGHT PURPLE) -would allow commercial on street level with up to 3 stories of office or

commercial towers above (or residential). A 6 story building may be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 45

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

5

11.11

Not Enough

15

33.33

Just Right

25

55.56

Mixed Use - High Rise (DARK PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level and residential, office or
commercial above.
Number of respondents : 44

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

6

13.64

Not Enough

10

22.73

Just Right

28

63.64

Tell us why?
-we do not want any changes in Sapperton area
-The commercial and health care zone along Columbia will severely restrict the ability of the Sapperton
neighbourhood from reaching the ideal character and community desired through the plan. The mixed-use
designation should continue the length of the boulevard. This could include a requirement to replace the medical
office space in each development to ensure the supportive services for the hospital can still be ideally located. This
should be a mid-rise or high-rise mixed use area to allow for the continuation of the community up Columbia and
allow for residential accommodation to support the development of the hospital and other commercial spaces in the
area.
-I think 6 storeys is too high for the buildings along E Columbia.
-We need a brewery in the brewery district. As I understand it that means one or two Commercial spaces.
-Per above, more businesses that are open after hours for the working folks. It feels deserted at night. Also the
walkway underneath the skytrain feels creepy and Columbia as a high-volume & trucking route very noisy & smelly.
It feels very pedestrian and transit unfriendly in this area and I leave the neighborhood almost always to get
anything done and to pursue entertainment.
-Would like to see Columbia through to Braid have a greater variety of shops and restaurants, including hardware,
not Starbucks coffee shops, etc. Light pink area seems difficult to access by all modes of transportation. What's the
plan to make it safe?
-I'd love to see some of the commercial/healthcare space extend down the opposite side of Sherbrooke Street
along the hospital's boundary, making way for additional medical-related offices on the upper levels and additional
retail surrounding the hospital.
-Would like to see more smaller businesses in Sapperton. For example, we currently have no hardware store. To

make a neighbourhood truly walkable, you need a variety of businesses. Would also like to see small businesses
scattered throughout neighbourhoods. Currently they are all at the bottom of a big hill. Not very walkable for older
people. Are high business taxes the reason for so many empty shops along East Columbia?
-would prefer to keep lower rise commercial along e columbia street to help keep it from feeling like a dark tunnel.
-I explained my reasons above.
-Along with densification of residential we need to ensure we have places for people to work, shop, eat.
-There seems a sufficient mixture of each of these kinds of properties to allow a good number of businesses and
organizations places to do business.
-we already have too much traffic in our area - more commercial will increase traffic - city does not have & will not
have any traffic plan - so no to any more commercial activity...
-As this is a historic area I do not want to see it over-developed but I am satisfied with how it is now.
-WAAAAAAAY too much Mixed use. Our small shopping strips are disappearing, and with the zoning change on
East Columbia, we are incentivizing the removal of all of our beautiful shops for SOULLESS Developments. We
don't need more housing - we have enough without sacrificing the best asset our neighborhood has.
-See first comment
-I think the area could be well served with this amount of commercial. It does depend on the quality of the
commercial services, of course. Seven sushi restaurants and no grocery store would be bad.
-It generally reflects what is already there or approved for development. I have concerns about changing the light
industrial area at Braid and Brunette to mixed-use high rise. Council have stated in the past that they want to
preserve industrial land and yet their actions indicate otherwise. An example is the rezoning of the "Rousseau
triangle". The proximity to a major traffic corrider, and train signals would suggest it completely inappropriate for
high density residential living, but perhaps there are people who don't mind living so close to noise. The current
storage facility provides a buffer and a service to the local community -it makes sense that the whole area be "light
pink" and that some land is kept for those light industrial uses in New West. We need to consider our tax base as
well.
-More community services is always a good thing, and mandating an over-supply of retail can reduce the cost of
starting small businesses by depressing retail rents.
Does the draft map show the right AMOUNT of each of these types of housing in this neighbourhood?
Number of respondents : 11
Residential - Detached and Semi-Detached (LIGHT YELLOW) - which would allow single detached dwellings
(which could include a secondary suite and laneway/carriage house) or duplexes.
Number of respondents : 6

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

2

33.33

Not Enough

0

0.00

Just Right

4

66.67

Residential - Ground Oriented Infill Housing (PEACH) - which would allow single detached dwellings (which could

include a secondary suite and laneway/carriage house), single deatched dwelling on a compact lot, duplexes,
triplexes, quadraplexes, cluster houses, or equivalent housing forms (with a maximum of 4 units).
Number of respondents : 8

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

2

25.00

Not Enough

2

25.00

Just Right

4

50.00

Residential - Townhouse (ORANGE) - which would allow townhouses (strata ownership) and rowhouses (fee
simple ownership)
Number of respondents : 8

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

1

12.50

Not Enough

5

62.50

Just Right

2

25.00

Residential - Multi-Unit Buildings (LIGHT BROWN) - would allow townhouses and low rise apartment buildings up to
4 stories. A 6 story apartment building would be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 10

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

4

40.00

Not Enough

4

40.00

Just Right

2

20.00

Residential - High Rise (DARK BROWN) would allow townhouses, rowhouses, stacked townhouses as well as low
rise, mid-rise and high rise apartment buildings.
Number of respondents : 10

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

1

10.00

Not Enough

6

60.00

Just Right

3

30.00

Mixed Use - Mid-Rise (LIGHT PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level with up to 3 stories of residential
above. A 6 story building may be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 9

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

2

22.22

Not Enough

3

33.33

Just Right

4

44.44

Mixed Use - High Rise (DARK PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level and residential, office or
commerical above.
Number of respondents : 8

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

1

12.50

Not Enough

3

37.50

Just Right

4

50.00

Tell us why?
-while I can agree with the possibility of huge townhouse development along 6th ave surrounding an area of single
family homes, I do not want townhouses along 9th st and third ave, or ash and third ave area. With the possibility
of lane way houses in addition to the apartments already in the area, adding townhouses is just too much density to
the area. I love open space; and the feeling of "detached home with a yard" in my small area. Other people prefer
townhouses --- or to live in high rise condos like the Quay for example. I would much prefer to have an area more
or less dedicated to townhouses like along 6th ave, and limit the density of townhouses where there are single
family homes that may actually be accommodating basement suites and laneway/ carriage houses. Very quickly the
atmosphere of "space" associated with a detached house is gone.

Where I live on personal information , the plan

could quickly allow sets of townhouses on both sides of 9th st below me, backed by apartments, and single
houses with laneway houses opposite me on 8th st; then potentially my neighbours on 8th have a lane house; the
people behind me on Ash have a lane house, followed by their house, and then another townhouse across the
street ---leading up to more apartments and then high rises on 6th st --- TOO MUCH!
-There needs to be a much greater emphasis on higher density options, particularly those in the "missing middle".
The proposed plan for Brow is a good start, but is only a good start for five or ten years down the line, not twentyfive.
-The area south of the Royal Centre Mall (from 4th to 6th Avenues; and between 6th and 8th Streets) should have
an increased number of high rises and fewer low rises. This is perhaps the greatest "walkable" area in New West
and its density should be increased. The number of seniors within New West will be increasing substantially over
the coming years and this area will be the most desirable within New West (flat, walkable, and close to medical and
commercial centers).

-You've way overindexed towards SFH.
-I like the mix of Brow of the Hill and this map keeps that. I don't think there is enough granularity though. I want to
see areas where multi-family, should it be re-developed, would go to 3-6 story apartments vs. 3 story stacked
townhouse style units. I think there is value in mandating the townhouse style form in areas away from the Uptown
core that have a higher mix of single family homes and family orientated development. Note that I say this while full
supporting the city's rental replacement policies. Considering the lack of townhomes this type of policy makes a lot
of sense. The city already has a lot of apartments and will continue to build more of them Downtown and in Uptown.
This is one of the few areas where there is a massive opportunity for townhouse style development.
-I prefer not to answer these questions. I will speak to the area of BOTH bounded by 6th street, Sixth avenue and
4th Avenue. This area is close to all amenities- a 5 minute walk. That includes: Doctors, (family and specialists),
Dentists, shopping (3 major food stores), produce stores, the perennial dollar stores (3 of them), Wal Mart, Drug
stores (3 close and more a couple of blocks away) a post office, numerous beauty shops, restaurants and a
recreational center for seniors. There are 4 buses within a 5 minute walk, two of them frequent. Despite this you
have suggested this area should be low rise and the area on the north side of 6th avenue is high rise. Why? if there
is anywhere in the city that should be designated high rise this is it. Bent court, the actual street, not the area would
be an exceptional boutique shopping area, so would not prefer that area to be high rises- it is a special area for the
people in the high rises and for visitors. The rest of the BOTH I could probably say yes to, but this is much too large
an area to discuss in one swipe of of yays and nays
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood?
Residential - Detached and Semi-Detached (LIGHT YELLOW) - which would allow single detached dwellings
(which could include a secondary suite and laneway/carriage house) or duplexes.
Number of respondents : 7
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

2

28.57

Needs Refinement

5

71.43

Tell us why?
-there doesn't seem to be any yellow below 6th ave or west of 6th st ... it seems heading over towards the west
end side of the area is all single housing, no apartments, no townhouses once you are past the proposed "reverse
L" shape of townhouses along 6th ave to roughly 13th st- but everything below it is all apartments and higher
density "single houses" -- that is: laneway houses tucked in behind what appears to be smaller single homes on
smaller lots ...
-There should be a greater number of townhouses along 5th Street, which is a wide street near the Uptown
commercial district. Keeping this as SFH (even with laneway houses) for the next 25 years is unreasonable. There
should also be higher density, particularly family-friendly townhouse and rowhouse options, around the three
schools at the north of the map.
-Townhouse placement could be optimized. Protect 3rd Ave and 9th Street streetscapes. Wonderful character
housing there. In general I think infill should MANDATE retention of character housing. Character retention while
maximizing housing choice should be the two goals, which should not be in opposition to each-other.
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood?

Residential - Ground Oriented Infill Housing (PEACH) - which would allow single detached dwellings (which
could include a secondary suite and laneway/carriage house), single detached dwelling on a compact lot,
duplexes, triplexes, quadraplexes, cluster houses, or equivalent housing forms (with a maximum of 4
units).
Number of respondents : 7
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

5

71.43

Needs Refinement

2

28.57

Tell us why?
-again --- there is too much being proposed for too small an area: at 8th and 3rd ave, almost every house already
have basement suites with tenants; and the possibility of adding laneway houses with more tenants, plus
apartments and townhouses.

I do like the idea of a small laneway house, with the idea that it acts as a

"transitional" residence either for a student going to university, or as a "granny suite" for an older relative or retired
person. But how do you limit it so that one doesn't feel so encroached upon? .. I bought the house I did because I
wanted the experience of single detached house; and I know from the ongoing invitations from local real estate
agents to sell my house that I am not the only one who feels this way; just as I know that the townhouse buildings
along 6th and royal and along 10th st are very much in demand. (but not an option for me!)
-I say "Just Right" under the assumption that this policy will protect substantially all character homes rather than
incentivize redevelopment without retaining what exists already.
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood?
Residential - Townhouse (ORANGE) - which would allow townhouses (strata ownership) and rowhouses
(fee simple ownership).
Number of respondents : 7
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

2

28.57

Needs Refinement

5

71.43

Tell us why?
-I think the wide swath of orange along 6th ave is a good area- perhaps too much in quantity if every orange
square became an actual townhouse; but certainly a good area to create a community neighbourhood of like
minded people. Again, I know lots of people who would be delighted to have such a development; especially since
the area does provide accessibility to transit, shopping, parks, schools etc . Townhouses seem to be very
attractive to "younger folks" today who don't seem interested in DIY home maintenance, but want more of the
"house experience" than a condo provides. I listen to what my younger friends say when they visit my house: it is
lovely, but too much work for them. And as a senior, I can see how their desires and life expectations are
different than mine: they want their own space, but they want the freedom to travel etc
-spread them out a bit more along major corridors - not grouped specifically together but more mixed with other
types of housing
-Townhouse placement could be optimized. Protect 3rd Ave and 9th Street streetscapes. There are more

opportunities around 11th Street and St Andrews where there are rundown houses with little character.
-off the beaten path - could be closer to main areas of shopping for more foot traffic
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood?
Residential - Multi-Unit Buildings (LIGHT BROWN) - would allow townhouses and low rise apartment
buildings up to 4 stories. A 6 story apartment building would be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 8
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

4

50.00

Needs Refinement

4

50.00

Tell us why?
-status quo for my neighbourhood works just fine: there is a worry that some of the older lower rental apartment
buildings could be re-done into a newer building, and/or townhouse with a newer and unaffordable rental fee to
match.

The City creates newer rental housing for more people, but at the cost of hurting some of the most

vulnerable citizens-- seniors on fixed income who have lived in rental property for years.
-The area south of the Royal Centre Mall (from 4th to 6th Avenues; and between 6th and 8th Streets) should have
an increased number of high rises and fewer low rises. This is perhaps the greatest "walkable" area in New West
and its density should be increased. The number of seniors within New West will be increasing substantially over
the coming years and this area will be the most desirable within New West (flat, walkable, and close to medical and
commercial centers).
-Placement is fine but some areas should be mandated to have a certain form and lower density vs. higher density
in Uptown and on busy streets.
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood?
Residential - High Rise (DARK BROWN) would allow townhouses, rowhouses, stacked townhouses as well
as low rise, mid-rise and high rise apartment buildings.
Number of respondents : 9
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

4

44.44

Needs Refinement

5

55.56

Tell us why?
-again, status quo works fine.

I am not even sure what a "stacked townhouse" is, so I am hesitant to offer a vote

on it. And I still definetly have concerns about what constitutes a "high rise". Outside of my neighbourhood, and
on a different subject I am totally against the application to extend the height of the highrise at 618 Carnarvon
currently still being looked at by Council.
-The area south of the Royal Centre Mall (from 4th to 6th Avenues; and between 6th and 8th Streets) should have
an increased number of high rises and fewer low rises. This is perhaps the greatest "walkable" area in New West
and its density should be increased. The number of seniors within New West will be increasing substantially over
the coming years and this area will be the most desirable within New West (flat, walkable, and close to medical and

commercial centers).
-Needs Refinement !!! Actually the other maps from the SPRING 2016 CONSULTATION favored High Rise
Development along both sides of SEVENTH STREET. You can imagine my surprise when I attended the Sept 24
2016 consultation and that area was labeled Mid rise ??? There are High Rises on 3 out of 4 corners of SEVENTH
ST and FIFTH AVE , personal information

. It would make sense that

in the future development of our land it would be redeveloped as a High Rise to accommodate the population
increases of this area , a mid rise building will not meet that need. Aesthetically a High Rise Building would not look
out of place as there are already ones on the other 3 corners . This area meets the high standard of transit with
multiple buses running every 5-15 minutes to the Skytrains. Walkability is also high with many restaurants
,shopping and services within a few minutes of this building. personal information
it is relatively flat (

personal information

,I picked this area as

and everything I need is so accessible . To keep this area designated as a Mid Rise

would limit not benefit future development .
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood? Mixed
Use - Mid-Rise (LIGHT PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level with up to 3 stories of residential
above. A 6 story building may be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 7
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

3

42.86

Needs Refinement

4

57.14

Tell us why?
-6th st is a good area to have this type of development--- 4 stories is about right --not in a high foot traffic area
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood? Mixed
Use - High Rise (DARK PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level and residential, office or
commercial above.
Number of respondents : 8
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

4

50.00

Needs Refinement

4

50.00

Tell us why?
-I am concerned exactly how much "high rise" would be in the dark purple areas along 6th st .. 10 stories? 18 ?
-The area south of the Royal Centre Mall (from 4th to 6th Avenues; and between 6th and 8th Streets) should have
an increased number of high rises and fewer low rises. This is perhaps the greatest "walkable" area in New West
and its density should be increased. The number of seniors within New West will be increasing substantially over
the coming years and this area will be the most desirable within New West (flat, walkable, and close to medical and
commercial centers).

Commercial areas include retail, service and office uses. Does the draft future Land Use Map have the right
AMOUNT of each of the following in this neighbourhood?
Number of respondents : 8
Commercial (RED) - would allow commercial, office or service commercial uses that meet the daily needs of
residents
Number of respondents : 7

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

0

0.00

Not Enough

3

42.86

Just Right

4

57.14

Commercial and Health Care (BRIGHT RED) - would allow commercial, retail and health care offices and facilities.
Number of respondents : 7

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

0

0.00

Not Enough

4

57.14

Just Right

3

42.86

Mixed Employment (LIGHT PINK) - would allow commercial, office (including high tech), light industrial uses, or any
combination of these uses, with a primary focus on employment generation.
Number of respondents : 7

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

0

0.00

Not Enough

3

42.86

Just Right

4

57.14

Mixed Use - Mid-Rise (LIGHT PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level with up to 3 stories of office or
commercial towers above (or residential). A 6 story building may be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 7

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

1

14.29

Not Enough

2

28.57

Just Right

4

57.14

Mixed Use - High Rise (DARK PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level and residential, office or
commercial above.
Number of respondents : 8

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

1

12.50

Not Enough

4

50.00

Just Right

3

37.50

Tell us why?
-"just right" and "too much" seem to be the best choices, even though neither really expresses my opinion -- I
have no issues with the areas shown: the purple area seem to be concentrated on 6th st which has always been a
"destination" zone for shopping, services etc .. again, I am just concerned with adding more high rise towers-don't want them in this area.
-We should be encouraging more retail, service, and office uses within this neighbourhood. Doing so will allow more
people to work nearer to where they live, which has dramatic impacts upon resident health, traffic levels,
environmental impact, and other areas that can lead to a much more livable city.
-The area south of the Royal Centre Mall (from 4th to 6th Avenues; and between 6th and 8th Streets) should have
an increased number of high rises and fewer low rises. This is perhaps the greatest "walkable" area in New West
and its density should be increased. The number of seniors within New West will be increasing substantially over
the coming years and this area will be the most desirable within New West (flat, walkable, and close to medical and
commercial centers).
Does the draft map show the right AMOUNT of each of these types of housing in this neighbourhood?
Number of respondents : 37
Residential - Detached and Semi-Detached (LIGHT YELLOW) - which would allow single detached dwellings
(which could include a secondary suite and laneway/carriage house) or duplexes.
Number of respondents : 34

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

17

50.00

Not Enough

4

11.76

Just Right

13

38.24

Residential - Ground Oriented Infill Housing (PEACH) - which would allow single detached dwellings (which could
include a secondary suite and laneway/carriage house), single deatched dwelling on a compact lot, duplexes,
triplexes, quadraplexes, cluster houses, or equivalent housing forms (with a maximum of 4 units).
Number of respondents : 33

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

8

24.24

Not Enough

15

45.45

Just Right

10

30.30

Residential - Townhouse (ORANGE) - which would allow townhouses (strata ownership) and rowhouses (fee
simple ownership)
Number of respondents : 36

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

9

25.00

Not Enough

14

38.89

Just Right

13

36.11

Residential - Multi-Unit Buildings (LIGHT BROWN) - would allow townhouses and low rise apartment buildings up to
4 stories. A 6 story apartment building would be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 32

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

10

31.25

Not Enough

9

28.13

Just Right

13

40.63

Residential - High Rise (DARK BROWN) would allow townhouses, rowhouses, stacked townhouses as well as low
rise, mid-rise and high rise apartment buildings.
Number of respondents : 32

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

7

21.88

Not Enough

5

15.63

Just Right

20

62.50

Mixed Use - Mid-Rise (LIGHT PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level with up to 3 stories of residential
above. A 6 story building may be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 33

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

6

18.18

Not Enough

12

36.36

Just Right

15

45.45

Mixed Use - High Rise (DARK PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level and residential, office or
commerical above.
Number of respondents : 32

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

6

18.75

Not Enough

9

28.13

Just Right

17

53.13

Tell us why?
-I envision New Westminster to be one of the hubs in Metro Vancouver; therefore, there should be more high
density dwellings.
-In general I'm in agreement with this new OCP. I would like to see local small neighbourhood grocery stores and/or
deli/ bakeries. This would encourage people to walk and staying out of cars
-Single house area should not increase the density.
-New West is already a fairly dense city in a small space. The single family housing is the one area of this city that
keeps it feeling family focussed. While I support high density living and walkability, I do not support removing what
is left of the existing single family houses.
-Need more density and more choice. Need it soon. I personally am considering selling my condo next year
unfortunately forced to buy outside of new west due to lack of choice
-I strongly feel that the Queens Park/Glenbrooke North area (where I live) could use a lot more density. We have
lots of room and we should be helping others get into the neighbourhood. Townhouses and low-rise buildings with
large units especially would help more New Westminster families stay in the city.
-Everything above single family detached is just too dense. Also, before you have the unmitigated gaul to even ask
this question, you should get the written approval of the private property owners involved. It's not your property to
play with - it's theirs.
-New west is a dense city with greater transit availability. More residents would help the urban environment and
encourage greater city life
-There's already way too many people in New West, including way too much traffic. Crowding us more will reduce
our quality of life and add extra stress.
-I am a homeowner in Moody Park. I note that with regard to land use considerations, Moody Park is combined with
Glenbrooke and Queens Park. I understand that Moody Park shares many characteristics with the other
neighbourhoods. But we are also situated between one major and one minor commercial district, with four bus lines
running through the neighbourhood or adjacent to it, and a major east-west arterial route on the north boundary. I
think retaining a lot of Residential - Detached and Semi-Detached makes sense, but I also think there could be
somewhat less of that and more Residential - Townhouse, Residential - Ground Oriented Infill Housing, and even (if
it made business sense) Mixed Use - Mid-Rise (not just on 12th Street).

-Too much clustering (ghettos) of one type of development in each of the areas. Every neighbourhood needs to
encourage more density and a range of residential styles so that we achieve diverse and blended neighbourhoods.
Single-family detached homes on a large lot are a thing of the past and have quickly become unaffordable for
young families. To encourage a healthy mix of ages, families, socio-economics, we need every neighbourhood to
provide a range of housing options. Glenbrooke North is within easy walking distance of three schools (elementary,
middle, and secondary) so it will always be attractive to families. We need to ensure it will always be able to provide
a place for them. The proposed development at 720 Second Street is the perfect example of a missed opportunity
to respectfully densify the area with some row housing. There is a finite amount of land in New Westminster, but an
ever-increasing number of people, so we need to add density to every neighbourhood in order to retain a healthy
mix of people in every neighbourhood.
-I oppose any type of rezoning in our city
-To get it right for GBN and CONW residents focus on the intent of increasing housing units. Provide more units
for renters. Determine the type of renter the CONW wants to attract and where. Those with cars and those without
cars. As we ladder into SF residential areas consideration smust be given to include off street parking for carriage
homes. Those homes on arterial transportation routes would not require parking as renters can easily access
transit, i.e. they can walk 1/2 a block or less to a bus stop. Parking is not necessarily required in all instances.
Don't forget to allow for carriage houses with no parking on streets serviced by buses. Also ensure carriage homes
and laneway houses fit into the neighbourhood architecture. City Hall can and must implement rules on what can
not be built from a heritage perspective, after all the CONW takes great pride in preserving older homes and the
look of older neighbourhoods.
-I want New West to as much as possible stay away from becoming too sardine-like, and shoving as many people
into high density areas as possible. It loses a sense of community, and homeliness when this happens. Too many
high rise, condos, apartments, are unappealing to look at, as well as bad for having that community vibe.
-There are few townhomes/Row homes in New West. These could be added within Detached/semi detached
neighbourhoods without destroying the character (3 levels or less). I'm not for drastically changing the
neighbourhoods with higher buildings, just in filling especially in proximity to major arteries (6th/6th)
-Residential lots even with secondary suites and laneway houses are still a waste of resources. Just creates a
place for the wealthy to live in our expensive housing market. Build child friendly highrises in Queens park and let
the rich live in the penthouses or move out of town. Build more community spaces both indoors and outdoors to
service the high rises so kids have a place they can walk to play with each other and adults have places they can
socialize and enjoy green space. We do not need yards for the rich kids to play in managed by gardeners that can
not afford to live here.
-Townhouses or row houses should be on transit routes and major streets, not single family dwellings.
There should be more density near parks and schools and shopping and facilities.
High rises block the sky and put too much pressure on parking and crowd any adjoining development.
Santa Fe and Montreal have large areas without high rises that are walkable, liveable and provide a large vista.
-Generally speaking, I do not think the traditional single family home on a 33 by 130 (varies) lot is an efficient use of
land. Also, this form of housing is likely not sustainable considering the expected population growth in the Lower
Mainland. Our expectations need to change. Look at cities around the world and the most vibrant have higher
density, with commercial uses (stores, cafes, offices) mixed-in with residential. I am biased here but I find single
family neighbourhoods to be boring in a vanilla 1950s sort of way.
-With our regional populations growth, we have a responsibility for providing affordable ground-oriented home

ownership options for families. Low-rise and high rise apartments are appropriate along commercial corridors.
However, I don't feel that Royal Square redevelopment into towers is appropriate for that part of the neighbourhood.
Today's towers are very different building form than the existing "Lions" towers nearby. Perhaps something like
Morgan Crossing in Surrey would be a more appropriate choice (light purple)
-The plan does not create more park space or amenities. Our infrastructure and services can't accommodate this
growth. Sewer lines and water lines will need to be upgraded. Where is the extra park space coming from. With
the lots filled with laneway houses etc, no one will have a back yard and more park space will be needed. What
about schools, will we have enough spaces for students.
-Allows for logical densification of single family neighbourhoods. It creates more affordable housing options that
can facilitate continued residence of children in the same neighbourhoods they grew up in
-Laneway and carriage houses has ruined the Douglas Park area of Vancouver. New West does not need the
same problems. Ask people if they want another house looking over their backyard.
The streets and infrastructure of the city is now built to handle the additional population.
-I do not think that duplexes should be allowed in the Queens Park area. This will result in developers and
speculators tearing down the existing single house and building duplexes to maximize the value of the property.
This will destroy the character of the neighbourhood. The ability to have laneway/carriage houses and secondary
suites with the design criteria I have seen will keep the character of the neighbourhood and increase the density the
same or more than duplexes.
-More of Glenbrooke North should permit ground oriented infill development with a FSR of up to 60%
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood?
Residential - Detached and Semi-Detached (LIGHT YELLOW) - which would allow single detached dwellings
(which could include a secondary suite and laneway/carriage house) or duplexes.
Number of respondents : 30
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

15

50.00

Needs Refinement

15

50.00

Tell us why?
-Too many of them. There should be more of multi-unit dwellings in this area.
-Im in favour of the LIGHT YELLOW. The problem I fear is that the Floor to space ratio for this area will not increase
to accommodate the new type of housing. What I also like to point out is that in Glenbrook North most if not all tear
downs have been replaced with homes that have a FSR that is higher than 50%. It's disappointing to see the city
approve high FSR for tear downs but not allow existing homes put additional sq/ft above a FSR of 50%
-Single house area should not increase the density.
-See above, I think the area for this kind of housing is fine, but more of it should be replaced with denser housing
types.
-Go back to the original RS1 zoning for all properties
-Way to much land restricted to low density single family homes
-Should be more light yellow.
-Mostly I think it's in the right place, but I do think there could and should be more density allowed along transit

corridors--6th and 8th avenues, similar to 8th Street across from NWSS.
-Too much clustering (ghettos) of one type of development in each of the areas. Every neighbourhood needs to
encourage more density and a range of residential styles so that we achieve diverse and blended neighbourhoods.
Single-family detached homes on a large lot are a thing of the past and have quickly become unaffordable for
young families. To encourage a healthy mix of ages, families, socio-economics, we need every neighbourhood to
provide a range of housing options. Glenbrooke North is within easy walking distance of three schools (elementary,
middle, and secondary) so it will always be attractive to families. We need to ensure it will always be able to provide
a place for them. The proposed development at 720 Second Street is the perfect example of a missed opportunity
to respectfully densify the area with some row housing. There is a finite amount of land in New Westminster, but an
ever-increasing number of people, so we need to add density to every neighbourhood in order to retain a healthy
mix of people in every neighbourhood.
-I oppose any type of rezoning in our city
-Area needs more infill, laneways, etc., more occupancy per square feet of ground
-5th Street between 10th Ave and 6th Ave should not allow for condos. Carriage home and basement suites yes,
not conods. This would be too much of harsh transition from Multi Unit Res Buildings to SF home across the street.
Relying on a wide blvd to allow for such construction will drive long time residents out of the area.
-There is a nice amount of single family homes in these neighborhoods. I would hate to see any of the light yellow
lots turn into multi-story buildings. I would NOT like laneway/carriage homes allowed in New Westminster.
More of these housing types wouldn't hurt. Getting rid of some of the LIGHT BROWN
The placement is fine, in the already residential neighborhoods
-See my comments above. Tweaking single family home zoning is a waste of time. Eliminate this zoning now.
Should all be developed into high rises surrounded by some low rises with lots of walkable transit oriented public
space between. Put some highrises on the unused corners of Queens park so more people can walk to the park to
enjoy it. Then put some inside the park. If you can put high rises all along the waterfront, why not put some in and
around queens park also.
-Large and it's closest to the main park, Queen's, and some malls, schools and other amenities like transit routes
that would benefit more people living closer.
-Same reasons as above. More options will create more opportunity for all sorts of families.
-The place is appropriate, but more ground-oriented unit mix should be considered. Keeping the status quo in
residential neighbourhoods is irresponsible planning for our anticipated regional growth.
-Too dense, we need more parks and school space before density can be increased like this.
-Single family use is too restrictive. Heritage sympathetic build outs of existing heritage homes can be realistically
accomplished with front / back duplex orientation
-see comments above.
-There needs to be more mixture of high density and single detached dwellings. There seems to be no high density
in Queens Park.
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood?
Residential - Ground Oriented Infill Housing (PEACH) - which would allow single detached dwellings (which
could include a secondary suite and laneway/carriage house), single detached dwelling on a compact lot,
duplexes, triplexes, quadraplexes, cluster houses, or equivalent housing forms (with a maximum of 4
units).

Number of respondents : 30
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

12

40.00

Needs Refinement

18

60.00

Tell us why?
-Too many of them. There should be more of multi-unit dwellings in this area.
-Single house area should not increase the density.
-Need to increase areas for densification
-Need more of this type of housing in the Queens Park/Glenbrooke North areas
-Not needed. See above
-Too much land is restricted from these uses
-Too many.
-Because there is *none* in Moody Park, and I think there should be at least some--again, perhaps along transit
corridors. I could even see some of these fitting into the quieter streets (carefully).
-Too much clustering (ghettos) of one type of development in each of the areas. Every neighbourhood needs to
encourage more density and a range of residential styles so that we achieve diverse and blended neighbourhoods.
Single-family detached homes on a large lot are a thing of the past and have quickly become unaffordable for
young families. To encourage a healthy mix of ages, families, socio-economics, we need every neighbourhood to
provide a range of housing options. Glenbrooke North is within easy walking distance of three schools (elementary,
middle, and secondary) so it will always be attractive to families. We need to ensure it will always be able to provide
a place for them. The proposed development at 720 Second Street is the perfect example of a missed opportunity
to respectfully densify the area with some row housing. There is a finite amount of land in New Westminster, but an
ever-increasing number of people, so we need to add density to every neighbourhood in order to retain a healthy
mix of people in every neighbourhood.
-I oppose any type of rezoning in our city
-as above, more of this type of residence in existing rs-1 areas
-Interesting language used in this question. It seems, from this wording that a multitude of decisions have already
been made which will limit what type of additional housing can be built. Lets not lose sight of the fact that the
CONW wants more rental units. 2nd story additions to existing garage spaces can help satisfy this objective
regardless of current or proposed limits on allowable FSR square footage on a residential lot.
-Fewer lots of this category. Turn into single family detached homes.
-I think it is reasonable but these type of infills could be included in Queen's Park / Glenbrook and around Moody
Park.
-This is going to make a mess of inefficient and crappy housing for the poor so the rich can make even more money
from their properties.
-Too much too close to major facilities, schools, parks. Infill housing creates parking issues and higgledy piggledy
development and design.
-I think the draft map is a good start, but I would like to see higher density.
-More PEACH throughout the whole plan area is needed
-Too dense, we need more parks and school space before density can be increased like this. Also analysis of
infrastructure, sewers and water lines - do we have capacity

-see above
-More areas should permit this type. Including along First and Second Street, 8th Ave and 10th ave. Houses in
Queens Park should be convertible into multi-family strata units ranging from 2 - 4 units depending the size of the
heritage homes.
-There could be way more infill housing in the Queens park area.
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood?
Residential - Townhouse (ORANGE) - which would allow townhouses (strata ownership) and rowhouses
(fee simple ownership).
Number of respondents : 30
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

9

30.00

Needs Refinement

21

70.00

Tell us why?
-Not enough. There should be more of these type of dwellings especially in the detached and semi-detached
dwellings area.
-Where will all the cars park??
-I firmly believe that the rezoning from single detached homes to townhouse housing on 5th Street will devastate
the neighbourhood. personal information
personal information

on 5th Street hoping to build a bright future for personal information

in the lovely Glenbrook North community. I am completely appalled that the City of New West could even

make such a proposal to build townhomes on this street. This would only mean that most of the residents would be
compelled to move and be unwillingly uprooted from this community. This is hardly fair for personal information & I
strongly urge the City planners to reconsider their zoning plans for 5th Street.
-Multi-unit buildings area should increase density.
-There are currently single family houses on 5th and 6th streets and those should not be removed for townhouses.
-Need more densification
-Need more of this type of housing in the Queens Park/Glenbrooke North areas
-I disapprove of any new rezoning in these areas.Townhouse row housing is an eyesore compared to the beautiful
RS1 neighbourhoods that exist in our city at the moment. The increased density would create a nightmare of
vehicular and pollution "density" that will destroy these neighbourhood permanently.
-Too little land is available for townhouses. Young people and newcomers should not be forced to only live on major
traffic busy streets
-Too many.
-There isn't enough of it. I think that townhouses and rowhouses are an excellent way to increase density without
overwhelming the character of less-urban neighbourhood. If my spouse and I were to choose one of those two for
ourselves, it would probably be rowhouse because of the fee-simple title (and no strata council).
-Too much clustering (ghettos) of one type of development in each of the areas. Every neighbourhood needs to
encourage more density and a range of residential styles so that we achieve diverse and blended neighbourhoods.
Single-family detached homes on a large lot are a thing of the past and have quickly become unaffordable for
young families. To encourage a healthy mix of ages, families, socio-economics, we need every neighbourhood to
provide a range of housing options. Glenbrooke North is within easy walking distance of three schools (elementary,

middle, and secondary) so it will always be attractive to families. We need to ensure it will always be able to provide
a place for them. The proposed development at 720 Second Street is the perfect example of a missed opportunity
to respectfully densify the area with some row housing. There is a finite amount of land in New Westminster, but an
ever-increasing number of people, so we need to add density to every neighbourhood in order to retain a healthy
mix of people in every neighbourhood.
-Glen pbrook needs more.
-I oppose any type of rezoning in our city
-there are opportunities for rowhouses in other areas
-Please leave Fifth Street (between 6th & 10) alone and not convert one-side of the street into Townhouses. The
current occupants invest a lot of money maintaining the houses. There is a lot of character in some of the houses
on this street and they are so well maintained. It would be so sad to destroy something so unique. New West
promotes heritage. Why is it going against this philosophy? I invested a lot of money in my property. I would like
my kids to continue to live in this house when they grow older. Please do not take this away from us.
-Orange town housing not for 5th Street or on 8th Ave where proposed. Too harsh of a transition between SFRs
and town homes. Interesting that his orange block on 5th Street does not continue into Queens Park area.
-Good amount. Not too much, just enough
-I think by 2041 Queen's park /Glenbrook will need Row homes / townhomes may be not by 2025 though.
-Should have more fee simple rowhouses in between high rises. More public green space and meeting spaces to
make up for all the currently minimally used yards which would be eliminated.
-Need more on 6th Ave, 8th Ave, around the McBride Plaza on Osborne in Glenbrooke North and 6th Ave and 5th
Street in Queens Park (adjoining 6th Street down to 3rd Avenue).
Eighth Street below 6th Avenue down to Royal.
-I think the draft map is a good start, but I would like to see higher density.
-More ORANGE throughout the whole plan area is needed
-Too dense, we need more parks and school space before density can be increased like this.
-see above
-The area on Fifth Street should be moved to Second Street between 8th and 10th Ave. which would be better for
traffic flow and in closer proximity to shopping centre and Queens Park where young families want to be near.
-10th Avenue and 8th Avenue are already very busy streets, having town houses on fifth street (glen brook North)
would increase traffic onto these roads. There are no traffic lights at the corner of 10th avenue and fifth street or
8th avenue and fifth street. It is already incredibly difficult to turn left onto 10th avenue as it is, increase density and
it will make this worse.
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood?
Residential - Multi-Unit Buildings (LIGHT BROWN) - would allow townhouses and low rise apartment
buildings up to 4 stories. A 6 story apartment building would be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 30
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

17

56.67

Needs Refinement

13

43.33

Tell us why?

-See mixed use - mid rise comment
-Multi-unit buildings area should increase density.
-Once again more density
-Not able to compare how much density you have added since I have no access to the map prior to this rezoning.
-Too little land is available for mid rises buildings. Young people and newcomers should not be forced to only live
on major traffic busy streets
-Too many.
-Maybe. It looks as though most of 12th Street north of 8th Avenue would be Residential - Multi-Unit Buildings.
Should there not still be Mixed Use - Mid-Rise in those blocks? Or does it just make sense to keep for between 6th
and 8th avenues? I don't know. I realize that 12th Street might never be the district I wish it were, but I think it could
be with more density, including commercial. I do hope that the multi-unit building that would be allowed on the
consolidated lots of the southeast corner (6th Avenue and 10th Street) will not be higher than 3-4 storeys, but I
realize that if I ask others to live with more density, I might have to as well, even almost in my backyard.
-Too much clustering (ghettos) of one type of development in each of the areas. Every neighbourhood needs to
encourage more density and a range of residential styles so that we achieve diverse and blended neighbourhoods.
Single-family detached homes on a large lot are a thing of the past and have quickly become unaffordable for
young families. To encourage a healthy mix of ages, families, socio-economics, we need every neighbourhood to
provide a range of housing options. Glenbrooke North is within easy walking distance of three schools (elementary,
middle, and secondary) so it will always be attractive to families. We need to ensure it will always be able to provide
a place for them. The proposed development at 720 Second Street is the perfect example of a missed opportunity
to respectfully densify the area with some row housing. There is a finite amount of land in New Westminster, but an
ever-increasing number of people, so we need to add density to every neighbourhood in order to retain a healthy
mix of people in every neighbourhood.
-Also moody park and west end
-I oppose any type of rezoning in our city
-the top triangle towards 10th Ave should be orange not brown, again too much of a change from SFRs across
street to apartment buildings.
-Too dense with all the apartment buildings. I find it's already too dense the amount there is now, definitely don't
want to add more.
-see my comments above. All of new west could look like better version of west end of vancouver if you get rid of
all the wasteful single family homes. All your single family lot infilling planning is just a concession to some old
fashioned thinking.
-Too many low rise apartments, inadequate parking and they are not aesthetic when adjacent next to row houses or
single family dwellings.
-I think the draft map is a good start, but I would like to see higher density.
-Too dense, we need more parks and school space before density can be increased like this.
-see above
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood?
Residential - High Rise (DARK BROWN) would allow townhouses, rowhouses, stacked townhouses as well
as low rise, mid-rise and high rise apartment buildings.
Number of respondents : 31

Choice

Total

%

Just Right

22

70.97

Needs Refinement

9

29.03

Tell us why?
-See mixed use - mid rise comment
-Multi-unit buildings area should increase density.
-Need more density
-The Residential - High Rise which exists in the city at the moment fits in very well but I would hate it to end up
looking like the Vancouver skyline.
-Too many.
-Because Moody Park does not have any of this, and I think that's appropriate.
-Too much clustering (ghettos) of one type of development in each of the areas. Every neighbourhood needs to
encourage more density and a range of residential styles so that we achieve diverse and blended neighbourhoods.
Single-family detached homes on a large lot are a thing of the past and have quickly become unaffordable for
young families. To encourage a healthy mix of ages, families, socio-economics, we need every neighbourhood to
provide a range of housing options. Glenbrooke North is within easy walking distance of three schools (elementary,
middle, and secondary) so it will always be attractive to families. We need to ensure it will always be able to provide
a place for them. The proposed development at 720 Second Street is the perfect example of a missed opportunity
to respectfully densify the area with some row housing. There is a finite amount of land in New Westminster, but an
ever-increasing number of people, so we need to add density to every neighbourhood in order to retain a healthy
mix of people in every neighbourhood.
-North south streets please.
-I oppose any type of rezoning in our city
-High rise buildings should not be on the list of things to put in. The area behind moody park is laden with ugly high
rises. Definitely don't need to expand this type of building. As-is, the placement is fine but Moody Park doesn't need
any more high rises
-More density everywhere please.
-No more highrises
-While I support higher density, and high rises accomplish this, I don't think they are great for communities. They
can be isolating if that makes sense.
-Too dense, we need more parks and school space before density can be increased like this.
-see above
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood? Mixed
Use - Mid-Rise (LIGHT PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level with up to 3 stories of residential
above. A 6 story building may be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 31
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

18

58.06

Needs Refinement

13

41.94

Tell us why?
-There should be more of this type along main thoroughfare, e.g. 12th Street.
-Multi-unit buildings area should increase density.
-Need more areas
-Just right.
-Commercial buildings add life to major streets and provide needed services to residents. More is needed
-Too many.
-I mentioned above that I wondered if there should be more of this along 12th Street. I also wonder if there is any
call of it in the rest of the neighbourhood. There is a fruit store at the corner of 8th Avenue and 10th Street with a
one-storey apartment above. We're not far from services, but if there is anywhere that a corner store might work, I
could see that being part of the neighbourhood.
-Too much clustering (ghettos) of one type of development in each of the areas. Every neighbourhood needs to
encourage more density and a range of residential styles so that we achieve diverse and blended neighbourhoods.
Single-family detached homes on a large lot are a thing of the past and have quickly become unaffordable for
young families. To encourage a healthy mix of ages, families, socio-economics, we need every neighbourhood to
provide a range of housing options. Glenbrooke North is within easy walking distance of three schools (elementary,
middle, and secondary) so it will always be attractive to families. We need to ensure it will always be able to provide
a place for them. The proposed development at 720 Second Street is the perfect example of a missed opportunity
to respectfully densify the area with some row housing. There is a finite amount of land in New Westminster, but an
ever-increasing number of people, so we need to add density to every neighbourhood in order to retain a healthy
mix of people in every neighbourhood.
-Much more of this s. Better than high rise. Make sure each residential unit has access to great green space.
-I oppose any type of rezoning in our city
-6 story circumstances could be expanded
-6th Btwn 8th ave & 10th
-I have no problem with the placement of these types
-The map is reasonable. I would continue the purple down to the lower parts of 6th street (4th Ave and below)
-see above
-Need more on main transit routes to build community like West Broadway and West 4th in Vancouver.
-I'd like to see more of this type of housing.
-More LIGHT PURPLE is should be encouraged along commercial corridors
-Too dense, we need more parks and school space before density can be increased like this.
-see above
-More mixed use development should be built along Queens Ave between 12th St to 6th St. and along 12th St.
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood? Mixed
Use - High Rise (DARK PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level and residential, office or
commercial above.
Number of respondents : 30
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

20

66.67

Needs Refinement

10

33.33

Tell us why?
-Multi-unit buildings area should increase density.
-Need once again increase number
-Just right..
-Downtown near the skytrain should allow more development.
-Too many.
-Because Moody Park does not have any of this, and I think that's appropriate.
-Too much clustering (ghettos) of one type of development in each of the areas. Every neighbourhood needs to
encourage more density and a range of residential styles so that we achieve diverse and blended neighbourhoods.
Single-family detached homes on a large lot are a thing of the past and have quickly become unaffordable for
young families. To encourage a healthy mix of ages, families, socio-economics, we need every neighbourhood to
provide a range of housing options. Glenbrooke North is within easy walking distance of three schools (elementary,
middle, and secondary) so it will always be attractive to families. We need to ensure it will always be able to provide
a place for them. The proposed development at 720 Second Street is the perfect example of a missed opportunity
to respectfully densify the area with some row housing. There is a finite amount of land in New Westminster, but an
ever-increasing number of people, so we need to add density to every neighbourhood in order to retain a healthy
mix of people in every neighbourhood.
-Keep only downtown and 6 th corridor
-I oppose any type of rezoning in our city
-Placement is fine, in downtown locations
-The map is reasonable. I would continue the purple down to the lower parts of 6th street (4th Ave and below)
-see above
-No more highrises
-See above re: high rises.
-Royal Square should be LIGHT PURPLE
-Too dense, we need more parks and school space before density can be increased like this.
-see above
-More mixed use development should be built along Queens Ave between 12th St to 6th St. and along 12 St.
Commercial areas include retail, service and office uses. Does the draft future Land Use Map have the right
AMOUNT of each of the following in this neighbourhood?
Number of respondents : 34
Commercial (RED) - would allow commercial, office or service commercial uses that meet the daily needs of
residents
Number of respondents : 33

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

3

9.09

Not Enough

5

15.15

Just Right

25

75.76

Commercial and Health Care (BRIGHT RED) - would allow commercial, retail and health care offices and facilities.
Number of respondents : 33

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

3

9.09

Not Enough

8

24.24

Just Right

22

66.67

Mixed Employment (LIGHT PINK) - would allow commercial, office (including high tech), light industrial uses, or any
combination of these uses, with a primary focus on employment generation.
Number of respondents : 33

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

3

9.09

Not Enough

10

30.30

Just Right

20

60.61

Mixed Use - Mid-Rise (LIGHT PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level with up to 3 stories of office or
commercial towers above (or residential). A 6 story building may be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 33

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

6

18.18

Not Enough

10

30.30

Just Right

17

51.52

Mixed Use - High Rise (DARK PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level and residential, office or
commercial above.
Number of respondents : 33

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

7

21.21

Not Enough

7

21.21

Just Right

19

57.58

Tell us why?

-With the trend towards high density dwellings, there should be more provision for services mentioned above.
-Commercial beneath can lead to excessive noise, congestion, and also unwanted smells. (Food smellssuch as
pizza for example )
-I've marked "Just Right" because I have no strong feelings on this. It seems okay to me.
-Considering the brand new four story brown-brick building at 5th Street and 6th Avenue has not been able to lease
its street level space since it was built might enlighten you to the fact that the city has enough commercial space as
it is.
-Don't need so many towers.
-There doesn't seem to be much Mixed Employment land use on the map. Maybe it's mostly downtown. Might some
be on 12th Street? And again, I already mentioned the Mixed Use - Mid-Rise on 12th.
-We need to create walkable neighbourhoods in order to encourage people not to have to use their cars so much.
That means putting some commercial activities in some parts of otherwise residential neighbourhoods.
-I oppose any type of rezoning in our city
-Good opportunity to de-centralize commercial and create additional, accessible business spaces
-Need to have more opportunities for people to live right where they work, so they dont have to take transit or cycle
or walk in the rain.
-Need more employment and commercial to diversify the local economy and provide jobs within walking or short
transit distances to remove cars and parking issues.
-Too dense, we need more parks and school space before density can be increased like this.
-More office space with commercial retail on the ground to attract businesses.
Does the draft map show the right AMOUNT of each of these types of housing in this neighbourhood?
Number of respondents : 31
Residential - Detached and Semi-Detached (LIGHT YELLOW) - which would allow single detached dwellings
(which could include a secondary suite and laneway/carriage house) or duplexes.
Number of respondents : 28

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

7

25.00

Not Enough

6

21.43

Just Right

15

53.57

Residential - Ground Oriented Infill Housing (PEACH) - which would allow single detached dwellings (which could
include a secondary suite and laneway/carriage house), single deatched dwelling on a compact lot, duplexes,
triplexes, quadraplexes, cluster houses, or equivalent housing forms (with a maximum of 4 units).
Number of respondents : 28

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

4

14.29

Not Enough

9

32.14

Just Right

15

53.57

Residential - Townhouse (ORANGE) - which would allow townhouses (strata ownership) and rowhouses (fee
simple ownership)
Number of respondents : 27

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

5

18.52

Not Enough

9

33.33

Just Right

13

48.15

Residential - Multi-Unit Buildings (LIGHT BROWN) - would allow townhouses and low rise apartment buildings up to
4 stories. A 6 story apartment building would be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 26

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

2

7.69

Not Enough

9

34.62

Just Right

15

57.69

Residential - High Rise (DARK BROWN) would allow townhouses, rowhouses, stacked townhouses as well as low
rise, mid-rise and high rise apartment buildings.
Number of respondents : 26

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

3

11.54

Not Enough

8

30.77

Just Right

15

57.69

Mixed Use - Mid-Rise (LIGHT PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level with up to 3 stories of residential
above. A 6 story building may be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 26

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

3

11.54

Not Enough

13

50.00

Just Right

10

38.46

Mixed Use - High Rise (DARK PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level and residential, office or
commerical above.
Number of respondents : 28

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

3

10.71

Not Enough

11

39.29

Just Right

14

50.00

Tell us why?
-Too many town homes on 6th, too much traffic in this area already, higher buildings will block residential views,
single dwelling houses should be in all the area.
-could use more townhouse or low rise along Tenth Avenue. Front yards are not used due to excessive traffic and
noise. let townhouses be built closer to the road to take advantage of this
-New Westminster must get serious about densification and its related benefits, 8th avenue is a major transit route
so should be densified using row housing and small townhouse construction.
-Your proposal has a good balance of the various housing.
-I feel that the highest and best use for the immediate area around 22nd station is for higher densities such as
townhouse and low-mid rise. The city and developers could introduce affordable housing since low income families
may not have the funds for motor vehicles. Implementing townhouses and mixed use mid rises along 6th ave and
12th st seems visually appropriate and conforms to current land use trends. How ever, it may be difficult for
residences to commute to and from 22nd station seeing as the walking distance is quite far and taking a bus from
the station will be necessary.
-I think there is room for more density in certain areas of the West End.
-West end is a quieter neighborhood that should include more single family homes to keep the feel of the
neighborhood. I would not be interested in seeing any apartments or townhome complexes in the heart of the
neighborhood. Diversify 22nd street station with towers and such and develop 12th street for commercial purposes
so these families can walk there if needed.
-This city needs more options for living...lane way and basement suites allow for families to stay together eg
grandparents in basement suite, son or daughter live in lane way.
-Connaught Heights is almost entirely residential detached houses. There needs to be a more vibrant mix -- both
for increased density (LOVE that tax base !) and for better quality of life. Need more commercial + retail out here in
the sticks!
-Mixed Use is not only my preference, but the way large developers are turning (based on global research,
sustainable communities, profitable business plans...). Mixed Use is essential with a growing population, limited
land, and over-dependance on cars. If we create more residential options, we MUST create corresponding
commercial options. This way, people can walk to work, buy food, and for enjoyment. If we build high rise apartment
buildings with no commercial options built-in, aka Mixed Use, it creates more people needing to travel to more
places—a limited vision plan that will create frustration among residents. Please promote Mixed Use when adding
infill/density, it's the only way to go to sustainably accommodate a growing population.

-Given that I want to comment on the Land Use options for the 22nd St area and they are not shown, I have no
comments on this page.
-The lower mainland still has high demand for residential housing. With regards to Connaught Height in particular,
since there is a skytrain station in the area, it only makes sense that New West have a denser neighborhood.
-Good mix of all types
-orange on 13th makes sense however the orange on 6th would create traffic chaos as 6th is a major feeder route
and if you were to quadruple the households there would be no where for the extra traffic etc. create a choke hold
on a road that is already a traffic issue at times. more mixed multi residential makes sense along 12th as you
create a neighbourhood with services that the occupants above would utilize.
-keep the area residential, but put a buffer zone around the skytrain station.If you dont live here or not using the bus
you need to leave.
-I live in Connaught Heights and can barely afford to pay my mortgage (I live in a 1940s bungalow that needs major
renovations/tear-down and rebuild). My husband and I are both professionals with a growing family, our income is
well over $100K annually, and if we are struggling to afford a home, I am sure others are as well. There are too
many detached and semi-detached properties on the map (light yellow). You need to expand the peach and
especially orange categories into Connaught Heights. If the 22nd Street station is being expanded with high and
mid rises (thumbs up to this by the way!), we need to attract more families into the area and make the surrounding
neighbourhoods not only family-friendly, but livable and affordable with more home options in Connaught Heights
(i.e. not only mid and high-rises, but also townhomes and rowhomes, families want a larger home than a condo,
need a backyard for kids and pets, towers do not provide this option). Please expand the surrounding areas to
include rowhomes and townhomes. These options are much more desirable in today's unaffordable market
conditions and I would be very open to rebuilding on my property to include rowhomes or townhomes. There needs
to be more change otherwise New Westminster will be lagging behind other progressive cities. We have a great
opportunity to develop the 22nd Street skytrain station, so let's take advantage of it and do it right the first time.
-I understand the city's desire to increase the number of townhouse units however the increases in density on 12th,
6th and 22nd street are going to lead to around the clock traffic grid lock along 6th ave and 20th street.
-5 minute walk to Skytrain
-The above categories are too restrictive for the 22nd Street Skytrain area - e.g. designating entire blocks as
townhouse / rowhouse only is an example of an overly restrictive designation. There needs to be a category that is
a combination of PEACH and ORANGE that allows both Ground Oriented Infill Housing and Townhouse/Rowhouse
developments in the Twenty Second Street Skytrain Station area. This PEACH/ORANGE combination category
should be between 20th Street and 23rd Street between Edinburgh St (1 block above 8th Ave) and Hamilton Street
(1 block below 8th Ave). The PEACH/ORANGE combination should also be between 7th Ave and Hamilton Street
from 21st St to 23rd St. Another combination category of LIGHT PURPLE and DARK BROWN should be
BETWEEN between 22nd St and 20th St between 7th Ave and 6th Ave
-I live at S 22 Marine Way, and strongly believe that this area east of 20th Street should be designated for
highrises. Its the right amount of land and short walking distance to the 22nd skytrain station. A big shortage of
housing here. The area that is closer to the skytrain station is already very busy and congested and should not have
highrises that close to the skytrain station. It is already very busy and so much crime happening there. East of 20th
where I live is very quiet, and this is were the highrises should be built to avoid creating more traffic close to the
station and keep families safe away from the crime that happens near the station

Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood?
Residential - Detached and Semi-Detached (LIGHT YELLOW) - which would allow single detached dwellings
(which could include a secondary suite and laneway/carriage house) or duplexes.
Number of respondents : 27
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

18

66.67

Needs Refinement

9

33.33

Tell us why?
-The area indicated as townhomes should be single dwelling.
-more densification on major transit routes like Eighth avenue and Tenth avenue
-Looks to me that at least 80% is the area will remain detached and semi detached housing.
-I feel that the highest and best use of this area is to introduce townhouses and low-mid rises.
There is a growing demand for ease and accessibility to rapid transit systems. The area around here is within
walking distance to 22nd station and the land use should reflect this accessibility by introducing higher density land
use for more residence to take part in.
-See above
-See the map; it's everywhere.
-Most of the people who live in these houses are forced to drive to get food and other amenities because there is no
commercial or Mixed Use within the area.
-The city needs to retain its historic character conferred by its character and heritage detached housing
-As I mentioned above, there are too many detached and semi-detached properties. Young families and
professionals cannot afford this type of home, it is restricted to only a certain demographic. We need more
rowhomes and townhomes, these options need to be expanded further than your map suggests.
-Increased density is put in sensible areas.
-see comments in first box above
-I feel that anyone who needs to have a secondary suite to help pay for their mortgage should be allowed to. The
yellow appears to be predominant in the map.
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood?
Residential - Ground Oriented Infill Housing (PEACH) - which would allow single detached dwellings (which
could include a secondary suite and laneway/carriage house), single detached dwelling on a compact lot,
duplexes, triplexes, quadraplexes, cluster houses, or equivalent housing forms (with a maximum of 4
units).
Number of respondents : 25
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

14

56.00

Needs Refinement

11

44.00

Tell us why?
-Seems like a lot but dependent on ahat is in them.

-would put more along Tenth Avenue to make use of wasted front yards - land that no one can currently use
-Eighth Ave and Tenth Ave should have more infill including row houses and townhouses
-Quite limited. Could be expanded to other areas.
-More infill development should be incorporated. Laneway houses has been very successful in Vancouver and with
the growing population and demand for rental housing, it would be appropriate to add more infill housing to meet
these needs.
-There doesn't seem to be ANY Peach coloured housing on the map.
There needs to be a LOT of Peach -- density has to increase, and quickly too.
-Good mix
-families live here.
-As I mentioned above, there are too many detached and semi-detached properties. Young families and
professionals cannot afford this type of home, it is restricted to only a certain demographic. We need duplexes,
triplexes, quadraplexes, cluster homes in the Connaught Heights neighbourhood. There is an opportunity here to
provide more housing options and make it more affordable, so please expand this type of infill housing.
-see comments in first box above
-Not that many lots are large enough for quadraplexes or cluster houses.
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood?
Residential - Townhouse (ORANGE) - which would allow townhouses (strata ownership) and rowhouses
(fee simple ownership).
Number of respondents : 23
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

10

43.48

Needs Refinement

13

56.52

Tell us why?
-Too many, too much traffic, depending hon height could block views of single dwelling homes above. Nobody
wants to look at at see of townhouses. They should be higher by 10th so as not to obstruct the views that make
new westminster special and beautiful.
-would put more along Tenth Avenue to make use of wasted front yards - land that no one can currently use
-Eighth Ave and Tenth Ave should have more infill including row houses and townhouses
-The suggested areas makes sense for traffic flow.
-Don't see a need for these anywhere.
-Could use a little bit more Orange (= Townhouse) scattered around Connaught Heights. Probably better closer to
the Skytrain station, adjacent to the proposed commercial area -- better to have greater density nearer the station;
less traveling on average for the residents as a group.
-Good balanced mix
-answered above.
-don't build this it will make it a crime zone.
-As I mentioned above, there are too many detached and semi-detached properties. Young families and
professionals cannot afford this type of home, it restricts the type of people desired in this neighbourhood. We need
many more townhomes and rowhomes in the Connaught Heights neighbourhood. Please expand this type of infill

housing further north of Edinburgh & 29th Streets.
-The increase in density through town homes along 6th forces increased traffic volume along 6th and into the
increased traffic on 20th st (already nearing capacity). Focusing density at 22nd st and 12th keeps the two centers
far enough apart that they don't share key traffic routes in all directions.
-Not clear that all the blocks between 12th and 13th are lacking in character enough to want to tear down.
-see comments in first box above
-They are all in a concentrated area.
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood?
Residential - Multi-Unit Buildings (LIGHT BROWN) - would allow townhouses and low rise apartment
buildings up to 4 stories. A 6 story apartment building would be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 24
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

17

70.83

Needs Refinement

7

29.17

Tell us why?
-The suggested area makes sense for traffic flow.
-Not too many of these.
-All high rises should be on south side of sky train track. From grimston park to 23 street
-Ugh. Not a fan of Low rise apt.s. They suck -- take up too much space for not enough residents. If you need
increased density, you have to go BIG -- towers! They need to be near the station. Low rises, ugh. Use a variety of
town homes instead -- MUCH BETTER Quality of Life. I lived in low-rise buildings for years -- they are sterile
beasts -- NO ONE likes living there. Best is a mix of townhome and high-rises. But the town-homes MUST be of a
wide variety of floor plans and interesting landscaping to drive up the livability factor. No bloody cookie-cutter crap;
no one will live in those unless they have no other choice.
-Good mix
-makes sense that you use 6th ave as a divide....townhomes along 6th and then increasing density south of that
towards stewardson
-no, it would be a blight.
-Same as above reasoning
-see comments in first box above
-I don't believe there should be any 6 story apartment buildings. A wooden structure this tall just doesn't seem safe.
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood?
Residential - High Rise (DARK BROWN) would allow townhouses, rowhouses, stacked townhouses as well
as low rise, mid-rise and high rise apartment buildings.
Number of respondents : 25
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

16

64.00

Needs Refinement

9

36.00

Tell us why?
-This type of housing should be keep to a minimum in this area.
-All high rises should be on south side of sky train track. From grimston park to 23 street
-Need towers by each station -- not exclusively, cuz then you drive down livability. But you have to have the density
by the stations.
-Good mix
-perhaps more stacked or low rise below 6th from Sharpe along to 12th
-eye sore.
-Expand this type of infill housing all along the 22nd St station corridor.
-see comments in first box above
-We definitely need high rise developments near the 22nd street sky train station. This area of the map is covered
up by a land use option sign so it is impossible to see.
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood? Mixed
Use - Mid-Rise (LIGHT PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level with up to 3 stories of residential
above. A 6 story building may be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 24
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

14

58.33

Needs Refinement

10

41.67

Tell us why?
-There could be more higher on 12th toward burnaby to clean up that area.
-22nd street skytrain is a major hub, a natural spot for infill, planning must start now.
-Placement makes sense.
-I think it could be extended to include parts of 20th Street (if the bridge traffic issues were solved)
-All high rises should be on south side of sky train track. From grimston park to 23 street
-Need more / better commercial options along 20th and by the 22nd street station.
-The commercial segment along 20th Street should be Mixed Use (those working in the commercial could live
above their work, and those living above could take advantage of the commercial, along with benefiting the
surrounding single dwellings). The area around the schools should also be Mixed Use. This way, parents and
guardians can access services before/after school, decreasing the need of more traffic traversing our cities.
-Good mix
-already existing...dont need any additional areas in the connaught heights area like this. New West is not big
enough to sustain large areas of mixed use - many stores along 12th are already empty
-No!
-Expand this type of infill housing all along the 22nd St station corridor.
-see comments in first box above
-I don't agree with 6 story buildings.
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for the following type of housing in this neighbourhood? Mixed
Use - High Rise (DARK PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level and residential, office or

commercial above.
Number of respondents : 24
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

14

58.33

Needs Refinement

10

41.67

Tell us why?
-22nd street skytrain is a major hub, a natural spot for infill, planning must start now.
-Placement makes sense.
-I think it could be extended to include parts of 20th Street (if the bridge traffic issues were solved)
-More options around the station and down 20th street -- BOTH sides!
-Same as above comments.
-See comment above.
-When I go by the skytrain station, the area seems underutilized compared to New West Station, and Edmonds
station. Furthermore, having some commercial development at the end of the bridge may be very appealing to the
city economically.
-Good mix
-creating more high rise zones outside of uptown or downtown is not necessary. lots of space in these zones to
create more high rise and would keep with existing feel of new west.
-No! More crime!
-Expand this type of infill housing all along the 22nd St station corridor. We need to attract the opening of a grocery
store, cafes, restaurants in the retail space of these buildings. These businesses would only be attracted to this
area if we have more infill housing (i.e. more housing options than just detached and semi-detached = more
residents in the neighbourhood)
-We need high rise development around the sky train stations. The 22nd street station is the only one along the line
that is not developing. Why is all the development occurring near Westminster station?
Commercial areas include retail, service and office uses. Does the draft Land Use Map have the right
AMOUNT of commercial space in this neighbourhood?
Number of respondents : 23
Commercial (RED) - would allow commercial, office or service commercial uses that meet the daily needs of
residents
Number of respondents : 22

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

3

13.64

Not Enough

7

31.82

Just Right

12

54.55

Commercial and Health Care (BRIGHT RED) - would allow commercial, retail and health care offices and facilities.

Number of respondents : 21

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

2

9.52

Not Enough

7

33.33

Just Right

12

57.14

Mixed Employment (LIGHT PINK) - would allow commercial, office (including high tech), light industrial uses, or any
combination of these uses, with a primary focus on employment generation.
Number of respondents : 20

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

3

15.00

Not Enough

6

30.00

Just Right

11

55.00

Mixed Use - Mid-Rise (LIGHT PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level with up to 3 stories of office or
commercial towers above (or residential). A 6 story building may be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 21

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

5

23.81

Not Enough

8

38.10

Just Right

8

38.10

Mixed Use - High Rise (DARK PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level and residential, office or
commercial above.
Number of respondents : 22

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

4

18.18

Not Enough

8

36.36

Just Right

10

45.45

Why?
-Twentieth is a logical place for commercial space as well as the area around the 22nd St. Skytrain station.

-Porportions are in balance with the area.
-I think it could be extended to include parts of 20th Street (if the bridge traffic issues were solved)
-To much commercial on seventh Ave, might ruin the feel of a residential neighbor hood
-Connaught Heights is almost exclusively residential -- BORING. Needs more variety as there are many stores and
services for which we have no other options but to drive. Better if, at least, some of these were in the neighbourood
so that they are then walkable.
-The residents in this neighbourhood have to travel out to access goods and services. Why not allow us to walk for
food, hair cuts, and other daily needs?
-Based on the 3 options shown for Connaught, I would increase the amount of high density development allowed.
-Good balance of businesses that would help with the employment situation in NW
-not here crime!
Does the draft map show the right AMOUNT of this type of housing in the city?
Number of respondents : 21
Residential - Detached and Semi-Detached (LIGHT YELLOW) - which would allow single detached dwellings
(which could include a secondary suite and laneway/carriage house) or duplexes.
Number of respondents : 20

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

13

65.00

Not Enough

1

5.00

Just Right

6

30.00

Residential - Ground Oriented Infill Housing (PEACH) - which would allow single detached dwellings (which could
include a secondary suite and laneway/carriage house), single deatched dwelling on a compact lot, duplexes,
triplexes, quadraplexes, cluster houses, or equivalent housing forms (with a maximum of 4 units).
Number of respondents : 19

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

5

26.32

Not Enough

8

42.11

Just Right

6

31.58

Residential - Townhouse (ORANGE) - which would allow townhouses (strata ownership) and rowhouses (fee
simple ownership)
Number of respondents : 20

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

3

15.00

Not Enough

13

65.00

Just Right

4

20.00

Residential - Multi-Unit Buildings (LIGHT BROWN) - would allow townhouses and low rise apartment buildings up to
4 stories. A 6 story apartment building would be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 20

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

2

10.00

Not Enough

12

60.00

Just Right

6

30.00

Residential - High Rise (DARK BROWN) would allow townhouses, rowhouses, stacked townhouses as well as low
rise, mid-rise and high rise apartment buildings.
Number of respondents : 20

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

2

10.00

Not Enough

10

50.00

Just Right

8

40.00

Mixed Use - Mid-Rise (LIGHT PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level with up to 3 stories of residential
above. A 6 story building may be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 20

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

2

10.00

Not Enough

10

50.00

Just Right

8

40.00

Mixed Use - High Rise (DARK PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level and residential, office or
commerical above.
Number of respondents : 20

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

2

10.00

Not Enough

10

50.00

Just Right

8

40.00

Tell us why?
-This format is impossible. Present a hover map, where these areas are highlighted along with photographs of
current or similar-architecture to those proposed.
-I don't like too many highrises. There are already too many here in new westminster that take away the view and a
person feels small. there are less and less places where we can enjoy the sun because the tall buildings block the
sun out. it makes you feel like you live in a big city and takes away from the feeling of being in a green space.
-The dominance of light yellow SFH area excludes people of various income levels and abilities from living in most
parts of the city. More mixed housing tenures is more social just.
-I don't understand how so much of the map can still be covered in "light yellow" (detached and semi-detached
units) by 2041. What if it was coloured peach or orange, but detached units were still allowed within that
classification?
-More density is needed throughout New Westminster
-Frankly, I think it's unconscionable that the plan continues to reserve most residential land for detached and semidetached housing. We desperately need more housing in the Lower Mainland and New West is a central, good
place for it.
-Detached and Semi-Detached uses do not provide enough density in an urban centre such as New Westminster.
Encouraging so much will only hurt affordability.
-I'd like to see many more mixed-use mid-rises. They are the perfect combination of convenience, density, and
building affordability.
-There has to be more diversity and mixture in housing to encourage business all over because the core seems to
be dominated by corporate businesses that don't encourage much street traffic and a "something for everyone"
feel--like a true city! We have to encourage New West residents to stay here and affordability for all residents need
to be addressed. This is not Vancouver!
-It is not the role of government to criminalize the addition of new homes where people want to live - which is
exactly what reserving most of the city for single family homes does. I am sure no one attended urban planning
school in order to make laws that reserve the bulk of land for millionaires.
The consequences of this are well understood: lack of affordability, lack of housing options, sprawl, longer
commutes, the need for more costly infrastructure, lower living standards.
Reasonably dense townhouses are the baseline density of new neighborhoods in *Langley*. It's therefore ludicrous
to suggest that single family dwellings in New Westminster represent anything close to the needs of our region's
current and future residents.
I also marked "too much" for townhouse and ground oriented infill - if the city is to insist on setting maximum density
levels anywhere (the whole concept could be done away with), there is no reason to ban 4 storey apartments from
any neighborhood - at only a single storey higher than most single family homes, they can happily coexist among
detached dwellings, despite the cries of nimbys.

Additionally, I marked "too much" for zones that do not permit any commercial. There is no reason why the city
should prohibit a developer from building space for a cafe on a residential street - such places greatly add to the
fabric of a community.
-The city needs to re-invent itself as the centre of the Lower Mainland. This means densification and job creation
within the community. The existing land use plan and the proposed plan don't address those core issues
significantly enough.
-Increasing population density is required to accommodate inflow of people into the area. More high rise
developments (as long as they are not so close together as to interfere with views of existing high rise apartment
buildings is a good way to accomplish that while increasing property tax revenue. New West has relatively small
land area and should make the best possible use of all of it. I appreciate no one is proposing to reduce the amount
of green space of all types as that is also important for maintaining a live-able city.
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for this type of housing in the city? Residential - Detached and
Semi-Detached (LIGHT YELLOW) - which would allow single detached dwellings (which could include a
secondary suite and laneway/carriage house) or duplexes.
Number of respondents : 17
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

9

52.94

Needs Refinement

8

47.06

Tell us why?
-As above.
-Too much of the city allows only this form of housing.
-This seems to be in existing areas with detached units, which makes sense.
-Density should be distributed throughout more areas of the city. Less SFH
-No - it's not appropriate to *require* extremely land-intensive housing forms anywhere.
-all SFH zones should allow for duplexes with basement suites as a right. and if lot size warrants, a lane way house
as well.
-Reduce it overall.
-I don't want to see so much space dedicated to detached housing. It makes public transportation and city services
more costly and less efficient.
-This does seem to be the only part of the city that has single family dwellings that could potentially accommodate
this type of housing.
-If the city is to insist on mandating maximum densities, 4 storey apartments should be the baseline maximum
density for all areas currently designated as less than that.
-Detached housing no longer has a place in the Lower Mainland and in New Westminster. Knowing that the ALR
constricts sprawl in the region, it's of the utmost importance to ensure we are utilizing the existing land to its full
potential. Single detached homes do not and cannot provide the type of housing that mixed use MDUs can offer.
-This takes into account the high number of preexisting single family dwellings in these areas, but allows for some
(needed) densification.
-Too many of the same type all together

Does the draft map show the right PLACE for this type of housing in the city? Residential - Ground
Oriented Infill Housing (PEACH) - which would allow single detached dwellings (which could include a
secondary suite and laneway/carriage house), single detached dwelling on a compact lot, duplexes,
triplexes, quadraplexes, cluster houses, or equivalent housing forms (with a maximum of 4 units).
Number of respondents : 18
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

6

33.33

Needs Refinement

12

66.67

Tell us why?
-It only appears in BofH and small patches in Sapperton, areas which supported these housing forms historically. It
seems that nothing has been added.
-I barely see any peach at all, relegated to "undesirable" corridors by busy streets. Why can't more of the "light
yellow" area allow for these types of housing forms to be considered?
-More of this!
-No - should be allowed anywhere.
-more row housing. everywhere
-Reduce it overall.
-I don't want to see so much space dedicated to low-density housing. It makes public transportation and city
services more costly and less efficient.
-To have more of this type of housing would take away from multi use residential which is more necessary, also
would encourage demolition of possibly heritage designation homes.
-If the city is to insist on mandating maximum densities, 4 storey apartments should be the baseline maximum
density for all areas currently designated as less than that.
-Detached housing no longer has a place in the Lower Mainland and in New Westminster. Knowing that the ALR
constricts sprawl in the region, it's of the utmost importance to ensure we are utilizing the existing land to its full
potential. Single detached homes do not and cannot provide the type of housing that mixed use MDUs can offer.
-Diversify the neighbourhoods You are creating economic divisions This will have certain income scales all living in
the same area as they will be the only ones able to afford single family dwellings
-More above Queens park for families.
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for this type of housing in the city? Residential - Townhouse
(ORANGE) - which would allow townhouses (strata ownership) and rowhouses (fee simple ownership).
Number of respondents : 17
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

5

29.41

Needs Refinement

12

70.59

Tell us why?
-Need more along cycling routes, such as Seventh street, London street, and Fader street.
-Only small amounts, and limited to traffic corridors. We need more of this in general, and more on quiet streets.

Families will live in these.
-I do not understand why rowhouses could not be considered in various "light yellow" locations. The orange space
(especially any orange space that isn't directly in front of busy streets) is so limited relative to the light yellow space.
Why couldn't a homeowner in Sapperton, Glenbrooke, or Massey Heights downsize by splitting his/her property into
four fee simple rowhouses?
-More of this!
-No - should be allowed anywhere.
-more more more
-Needs vast expansion beyond what is currently shown.
-I don't want to see so much space dedicated to low-density housing. It makes public transportation and city
services more costly and less efficient.
-If the city is to insist on mandating maximum densities, 4 storey apartments should be the baseline maximum
density for all areas currently designated as less than that.
-Townhouses are a great way to densify without the requisite height that comes with MDU developments. I believe
that the ground level of many of the MDUs should be townhouse-style development to add ground-level character
to otherwise bland developments. Vancouver does this quite well in a number of areas, particularly in the Olympic
village.
-Again concerns about economic division and creation of a lack of demographic blending
-More along 8th street.
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for this type of housing in the city? Residential - Multi-Unit
Buildings (LIGHT BROWN) - would allow townhouses and low rise apartment buildings up to 4 stories. A 6
story apartment building would be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 17
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

9

52.94

Needs Refinement

8

47.06

Tell us why?
-Need more along cycling routes, such as Seventh street, London street, and Fader street.
-I believe small apartment buildings should be allowed in all residential neighbourhoods. There are currently 13 in
Queens Park. Why are they not represented or supported in the new OCP?
-More of this!
-No - should be allowed wherever streets are wide enough to accommodate low-to-mid-rise buildings without
unacceptable shadowing.
-Needs vast expansion beyond what is currently shown.
-The city should not outlaw the construction of neighborhood cafe or medical office spaces.
-These types of developments, combined with ground-level townhomes, need to be more visible in the west side
(west of 12th ave) and in Sapperton
-More in Sapperton if possible
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for this type of housing in the city? Residential - High Rise

(DARK BROWN) would allow townhouses, rowhouses, stacked townhouses as well as low rise, mid-rise
and high rise apartment buildings.
Number of respondents : 17
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

9

52.94

Needs Refinement

8

47.06

Tell us why?
-I don't like too many highrises. There are already too many here in new westminster that take away the view and a
person feels small. there are less and less places where we can enjoy the sun because the tall buildings block the
sun out. it makes you feel like you live in a big city and takes away from the feeling of being in a green space.
-This map does not indicate DT, which is a huge chunk of this housing type located near rapid transit.
-I would like to see a corridor of dark brown options along 8th and 6th Streets, with moderate infill between the two
streets.
-More of this!
-No - should be allowed wherever streets are wide enough to accommodate tall buildings without unacceptable
shadowing.
-Needs vast expansion beyond what is currently shown.
-All land designated for high rise development should permit the choice of commercial.
-There should be more high-rise development close to Royal Ave where people are within short walking distance of
rapid transit. Specifically, there is the special study area on the east end of Royal Ave where I believe high rises
would be welcome given their proliferation in the area and the short walking distance to rapid transit.
-It would make sense to increase the number of high rise developments near major roadways as these locations
are less attractive for single family detached housing anyway. As long as there is sufficient space between high
rises so that no one is suddenly confronted with a wall of high rises blocking all views.
-Too many all together....Will be a very dark corridor
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for this type of housing in the city? Mixed Use - Mid-Rise (LIGHT
PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level with up to 3 stories of residential above. A 6 story
building may be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 14
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

8

57.14

Needs Refinement

6

42.86

Tell us why?
-We need more of this housing type to support walkable, well served communities
-More of this!
-No - there are huge swathes of the city without any commercial activity, even shops that are essential for daily
living. This should be allowed along certain streets that are currently residential-only and wide enough to handle
taller buildings.

-Needs vast expansion beyond what is currently shown.
-If the city is to insist on mandating maximum densities, 4 storey apartments should be the baseline maximum
density for all areas currently designated as less than that.
-It doesn't look like this went beyond the existing zoning that is in place.
Does the draft map show the right PLACE for this type of housing in the city? Mixed Use - High Rise
(DARK PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level and residential, office or commercial above.
Number of respondents : 15
Choice

Total

%

Just Right

7

46.67

Needs Refinement

8

53.33

Tell us why?
-I don't like too many highrises. There are already too many here in new westminster that take away the view and a
person feels small. there are less and less places where we can enjoy the sun because the tall buildings block the
sun out. it makes you feel like you live in a big city and takes away from the feeling of being in a green space.
-There is a bunch of it DT.
-Yes, provided some of the 22nd St Skytrain also becomes 'dark purple'.
-More of this!
-No, same as above.
-tighter focus in select areas
-Needs vast expansion beyond what is currently shown.
-It is a tragic waste to prohibit high rises within a 3 block radius of Braid Station.
Additionally, all land south of 6th Ave., should permit highrises, except for commercial village stretches of 6th st.
where shadowing is a concern.
-If we want to create a livable and sustainable community we need additional places for jobs, particularly jobs in the
service sector (accounting, HR, other types of these services, not low-paying service jobs). Creating a cluster within
walking distance of the SkyTrain system would do wonders for people coming into the community and the
employment opportunities of residents who commute to other parts of the region.
-It would make sense to increase the number of high rise developments near major roadways as these locations
are less attractive for single family detached housing anyway. As long as there is sufficient space between high
rises so that no one is suddenly confronted with a wall of high rises blocking all views. It makes even more sense
to allow businesses in the street level floors of pretty much all high-rises especially those on high traffic roadways.
Commercial areas include retail, service and office uses. Does the draft future Land Use Map have the right
AMOUNT of each of the following in the city?
Number of respondents : 15
Commercial (RED) - would allow commercial, office or service commercial uses that meet the daily needs of
residents
Number of respondents : 14

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

1

7.14

Not Enough

7

50.00

Just Right

6

42.86

Commercial and Health Care (BRIGHT RED) - would allow commercial, retail and health care offices and facilities.
Number of respondents : 12

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

1

8.33

Not Enough

5

41.67

Just Right

6

50.00

Mixed Employment (LIGHT PINK) - would allow commercial, office (including high tech), light industrial uses, or any
combination of these uses, with a primary focus on employment generation.
Number of respondents : 15

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

0

0.00

Not Enough

8

53.33

Just Right

7

46.67

Mixed Use - Mid-Rise (LIGHT PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level with up to 3 stories of office or
commercial towers above (or residential). A 6 story building may be allowed in limited circumstances.
Number of respondents : 15

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

0

0.00

Not Enough

9

60.00

Just Right

6

40.00

Mixed Use - High Rise (DARK PURPLE) - would allow commercial on street level and residential, office or
commercial above.
Number of respondents : 15

Choice

Total

%

Too Much

1

6.67

Not Enough

7

46.67

Just Right

7

46.67

Tell us why?
-I don't like too many high rises. There are already too many here in new westminster that take away the view and a
person feels small. there are less and less places where we can enjoy the sun because the tall buildings block the
sun out. it makes you feel like you live in a big city and takes away from the feeling of being in a green space.
-We need more neighbourhood oriented small businesses outside the main commercial centres. Neighbourhood
daycares, groceries, & cafes.
-Re: light pink - I'm assuming a healthy portion of downtown is also allocated this way...otherwise I would like to see
more of that through the city.
-More mixed use is needed throughout the City
-Mixed use designations that provide flexibility (i.e. residential or commercial depending on market conditions) are
greatly preferable to strict single-use zoning.
-Shops, services, and employers will naturally *want* to locate in high-traffic, high-visibility locations - but there is no
reason to prohibit employers from locating elsewhere if they want to. None of the uses mentioned generate any
externalities like noise or odors.
-If we want to create a livable and sustainable community we need additional places for jobs, particularly jobs in the
service sector (accounting, HR, other types of these services, not low-paying service jobs). Creating a cluster within
walking distance of the SkyTrain system would do wonders for people coming into the community and the
employment opportunities of residents who commute to other parts of the region. The plan for RCH is ambitious
and we should be looking to create a massive health-care cluster similar to VGH.
Also, creating space for the technology sector is critical. We should be building developments that attract business
from downtown because we're located in an area closer to their younger employees and because their cost of doing
business in New West would be a fraction of having office space in Vancouver.
-A well-spaced mix of the above listed combination commercial developments would benefit the tax base and
employment opportunities in the city.
-Would be nice to get more LIGHT PINK spread out through the Braid industrial park.
The amount of land designated for commercial use has been reduced along Twelfth Street (Fifth to Tenth
Ave) and along Sixth Street (Royal to Fourth Ave). The focus is now on providing commercial nodes. The
existing zoning in the area means that the commercial can remain (and even redevelop in the long term).
However, if this change were adopted land owners would have the opportunity to apply to rezone to a
residential only development. Do you support this direction?
Number of respondents : 121
Choice

Total

%

Yes, this helps focus the commcercial uses at important nodes

67

55.37

No, there should be commerical use along the whole street

38

31.40

This works for Sixth Street, but not for Twelfth Street

7

5.79

This works for Twelfth Street, but not for Sixth Street

9

7.44

Why?
-I am confused - sorry -- don't understand the concept/question
-Mixed-use developments encourage a continuation of the streetscape and a connected community.
-The west end and Connaught Heights need commercial outlets so local business can be supported
-The commercial development should continue on Twelfth Avenue and Sixth Street because they are the main
arteries business development in New Westminster. The rezoning from Fifth to Tenth Ave will devastate the
community of Glenbrooke North and that will adversely affect the entire neighborhood and its residents.
-I would rather see more residentail. There's too many empty commercail building along these strips.
-Increase residential density (high rise) wherever possible and leave commercial along the major streets.
-Sixth street does not have the capacity to become a "commercial downtown" without looking at the transportation
access around this point. 12th street businesses struggle as is, reducing the commercial opportunities may bring
more locals into the businesses that are there.
-There needs to be more businesses there are too many houses and not enough services in my opinion.
-Need more residential
-This sounds like a good idea, my only concern is that people living in certain places might have more trouble
getting to the new commercial areas.
-I should think that "supply and demand" will determine this rezoning as it becomes necessary. Individual business
owners can join together to apply for rezoning, as they did in the downtown area. We do not need an imposed
master plan foisted on the entire city.
-People should be able to access businesses in their neighbourhood. Make communities walkable.
-It's nearly impossible to change residential-only zoning once it's in place, would rather not limit future planning.
-Small scale commercial buildings make for wonderful lively streets. They should be encouraged to allow for a
walkable urban form
-Mixed use developments better, commercial rent can make residential units above cheaper
-Increase commercial in higher density mixed use developments that will cater to more residents.
-This would be a step backwards for Sixth Street - it is already in good health as-is, and New Wesminster is only
going to grow more dense, generating more demand for commercial space. It would be a step backwards to allow
lazy developers to cause a net-loss of commercial space on sixth. However, 12th is a very long way away from
becoming a vibrant commercial street. Allowing residential-only projects away from nodes makes sense.
-More centralized this way
-We shouldn't reduce people's livelihood at the expense of residential. People can live somewhere else.
-I clicked "yes," but I'm really unsure about this. I wonder if there should be more commercial on 12th, not less.
Then again, perhaps it just wouldn't be supported. As for 6th, I just hope it doesn't become a dead zone. Every
neighbourhood needs at least a coffee shop!
-This works for Sixth Street as there is already a core at 6th and 6th and the Commercial will be two blocks on
either end. This is well balanced and provides 4 blocks of full retail. 12th needs is MORE viable retail to connect
everything, not less. Right now it isn't consistent enough to get going. If there's any change on 12th make retail
optional below 7th Street. Note that Burnaby will be adding retail at 10th Ave and Kingsway. 12th Street should
keep retail at that 10th Ave gateway. Allow for slightly more density around 12th Street to make it viable.
-Sixth Street has more public transit available. Both streets are more heavy-traffic, so it makes sense to allow more
of the commercial activities to stay there, with residential behind or on top.
-I think we need the commercial hubs. Love the idea of apartments above commercial. Look to Japanese shopping

streets for examples of this.
-It's important that people have flexibility in respect of their land and businesses if you want a vibrant flourishing
business and entertainment scene.
-Why not leave ground floor and up to say three floors for commercial, office, and internet or information based
businesses while allowing for high rise residential development above those floors. That way people could
potentially live in the same building as they work, reducing pressure on transportation systems.
-The commercial use should be Mixed Use designation to support a vibrant community, where people live, work,
and play (not just commute).
-Without a mix of uses we are creating isolated bedroom communities where you must drive everywhere to get
services. The area would be more community like, lively, and liveable with more commercial blended in, instead of
nodes,
-it seems to me that 6th street is much busier for retail
-let's face it, 6th st is the commercial "hub" of the uptown area. If anything, I would like MORE commercial
establishmts uptown, not less. When I go uptown I like taking a stroll on 6th, visiting stores and the Rivers Reach
pub and spending my money there The 12th is on the other hand just a place I go to if I have to but I don't make it a
leisure trip
-Localize commercial that residents can use to make the areas more walkable. No highrise should be allowed
without commercial space.
-where are the new commercial nodes?
-i do not live in the area
-If this plan is to support a significant increase in population shouldn't the land available for commersial use at least
stay the same instead of being reduced?
-Pedestrian traffic will dictate what will and will not survive as a business along these commercial areas. 12th street
will fair better than 6th Street as a long commercial strip.
-That area deteriorated for quite a few years but is slowly coming back. Still room for improvement.
-I think there should be more of a commercial node around City Hall. Also, the lower part of Sixth street could get a
lot of Douglas College traffic as a commercial district.
-Need to mix up commercial and residential so people can live right where they work and have access to the basics
of daily living and raising a family all within easy walking distance.
-Major traffic and transit routes should be commercial
-We need businesses, as many as we can get.
-The lots on 12th are small for residential, they should probably be allowed to go in one or 2 lots to make a more
viable apt.
-Actually I would prefer mixed uses along the entire length of Sixth and mixed uses along Twelfth from Fourth to
Tenth. High density commercial could be restricted to key nodes. Permiting residential only uses will allow
developers to turn New Westminster into a bedroom community with no vital life of its own
-12th street provides important pilot business opportunities for people who can't afford to go into these nodes.
These landlords are more likely to rent to a small business and not hold out for a Starbucks or London Drugs (i.e
what is happening in Columbia Square)
-I would have preferred to skip this question, I don't shop much in the subject areas and think the residents there
should speak out on this issue.
-I see retail struggle in a number of places in New West with empty storefronts and limited choices. Having the

option to build more street-friendly residential may bring more activity to the street and shops, as long as
commercial nodes are within walking distance of existing neighbourhoods.
-More commercial use should be encouraged along these areas.
-We should mandate an oversupply of retail space to depress retail rents and make it easier to start a small
business.
-There has been so much work upgrading twelfth street. Perhaps reduce the area to keep some commercial node
here.
-commercial along traffic hubs is the logical place for it. Why not street commercial and allow residences above the
shops?
22nd Street Station Development Area Options. Please select your preferred option
Number of respondents : 143
Option 1: lowest number of high-rises (four towers), and the largest area designated for mid-rises (4-6 stories)
Number of respondents : 126

Choice

Total

%

First preference

65

51.59

Second preference

27

21.43

Third Favourite

34

26.98

Option 2: More high-rises (six) and has the lowest amount of area designated for mid-rises.
Number of respondents : 123

Choice

Total

%

First preference

33

26.83

Second preference

76

61.79

Third Favourite

14

11.38

Option 3: Highest number of high-rises (eight) and the smallest area designated for townhouses.
Number of respondents : 127

Choice

Total

%

First preference

40

31.50

Second preference

14

11.02

Third Favourite

73

57.48

Tell us why?
-too much density --- Burnaby is turning all their skytrain station areas into towers -- Brentwood/ Metrotown/

Lougheed City -- but it creates huge traffic issues (people still insist on using their cars) ...along with crime and
other social problems associated with that many people packed into a small area ..
-More units need in areas around public transit stations, especially train stations
-New West has many condos for early family years (2 bedrooms) and an excess of single family homes, but little 3bedroom units with more than 1000 square feet for families with older children. Low rises with 3 bedrooms and
ideally 3-bedroom townhomes would provide the best option for these families.
-I don't live in this area so I would prefer not to comment or choose an option, but the survey will not let me continue
without doing so.
-To partially preserve the character of the neighbourhood.
-I don't think building in large scales improves livability. High rises ruin the views and the sun.
-The larger units in the mid rise buildings might be more conducive to building communities because they might
attract more young families to move to New Westminster. The high rise buildings often attract a lot of rental
properties in other municipalities like Burnaby or Vancouver & I prefer the first option.
-Eight high rises is a substantial change to a somewhat small area.
-Increase density nearby the skytrain station
-I think it's important to have affordable housing available for families.
-New West should increase density near skytrain stations, as well as 6 & 6 (e.g., from 4th avenue to 6th avenue,
between 6th street and 8th street). This would be most green solution as people would walk more, drive less.
-In reality though, I don't want to see a loss of single family homes to this development.
-I'm guessing that the lack of things to do in the area & deserted vibe has to do with maybe not enough people to
support the businesses.
-Adding too many high rises in the area will only make the traffic congestion worse than it already is. Fix that issue
and #2 might work.
-West end already grid locked much of the time.
-Whatever is built here needs to provide community amenities (library, daycare, park, etc.). These amenities are
more likely to be built within a high-density development.
-As with the Skytrain developments done in Burnaby, (Brentwood, Metrotown and Middlegate) and now Coquitlam,
high rise buildings appear to be a more practical solution to allow tenants to rise above the noise and pollution in
their neighbourhood, while having access to light rapid transit to and from work and directly to their front door. And
yet I don't live in that area, so it is really none of my business how this area is rezoned. YOU SHOULD BE ASKING
THE HOME OWNERS DIRECTLY AFFECTED BY THESE CHANGES.
-More density needed!
-They are all pretty much equal to me.
-I strongly disagree with keeping *any* land near transit zoned exclusively for detached homes, and Option 2
inexplicably keeps an extra block of that.
I want whatever can house the most people, and that seems to be Option 3.
-Density near stations is the best option. A greater amount of land available for multitasking development is my
preference. Mid rises slightly favoured over high rises. Commercial development is much needed in this
neighbourhood.
-entire area should be row housing to mid rise
-There should be no detached housing anywhere near a mass transit node. Increase the number of high rises as

well as the area designated for townhouses.
-My preferences are 1. mid-rises, 2. high-rises, 3. townhomes, and 4. detached housing.
-All designations in this area should be at a minimum townhouse. This is not an appropriate zone for single family
residents.
-Don't need to keep squishing people in.
-Even though I'm fairly pro-density, I choose option 1 because any number high-rises will rise out of the current
nothing. That will be a huge change. Will this station support a very dense centre? Is has not so far. I know that
SkyTrain stations are supposed to spur development, and I would be in favour here, but will it happen?
-Fewer detached homes.
-missing middle is biggest piece of puzzle that we do not currently have.
-I'm assuming that Option 2 will better support retail with more density. The transition to townhouses also makes
more sense. I don't think that there should be any single family home designation within this station area, including
along 20th Street. Lowest form should be townhouses.
-Would like to see more non-strata options. There is not much difference to me between the choices. Also, I really
like mid-rises, but think that this is perhaps a good location for high rises provided there is a huge commercial
element. In my opinion, businesses should be near SkyTrain stations and residences should be within walking
distance. Overloading residences at stations is silly because people take trains to work and shopping more than
they take trains to visit others living in apartments.
-Logic
-Greater residential density around skytrain stations encourages people to use skytrain over private automobiles
which would be A Good Thing from environmental and individual convenience standpoints. It would also provide
more tax revenue for the city. IMHO, this should be the approach for all Skytrain stations. The New Westminster
Skytrain area is a case in point where this approach seems to be working very well.
-Hi-rises work best around a Skytrain station as already demonstrated at developments like Brentwood and
Metrotown in Burnaby, Lougheed Centre and our very own New Westminster Skytrain Station.
-Although I agree this area close to excellent transit should be higher density there is nothing else there, so
everyone has to go somewhere else to do all their shopping and business- that is to other communities. It will not
be a walk-able community.
-Insufficient commercial support in the area - mid-rises and townhouses more useful for family development
-The third option features more Mixed Use area, essential for a transit hub like 22nd Street Station. Please study
the new development around Brentwood and Lougheed Town Centre skytrain stations: mixed use and masterplanned communities are possible and desired by many people! Please consider awarding design/development
bids to a company willing to take on the whole area, to encourage a master plan. Let's avoid a fractured design like
Metrotown.
-this option provides the largest area for high rise which will make this a viable proposition for a land developer. It
allows for the highest benefit to the community for amenities. This area has been basically ignored for community
amenities for decades.
-This transitions the neighborhood better when there is a mixture of a small number of towers, some mid-rise,
townhomes mixed into a single family neighborhood.
-There's too much traffic in that area already. Increasing density would make that area unliveable and worsen the
traffic for the rest of us who commute through.
-If anything, high density should extend further north also. I like walkable neighborhoods, like Edmonds, New West

station, Joyce station. the lower mainland need more afforable accomodation, and buidling denser by a skytrain
station is the answer.
-i prefer option 2 because it has more town houses than mid-rises and keeps the overall heights lower
-Townhouses give neighbourhoods character ( after detached houses that is) and high rises uglify and take the soul
out of neighbourhoods, particularly in historical cities like NW. However I agree that more density is needed around
skytrain hubs, to reduce car usage. Therefore myfavourite is option 1.
-Townhomes are preferable to high-rises for livability. The area of townhomes should be expanded on all options.
-Option 3 would destroy the neighbourhood. much of the homes would look at nothing but towers. myself i would
lose the most as there would be towers across from my home, likely destroying much of my view and potential
property value. in addition the traffic brought on by the towers would be more than the area can handle. currently
there are times when i have to drive up to 10th, down byrne road and along marine drive to 23rd in order to get
home due to the traffice congestion / chokehold that exists on 20th street and the roads that feed into it (8th
avenue)
-Personally, I do not feel comfortable as a resident of Sapperton stating what I think should happen to the area
where others live. I think the people of that area should determine the direction of their community. I feel that there
are many people, usually those who do not live in an area, who are simply crying "Densify! densify!" without
considering the implications for the people who will be most directly impacted by such decisions. If the residents
around 22nd Street Station feel that they should densify, have them make the decision among the above three
options, or, perhaps, allow them to come up with other options. I think the worst possible thing for that particular
area is to build it up with towers and other forms of high-density housing, as the traffic in that area is already a mess
on the best days. Although we can fantasize that everyone moving into new townhomes and condos will only take
transit, the reality is that there will be hundreds more cars coming into that community, and have limited options on
how to exit the area, compounding an already existing traffic nightmare. The 22nd Street Station area is not like
Lougheed or Brentwood (nor are most areas in New West, including Sapperton); we do not have multiple areas to
move traffic around in that little area. Densification without proper transportation infrastructure is irresponsible. Yes,
we need to allow for growth in our City to accommodate for some of Metro Vancouver's growth. But we have to
realize that we are NOT Burnaby, or Coquitlam, or Surrey, or Langley, all of which have endless supplies of land.
We can only do what we can do, and I worry that we are trying to do too much.
-need larger area for townhouses and mid-rises
-I think light densification will work - do not live in the area hence cannot comment
-I feel the city is downplaying the transportation issues that the significant increase in density at 22nd st station will
introduce.
-This neighbourhood or parts of it have been in decline for years. The focus of building high density around skytrain
stations has been happening for years. Maximizing density here is smart planning.
-High rises aren't nice to look at, and don't foster community. High density in my experience means low sense of
community. Option 1 has the high rises only nearest the train hub and the least amount which is why it's my
preference. It still leaves room for mixed use buildings with commercial opportunities near the station
-That area is ripe for development but you will need to be prudent as there are a lot of nice older single detached
homes in the area. It could easily lose its charm.
-This area needs to densify a lot and hopeful harbour some community feel and a community commercial hub.
-I do not believe we will have the skytrain capacity to accomodate much more density. Trains will be full once they
get to 22nd street. 22nd street area needs to be developed like everywhere else....combine residential, commercial,

industrial, even schools, etc so people have less need to get onto transit. We should plan our community so it is not
just a place for people to be able to get onto transit to go somewhere else.
-We need better road and bridge infrastructure
-I would prefer an option with no highrises. Traffic in this area is impossible already, adding more high density won't
help. This is an area with access to the SkyTrain and bike paths and would benefit from lower buildings with
streetscape.
-I see no need to modify this area in such an extreme way. What is wrong with single family, or single family with
moderate infill? Why can't we have the confidence to keep things how they are. It's not like this is a 100 year plan.
-Much more density is needed there!
-Additional residential density around sky train nodes is appropriate as long as there is adequate commercial to
service these residents, like a grocery store
-All of these fail in the lack of mixed use and commercial. People will avoid use of their cars if restaurants, services
and convenience stores are within easy walking distance. I realize that the New Westminster Station and Brewery
District mixed uses are developing slowly, but these are definitely the direction of the future
-Keeps the charm of Connaught Heights while addressing needed infrastructure for the area.
-any highrises will cause severe traffic problems on 20th st and on and off the queensborough
-I really feel that we don't have enough townhouse options for families and folks who want gardens. Being in touch
with the earth is vital to many people and raises children with a connection to nature. An occasional walk in a park
isn't enough. As well, the garden provides vital habitat for birds and insects that super groomed high rise and mid
rise gardens don't.
-I don't feel that I can comment as I do not live in that neighbourhood and am not affected as a property owner as
this area is re-developed. Does every skytrain station have to be enveloped with high rises? Do we really need
more or would people rather have more other affordable choices like lo-rise condos with 2-3 bedrooms and
townhouse/rowhouses? I find the lo-rise (4 storey) residential buildings so common in Vancouver, much more
neighbourhood friendly as they transition visually with detached properties. Note: the survey did not allow me to not
make a choice -but I do not prefer any of these options
-The highest density should be encouraged at the Skytrain station. Mixed use should be permitted here as well to
attract ground oriented business into this neighbourhood.
-None of the options is a good one (I've picked Option 2 as the least objectionable of three bad choices) . The block
by block designations are too restrictive. There needs to be a Peach/Orange combination between Edinburgh St
and Hamilton St from 23rd St to 20th St inclusive (6 square blocks) and Hamilton St to 7th ave / 23rd St to 21st St
(2 square blocks). There should be the option for both townhouses/rowhouses and ground level infill for this entire 8
square block area. The remainder of the 22nd St Skytrain area should be a combination of Light Purple and Dark
Brown.
-this are should remain residential and highrises should be build east of 20th street along six avenue. adjacent to
the park, convenient for families not having to cross busy 20th street to go to the park wit their children, safe
distance from the skytrain station. S 22

Marine Way, and would love to expand my services if

the highrises were built where the daycare is, so close to the park and safe, relaxing for families.We could plan to
create space for a bigger daycare in the highrises. It would just be ideal in my opinion. I don't agree that building
highrises on the west side of 20th is a good idea. No park, a lot of traffic as is. Not a good environment for so many
families.
-Need more high rises being close to the skytraine station

-Even though option 2 is my first preference I don't fully approve because the area around the 22ND street station
has such limited densification options. With no peach or brown area variations, developers will focus on maximizing
profit margins. More attractive lower profit housing scenarios will not be possible. Ground level infill, triplex and
quadraplex housing would add a lovely variety of housing options and ensure that the area doesn't come out
looking bland and repetitive.
-I understand that highrises around skytrain stations is now the trend to get access to transit, but the increased car
traffic that will generate must also be taken in to consideration
Will this draft Future Land Use Map meet our goals?
Number of respondents : 134
GOAL 1: Accommodate expected growth.
Number of respondents : 134

Choice

Total

%

Needs more!

41

30.60

Almost, but needs a bit more

26

19.40

Yes, it achieves this!

47

35.07

Needs less!

20

14.93

Choice

Total

%

Needs more!

46

34.33

Almost, but needs a bit more

30

22.39

Yes, it achieves this!

43

32.09

Needs less!

15

11.19

Choice

Total

%

20 and below

1

0.75

20-35

34

25.56

36-50

50

37.59

51-65

41

30.83

65+

7

5.26

GOAL 2: Increase housing choice
Number of respondents : 134

What is you age?
Number of respondents : 133

Do you rent or own your home?
Number of respondents : 133
Choice

Total

%

Rent

21

15.79

Own

112

84.21

Neither

0

0.00

End of the report 10/24/2016 4:33:02 PM Eastern Daylight Time

Attachment 6
Written Feedback:
Letters, Emails, Tweets and Petition

LETTER FEEDBACK RECEIVED

October 7, 2016
City of New Westminster
Planning & Development
511 Royal Avenue
New Westminster, BC
V3L 1H9
Attention: Beverly Grieve and Lynn Roxburgh
RE: 500 Block – Sharpe Street Businesses
Dear Beverly and Lynn,
I am writing you on behalf of the property owners along the west side of the 500 block of Sharpe
Street (the Sites). With the visioning process for an updated Official Community Plan (OCP) in
New Westminster underway, we would like to participate in the discussion surrounding the land
use designation of the Sites.
In particular, we would like to propose an alternative land use that fully considers the regional,
neighbourhood, and local context. Namely;
1. The Metro Vancouver Regional Growth Strategy’s Urban designation of the Sites;
2. The surrounding residential context and the history of the Sites;
3. The Sites are poorly suited for long-term employment uses, when considering the lifespan of the pending OCP.
REGIONAL GROWTH STRATEGY
The Draft Land Use Map, prepared by the City of New Westminster in August 2016, designates
the Sites as Mixed Employment. Based on definitions provided in the 2011 OCP, Mixed
Employment includes light industrial, office, height tech, and business park uses. Conversely, the
Regional Growth Strategy has designated the Sites as Urban, which are areas intended for
residential neighbourhoods, urban centers, services, institutions and recreational facilities.
Needless to say, the City of New Westminster’s interpretation of our Sites do not fit within the
context of Metro Vancouver’s vision.
Metro Vancouver has created the Regional Growth Strategy to outline goals, strategies and
policies to guide the future growth of the region. In guiding the future growth of the region, all
twenty-one (21) municipalities, agreed to designate our Sites as Urban to facilitate growth and
compatible land uses in our neighborhood.
1

The Sites location within a residential community has resulted in economic decline for our
industrial focused business. Over 50% of the Sites are and will remain vacant due to their
residential surroundings and poor truck access, both expanded upon below. Our Sites are not
benefiting the community, facilitating growth creating employment, or economic opportunities.
With a residential designation our Sites would benefit the community, allow for growth in the
neighbourhood, and align with the Regional Growth Strategy’s framework for the Sites.
SURROUNDING CONTEXT
The Sites were originally built by the previous owners as self-serving uses to run their industrial
businesses, such as Hambro (located on-Site prior to 1989), without considering the residential
nature of the surrounding neighbourhood. Once Hambro subdivided and sold the Sites to a
number of different business owners, the difficulty of doing business in a residential
neighbourhood became apparent. Over time, our businesses have transitioned to become more
administrative hubs and are suited to be in an area with a greater industrial focus.
Current and proposed designations have constrained the use at our Sites and have enabled a
decline in our businesses. The decline in business cannot be amended due to the fact that our
Sites designation and zoning do not fit within the context of the area. Currently, the Sites are
surrounded by residential dwellings, park spaces and a daycare/preschool; Riverside Adventure
Park, frequented by children and dog owners, is located less than 15 meters away across Sharpe
Street, and Fraser Montessori Daycare preschool is located less than 60 meters away on 5th
Avenue, where school buses and parents drop off and pick up children daily. Moving the City’s
proposed designation forward will result in the Sites remaining as the only area to the northwest
of Stewardson Way that will still be zoned as industrial.
Further to the Sites being surrounded by residential land uses, they are also cut off from
Stewardson Way and are thereby severed from an easily accessible truck route. The 2003
through 2005 upgrades to the Queensborough Bridge intersections with Stewardson Way,
Marine Drive, Sixth Avenue, and 20th Street provided two major corridors however, did not
consider access to our Sites. The lack of access has resulted in increased truck traffic throughout
a residential neighbourhood.
To get to our Sites delivery trucks have to travel over one (1) kilometer through the surrounding
residential neighbourhood. In addition, the main access to the Sites is off of Sixth Avenue onto
Sharpe Street, an extremely steep and narrow street (>15% slope) with narrow driveways. The
other access to Sharpe St. is down 5th Avenue, another extremely steep street. At the bottom of
the hill where fifth avenue ends and Sharpe Street begins is directly in front of the Montessori
Pre-School and alongside Riverside Adventure Park. Several close calls between children and
2

1. 524 Sharpe St. New Westminster, BC
John Vani, Bridgewater Tile Ltd.
Mobile:
, Email: john@bridgewatertile.com
Ron Vit, EURO-CAN Marble and Granite Ltd.
Mobile
, Email: ron@eurocanmarble.com
2. 518 Sharpe St. New Westminster, BC, and
520 Sharpe St. New Westminster, BC
Brinkman & Associates Reforestation Ltd.
Office 604-521-7771 Mobile: 6
Email: dirk brinkman@brinkman.ca
3. 516 Sharpe St. New Westminster, BC
David Mendenhall, KENIREN HOLDINGS LTD.
Office: 604-525-3278
4. 512 Sharpe St. New Westminster, BC
James K Hanni Office: 604-434-4871
5. 1505 Stewardson Way New Westminster, BC
Roy Ma (Property Manager), CCFUN Investments Inc.
Mobile:
Email: royma.pinnaclerealty@gmail.ca
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EMAIL FEEDBACK RECEIVED
Email Received August 31, 2016
hello, I have been a lifelong resident of new west and Burnaby all of my 59 years. lately I have
notice how density is really not the answer. here are my reasons as I have studied this in other
cities and countries but the lower mainland is unique in that is car orientated and there is not
much we can do about it. can't take my kids to hockey practice on a skytrain or a bike,just an
example of why this does not work. for very tower that you add you put more cars on the road
than you take off. do you think people just will live in a highrise and go up and down and shop at
the same store,ever day. no people get bored and want o do other things so they get cars. maybe
there parents live in abotsford so they want to go out and see them. can't take transit to
abotsford,again just examples.also what we are doing I putting strains on infrastructure. the
economy will not collapse if we stop building for a while. the lower mainland cannot take any
more people,they will jus have to live somewhere else. it is iresponisble to say we must build for
all the people coming here. why cn;t they live in aldergrove where things are cheaper and it is
not crpowded. also too much emphasis put on the anvil cente,it is not the be all to end all. just go
down the rest of Columbia st.nothing but pawn sops and loan sharks and wedding stores and
empty stores with gouging rents by greedy landlord. I have talked to a lot of ordinary people in
new west and 85% agree with me. I would like a response please,thank you

Email Received September 7, 2016
Still concerned about laneway houses, and more suites in our westend neighbourhood.
Just try to drive down our streets at any time of day. It is impossible. This city is only so big.
Don't spoil it.

Email Received September 7, 2016
I am reviewing the maps you sent and am very enthusiastic about them! I am excited about the
vitality that the new density will bring to New West. A couple notes:
 It appears that the townhouse designation is applied in a lot of new places around the city
- this will provide a lot of housing options for families and people poorly served by the
condo market!
 I hope that backyard suites are universally allowed in the residential detached zone.
 I think you left too many neighbourhoods zoned as residential detached. You should
upzone to townhouse all the areas that are within 400 metres of the Frequent Transit
Network, and the buildings that are fronting the FTN should be zoned residential multiunit at a minimum. This is especially relevant for the area around Sapperton Station.

Email Received September 24, 2016
Would like to know WHY the Queens Park area is not included in laneway housing !
Seems like the west end never gets any of the perks other areas seem to get. Born in 1938....in
New Westminster west end and still only have Grimston Park.

Email Received September 25, 2016
Hi everyone,
I attended Saturday morning's OCP conversation at Lord Kelvin. First, thank you for listening to
all of us (and my admiration to the unflappable and patient staff on a Saturday morning!). I know
you get everyone's two cents on a wide range of issues, but I also feel compelled to pose several
questions on the role of renters within the current OCP conversation.
The context of my thoughts is best summarized by the picture in this tweet
(https://twitter.com/NadineNakagawa/status/779723167791063040) (I've also tried attaching the
picture within this email - it might have succeeded):

I am the green dot on the left. For whatever reason, renters seem under-represented in this
conversation, despite representing a major portion of New West residents (and, I suspect, the
majority of residents in certain neighborhoods highly-targeted for change in the OCP). I also
noted that most attendees were 50+ yeas in age and already own the space that they need, so
there is a clear over-representation of one type of resident.
Can you please let me know how the drafted OCP considers the needs of renters, or can we at
least move to incorporate input from renters before the OCP is presented to council? As New
West is designed and improved through 2041, it would be helpful to see all neighborhoods as
available options to renters, instead of being confined to the existing rental friendly
neighborhood (basically, Brow of the Hill).
The drafted OCP makes very few substantial changes to many neighborhoods. While renters
become a growing demographic, can we at least allow other neighborhoods the option to

incorporate tasteful rowhomes and other middle-density forms? The idea that most
neighborhoods in New West must still conform to single family home forms limits the city's
potential by 2041; furthermore, it effectively informs renters that they are only welcome in
certain neighborhoods for the next generation while homeowners protect their own space from
change.
That's the short idea of the email. Below I have also thrown in some initial thoughts for renter
engagement during the OCP process below - I hope you find them useful in your important
work. I haven't fleshed these ideas out too much as you may have already given them thought. If
you would like to hear more about specific ideas, let me know..I'd like to make myself available
to the city staff for any additional input from a renter's perspective.
Why renters are important...and different.
As a city, I think the necessity of a rental stock is already recognized in a progressive way (I
have a hopeful eye on the Novare tower at 6th and Carnarvon...). However, the conversation of
where and how to house renters brings up questions that many homeowners may not find
relevant. As a result, these topics do not get much attention at the OCP conversations when
renters are so under-represented.
On the other hand, the OCP meetings as currently designed have a heavy emphasis on specific
requirements for housing forms (i.e., allowable sq. ft. for laneway space relative to total lot,
frontage space, parking units required, etc.) that are relevant to homeowners. Why not pose
questions or facilitate discussions that affect renters' housing options as well? Without this, the
city loses valuable input. Topics uniquely relevant to renters within the scope of the OCP
include:
•
affordability of renting a unit within a particular housing form (i.e., apartment vs.
basement suite vs. row home)
•
spatial needs from their housing forms (i.e., more bed rooms or fewer but larger
rooms?)
•
proximity to transit, bike lanes, nearby car/ride-sharing options (as renting is often
associated with a lower income level that cannot afford multiple vehicles)
•
proximity to daily resources (groceries, childcare, as renting is often associated with
more limited mobility)
•
community building as a renter (We've probably all read "Happy City" and know it's
stories of building community in condos vs. town houses)
•
location (why can't renters live in Queen's Park too? Would be nice if renters had a
more equitable influence on housing forms in various neighborhoods.)
How we could better hear from renters.
Two basic concepts to include renters - either conceptually or physically - in these conversations
come to mind right away:
1) Can we have a consultation tailored specifically to actual renters in the city?
2) Can we at least ask attendees of these events how they think various rental structures
should take shape across the city? Renters are effected in unique ways from these
decisions. Individuals only seeking to protect their own single detached unit need to be

confronted with the growth of renters as a demographic (as human beings, not just
statistics). Can we make a more deliberate push to achieve this in these conversations?
Ideally, I would love to see both of these happen - a dedicated time for the city to hear the longterm plans renters have in this city, but also for renters and homeowners to work relationally
towards the best possible (shared) future.
Asking future-oriented questions.
I don't know about you, but to me the OCP seems to reflect a lot of feedback that asked for the
status quo to remain. This would make sense if the attendees have overwhelmingly reflected the
views of homeowners who already have adequate space.
At both the event in February 2015 and today, most attendees struggled to give responses
considering the inevitable changes looming in the next few decades. Instead, they offer their
feelings toward potential change with the current context in mind. I think the lack of long-term
consideration uniquely impacts renters, as we have less control over our housing options in 10,
20 years from now.
Shifting the questions from "what do you think about this form of housing" to "what kind of
housing do you think will best fit in neighborhood X by 2041?" may elicit a more helpful
response from the attendees. One couple at my table voiced substantial concerns about only
having one parking space within certain housing forms, as this isn't amenable to their current
living arrangement. In twenty years, they may not require a second vehicle, however. Posing the
questions to first question how their own needs could change over time would allow the city to
gather more meaningful insight for the OCP's 2041 objective from the perspectives of both
homeowners and renters.
I would be happy to further any conversation as it relates to the role of renters within the OCP
plan. Thanks for your time.

Email Received September 27, 2016
Hi Lynn,
We met at our Brow of the Hill Table at the end of the early Saturday planning meeting.
I've been in discussion with other residents here and we wanted to express our interest in having
our voices heard during any upcoming discussions regarding Bent Court.
I was concerned as I mentioned to you, after studying the results of the three land use scenarios,
that our contributions and opinions on the future of this court thru this study have been left
unpublished. From the beginning, this area has been singled out and the city's point of view has
been less than impartial which has potentially guided other NW residents to forming a mostly
uneducated opinion and commenting. You actually can't understand the situation unless you live
here.
As you are well aware, Bent court is complicated, We rejected the city proposal to create a
heritage conservation area here but understand the important heritage aspects. Most of us
purchased these properties knowing full well the area was zoned C-3 commercial, and that
businesses were run out of these properties, so we don't expect the tranquility of a residential
neighbourhood, and we also do not believe that the court should be viewed as a residential area
when it comes to development.
One of the main issues with this court is that it doesn't fit the needs of either of its two user
groups, The homes that are used for businesses have a completely different set of priorities than
the residents and worst of all the court is the access point to multiple restaurants and businesses
on 6th st which create many problems. The area functions better for business but the houses,
(excluding the BC building science house which was renovated to suit) do not meet most
business needs which was evident at 411 7th.
We have had many discussions regarding a density transfer program, but no -one has much
confidence in the idea since it hasn't worked in the city of Vancouver or in the downtown of New
west. Limiting the transfer of density to specific areas led to the city of Vancouver having to
broaden its scope and even still they had to purchase density from its own bank to kick-start the
program. There is potentially a large amount of density in the court, and we do not understand
where it would go. The transfer of density however is a popular idea here and would give the
owners the capital to restore these homes, but we would want it to include everyone and evenly
depending on exactly what density they might be able to achieve thru a development. Of the 16
properties that would be eligible for the program, id estimate the value of the density to be
roughly 7 million dollars, which is significantly lower that what the land would be worth if sold
to a developer. If the city is adamant about saving all of the homes here, then they should
consider buying the density themselves and reselling it as bonus density somewhere, or create a
very specific scenario that facilitates its sale.
Some of our homes are on the market, and the assembly has interest from various developers as
well as every homeowner along 7th st to the corner of Brantford, totalling 9 properties. With the
new land use scenario map that was issued at the planning meeting, we are eager obtain some
clarity on how our new "context specific land use designation" will work and we look forward to
contributing our opinions while the city defines the future of Bent Court.

Email Received September 29, 2016
Hello, I won't be able to attend the upcoming workshops, so I've included some thoughts to keep
in mind here:
1. I love the idea of increasing infill/density around skytrain stations. Please consider a developer
that can deliver a Master-Planned community design and implementation for 22nd Street Station.
For example, Shape Properties/Shape Living (shapeproperties.com) is a leader in comprehensive
community designs that consider all aspects of living around skytrain hubs (ex. Brentwood
Station and Lougheed Town Centre).
2. The area around 22nd Street Station is a great example of how poor our city's bike routes are.
The transition from the BC Parkway under the skytrain route to 7th Avenue is a horrible design,
inviting pedestrian/biker/vehicle accidents. Ideally, the old CP Rail route should become a bike
path—with bicycle right-of-way at intersections—continuing right past the skytrain station.
Thanks for your consideration and community consultation.

Email Received September 30, 2016
Hi - Would you please add me to your mailing list.
One thought on development along 6th Street (but really anywhere in the city) - Please don’t
have too many high rises across the street from one another or it will create a very dark street
where the sun never shines. We need light! So do the businesses along 6th. Icy roads are an
issue when the sun never shines on cold days. Plus it doesn’t look inviting.
Thanks for listening.
Keep up the good work New West City counsel.

Email Received September 30, 2016
Hello,
I ask why the (historic) churches in New Westminster are not coded on this map?
Is this an over-site or a plan?
I am X1 in Knox Presbyterian Church in historic Sapperton. This building is 125 years on the
site of East Columbia Street.
Other churches are also omitted as a designation.
A reply is requested.
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Email Received October 1, 2016
Hi Lynn,
Attached is an alternate map for Brow. It is based on discussions from last weekend's open
house, along with some of our previous conversations. In the notes below tried to denote which
is which. I will stress that the sample size I'm working with has been very small but I found the
feedback surprisingly consistent. Here are my notes:












There was not support for townhomes at 9th Street and 3rd Ave. This is really in the core
of the most intact historical area. The East side of 8th Street was also highly valued with
the English Country style cottages. On the flip-side there was a recognition that much of
the SFH in the North Western area is in disrepair, less historical, and is mixed in amongst
a higher number of walkups. I shifted a greater proportion of townhomes into this area
while trying to leave alone the clusters of homes with greater merit. The other principle is
that I tried to keep the best streetscapes intact (3rd Ave, 9th St, the east side 8th St, the
north side Queens Ave, and the west side 10th St) to maintain the feel. There were
specific comments that people didn't want to break up the streetscapes.
There were strong comments in support of keeping existing walkups as affordable rental
housing. One person at the table used to work at the City of Burnaby and used Metrotown
as an example of what we don't want! :)
There were mixed comments around Uptown. One person, who lives at 5th Ave and 7th
Street, thought that 5th Ave would be suitable for highrises. There was strong agreement
that density should start to drop off as you move away from Uptown.
My personal thinking is that the Uptown border should be 4th Ave as it is a clear cut
boundary compared to what is currently proposed. With this delineation you could make
a hard and fast rule that 6 story multi-family is only allowed within the Uptown
boundaries or along a major street such as 12th, 6th, or Royal Ave. There was not a desire
for additional density on 8th Street outside of Uptown (ie. below 4th Ave to Royal Ave).
My table did not discuss Bent Court.
My table did not discuss the areas West of 12th St. I was tempted to colour some of the
multi-family areas orange as it is a great opportunity to introduce more family friendly
housing. Based on some of the proposed stacked townhome developments around here
I'm assuming that's where the city is trying to go regardless. Maybe it is worth having a
designation specifically for this style of development? The density is similar to a 3 story
walkup but the form is more innovative and is desperately needed. Keep the apartment
form to 5+ story only (ie. Uptown and major corridors). The rest should be stacked
townhouses or similar if redeveloped.
There was only one comment about Lower 12th Street. It was viewed as an obvious area
for redevelopment. The individual appreciated Cloud 9 being there and said he would
have loved to have more places like that.
There was strong agreement amongst everyone that we're in a housing crisis and
additional housing options are needed. One parent with a young family talked about the
fact that his family will be moving out of New Westminster once this school year is done
as they can't continue to rent their current house in the Brow. This is with a professional
income (he's a university lecturer).





You'll likely notice that I coloured three areas pink. I want to point out sports where 6
story apartments would work, but only under the condition that the significant heritage
houses are restored and designated (ie. the project at 4th Ave and 8th Street). I think
guidance to this effect should be in the plan but I have no clue as the mechanics of how it
should be addressed. IMO the guidance should be as cut and dry as possible to clamp
down on speculation.
There is a lot of confusion about ground orientated infill housing and the specifics of
what that means. Honestly, I think Jim Hurst at my table was confused about it. He was
talking about it being the same as the Brow Action Plan where larger multi-family
developments would be allowed under certain guidelines. Jim didn't agree that this
designation could allow gentler infill on a single lot, potentially even outside of an HRA
or going before council. One of us is wrong on the issue or this simply hasn't been
worked out yet.

Thank you for taking the time to review and consider all of this. I hope it helps. I've CCed
Nadine Nakagawa, our Brow RA president. X2 was at the other table and might have some of her
own notes to share. It would be worthwhile to discuss how to get more feedback via the RA.
Best,
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Email Received October 1, 2016
Lynn,
Nice meeting you this morning at the OCP workshop.
I enjoyed our discussion and commend you on the work that you are doing to improve the City.
I do however have concerns:
1.

The workshop portion of the session was a big disappointment. There was a single
table for Glenbrook North, Moody Park, Queens Park and Brow of the Hill - a huge
area with diverse interests. Any attempt at having a meaningful discussion about any
one specific area was very difficult or impossible.

2.

The facilitator at our table spent most of the session explaining in great detail the
color coded classifications leaving very little time for questions. Questions were
answered in a rambling manner leaving no opportunity for discussion. It was more
like a presentation than a discussion. Frustrating at best.

3.

As a resident of 5th street that will be affected by the re-designation I was hoping for
some discussion on that. However because of the large area being discussed it was
too diluted to be meaningful.

4.

The arguments that are being made to support townhomes on 5th Street are valid all
the way from 10th to 3rd Avenue yet there are no re-designation changes in Queens
Park - why?

5.

By grouping the re designated areas into large blocks I believe that you will get broad
support while turning those that are directly affected into NIMBY's that can easily be
dismissed. It is simply too easy for somebody to look at the map, see that their lot is
not affected and then support any proposed changes! One of the staff advised me that
home + suite + laneway provides the same density as townhomes. Since it does this
without affecting the existing character and culture of the neighborhood I don't
understand why townhomes are being encouraged at all.

Finally, at the Glenbrook North residents meeting this Thursday, Mark Watson (apologies if I got
the name wrong) incorrectly stated that 5th street is currently designated for mid-density low
rise. That was repeated to me again today at the Connaught Heights meeting by one of the City
staff. It may not have been intentional but it is very important that any information provided by
the city be correct.
Sincerely,

Email Received October 2, 2016
Dear Mr. Watson,
It was very nice meeting you at the Glenbrooke North Association meeting on Thursday
September 29th. You provided us with all the pertinent information on the the City's OCP to
propose townhouse zoning for the 5th Street and 10th Avenue corridor.
I recently moved from Burnaby to my new home because my family fell in love with the
character & heritage of our neighborhood on Fifth Street. I was very appalled to learn from the
OCP that the City is currently proposing to zone townhouse development on our beautiful street.
It is one thing to revive a neighborhood that has too many old homes that are not well
maintained. But it is another thing to adversely affect the aesthetics of Fifth Street when most of
the houses comprise of well maintained older, heritage, and several new homes.
Herein are some comments and objections relating to the townhouse zoning proposal:
A townhouse building might overlook our property; this will lead to a loss of privacy and will
certainly impact on the peaceful enjoyment of our home and garden.
A townhouse building will also be visually overbearing on Fifth Street. It is an inappropriate
design for this part of the city. Such a large building would be totally out of keeping with the
neighboring properties, which are mainly smaller sized single detached houses.
Tenth Avenue is already a busy and congested road; this additional concentration of traffic and
roadside parking on Fifth and Sixth Street will cause future traffic problems. This will also cause
a safety hazard for motorists and pedestrians alike.
I therefore wish to object strongly to the OCP proposal to zone 5th Street for any form of
townhouse development in the future. Thank you for reading my letter and should you require
any information, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Your Sincerely,

Email Received October 3, 2016
Hi Lynn,
Thanks for your time responding to my message, and separating my concerns into professional
perspectives.
You highlighted the market rental housing policy, for which I'm quite grateful. Is there a
proactive approach to ensure this is done in neighborhoods throughout the city? The OCP would
support rental housing as long as the form fits within the land use designation.. Yet with an
overwhelming majority of input coming from owners of single family homes, is there any
proactive push to allow other forms (e.g., a four unit rowhome) to be more widely considered in
low-density neighborhoods?
You also mentioned that all of the housing could be rental; however this approach doesn't
necessarily weight more affordable housing forms (effectively, anything but single family
homes) over others.
With respect to using different language to attract renters to the City consultations...I would
encourage future meetings (and advertisements of said meetings) to include specific examples of
how the conversation affects future rental supply and future affordable home ownership options.
The City solicits input about how far a townhouse should be set back from the road; why can't
we talk about other aspects of a particular housing form? Developing a reputation for giving
these considerations equal treatment to the impact on existing homeowners would be
encouraging, and I would hope, increase the turnout of renters and younger individuals.
I realize that the downtown area is outside the scope of this OCP conversation, but I still think a
targeted event would do well to solicit input from individuals forced into downtown due to the
lack of housing supply in other neighborhoods. Downtown is also an area where change has been
successfully undertaken - having the input of residents who appreciate positive change could also
prove influential in the OCP's impact on other neighborhoods.
I too have appreciated the conversations at the table with other community members. However,
all but one other individual at my tables (across two events) have been either owners of single
family homes or real estate agents focused on selling single family homes. The conversations
have been entirely skewed in this direction, except when discussing neighborhoods that none of
the homeowners live in (for example, everyone at my tables have been exceptionally
accommodating to proposed changes in Brow of the Hill).
Thanks again for your time - the feedback is truly appreciated.
Best,

Email Received October 8, 2016
Hi,
Unfortunately, I missed the last community meeting and I just had a question that I was hoping
someone could answer for me. I noticed that all 3 options presented for our area, our block is the
only one not affected. I was wondering what the rational was for that.
Our block of 8th ave is the only block in all of New Westminster that does not have a side walk
or any city parking exemption. It continually gets overlooked for all city planning and services.
I find it peculiar that all blocks have been looked at for various options except for ours and
wondering if there is something that we are unaware of. Are there any short term and long term
plans for our block of Connaught Heights?
Thank you for your time and I look forward from hearing from you.

Email Received October 11, 2016
Lynn and Mayor Cote,
I have had a week to mull over your OCP presentation after your open house and have to say that
I cannot support your proposal for my neighborhood (5th Street re-designation). The desire for
some residents to have townhouse options should not give you carte blanche to re-designate my
property and those of my neighbors. It seems high-handed and I feel betrayed by the City.
Points in no particular order:
•

•

•

•

A desire for the city to provide townhouses should not translate into city residents
having their properties down-zoned from SR1 to townhouses. 5th Street is currently a
desirable neighborhood with several new homes having been built in the past year,
heritage homes and well kept homes and recent renovations. Meddling with the
zoning is hurting that.
We purchased our properties for all the reasons that you think that other people would
like them too. I purchased an SR1 lot because I want to live in that kind of
neighborhood, as did my neighbors. I don't want the density, the traffic, the parking
hassles and the decreased value for my property.
I believe that your questions have been misleading. I too agree that it would be nice if
there were more townhouses in the City, and everybody to whom you pose that
question will likely agree. Maybe you should ask people if they would agree to
rezoning their property from SR1 to townhouses in order meet that request. I'm pretty
sure that you will get a very different answer.
I believe that your decision to put the townhouses along the "edges" is a cop-out. You
directly affect a very small percentage of the area that you are polling and ensure
overall support since the bulk of the population (in the "middle") won't be affected.
This strategy makes it easy to gain support from community groups that represent

large area's. Case in point would be Glenbrook North since most of that group will
remain (happily) unaffected.
Your surveys and questionnaires are all seem very well designed to give you the
answers that you are looking for and therefore the permission from residents to
proceed with your plan, despite the opinions of those in the affected neighborhood.

•

Sincerely,

Email Received October 11, 2016
Lynn,
I apologize if I have been using zoning and designation incorrectly. I do understand that the
purpose of the OCP is to designate certain areas for certain types of housing. And I do
understand that I could keep my house as it is until it is surrounded by a sea of townhouses (kind
of like the house opposite the KFC on 6th Street).
Bottom line is that when I bought my house, I bought into a single family neighborhood. And
that is how I hope it remains. If I were in the market for a home in New Westminster, I would
stay clear of 5th Street because of this. So, although you claim that I will have more options
under the new OCP, I am not sure that that is true since I believe that my home will become less
attractive for buyers like me.
More comments below.
Hi X3,
Thanks for taking the time to share your additional thoughts.
It should be noted that no properties will be downzoned. The focus of the conversation at
the workshops has been on the future land use map which is a key component of the
Official Community Plan. Adopting the new Official Community Plan will change the
land use designation that applies to people’s properties, not the zoning which is governed
by the Zoning Bylaw, a different document from the Official Community Plan. Changing
the land use designation to “Residential – Townhouse” would mean that someone could
apply to rezone to a townhouse zone. The underlying zoning would stay as RS-1, and
people would be able to keep their houses for as long as they like, and build new houses
in the future.
By re-designating an area for townhomes, it will become less attractive to buyers looking
for SR1 lots AND single family neighborhoods. Who would buy a house surrounded by
townhomes (or one that could be in 20 years)? Would they pay as much as for the same
house on a quiet SR1 street? So, in a sense whether "designated" or "zoned" it WILL
affect the character of the neighborhood.
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It would be great if the city could provide some data from other cities where similar redesignations were made.
The two components (land use designation and zoning) are getting mixed up during the
conversations because we have also started to talk about zoning. As one of the outcomes
of the infill housing work we would like to create a new townhouse zone. This zone
would be based on the infill housing design guidelines document, which will be revised
based on the results of the current consultation and direction from Council. We have also
started to talk about whether we should change the zoning of some properties to make it
more feasible to build townhouse projects. If we do move forward with a new zone a
single detached dwelling would be included as permitted use. This would mean that home
owners would have the option to keep their home, rebuild their home, sell their home to
someone wanting to live in the home, or sell to someone wanting to build a townhouse
project. This would provide more options as to what you could do with your property, not
fewer. But at the moment we are just starting to explore this as an option. If we do move
forward with this we would only do it on a portion of the areas proposed for the
townhouse designation and would do more focused consultation with homeowners of
affected properties before implementing any zoning changes.
The fact that you are talking about prezoning confirms that you are serious about getting
townhomes built. Whether you start that process in my neighborhood or elsewhere it will
be something hanging over our heads. I am a busy person, I don't want to have to become
militant in order to preserve my neighborhood.
I appreciate the feedback about how we have phrased the survey questions. For
background, where the townhouse designation has been proposed is based on overall city
building principles that have been guiding this process. These include:
· Locate the most number of residents within mixed use, pedestrian oriented nodes
that are well-served by transit
· Locate the next highest number of residents along pedestrian-oriented transit
corridors
· Locate some additional residents in single detached areas using forms
that maintain neighbourhood character
Logical, and would be germaine if you were talking about empty lots . . . But as I've
pointed out earlier, these are the reasons that we purchased here in the first place. 5th
Street has great character - something that would be changed forever.
You have already clarified that the townhome portion of the OCP is not required to meet
the densification goals, but rather a "desire" to provide more townhomes in the city - I
just don't see why I should sacrifice my neighborhood for that. In fact, since townhomes
are NOT required, I would strongly suggest that that portion of the OCP be scaled back.
This lead us to locating townhouses largely near the edges of neighbourhoods, since
transit routes and other amenities are also often located on the edges. The specific
locations on the map (e.g. which locations) was mostly determined through the last
rounds of consultation and direction from Council.

Locating them along the edges in small clusters makes it easy for a neighborhood (eg
Glenbrook North) to give overall support for the plan - even if the 74 directly affected
homeowners are opposed. This may not be an intentional strategy, however it is a reality.
I believe that the consultation results are skewed. The consultation includes residents
from Glenbrook North, Queens Park, Moody Park and Brow of the Hill. Since nobody
wants townhouses next door, the simplest thing is to push them to the edges (affecting
only a very small percentage). And of course, anybody living in an apartment or
condominium won't be impacted in any way and will welcome the housing options.
Continue to send any other feedback. All of feedback will be considered as we move
forward with next steps.

Email Received October 11, 2016
Hi,
Thanks for taking the time to let the city know your thoughts on the OCP. It’s always great to see
people be engaged and I hope your enthusiasm will continue into other aspects of our
community. I also appreciate you including me in the email communication so I can get a better
understanding of the concerns of Glenbrooke North resident’s as it relates to the Draft Land Use
Plan.
I hope you don’t mind if I provide some feedback (speaking only for myself and not on behalf of
the RA) as I think I’m able to offer a slightly different point of view than some might. I
apologize in advance as this is going to be pretty long...
I actually do live in a townhome with X4 and consider myself extremely lucky to do so.
Townhome stock (and alternative ground oriented housing in general) in New Westminster is in
extremely short supply and a good chunk of what does exist is actually age restricted meaning
that as a young family we don’t even have the option to buy into those places. My great
grandparents, my grandparents, and my parents have all lived in New Westminster. In fact, many
of them lived right here in our amazing neighbourhood of Glenbrooke North. I was born and
raise here and my parents still live in the same house me and X5 grew up in, actually. And
because of the lack of non-single family, non-condo housing options in New westminster we
were almost forced to look further afield for us to raise our young family. Some might argue
that’s just the way life is but I think it’s concerning when a city pushes away people whom love
and are deeply committed to the community simply because they wish to have a family but aren’t
able to afford a million dollar home. Despite a busy home life, I make the time to be involved in
our community thru public engagement events, volunteering for city committees, as well as
involvement in our neighbourhood RA. The community came very close to losing an engaged
citizen and I can assure you my case is not an isolated example of what’s currently going on.
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Now, that’s obviously just my background but I think it’s important to keep in mind because it
goes a long way to explaining why the city needs to explore creating more townhome options in
New Westminster. And I think it’s fair to agree that the market is asking for more stock
otherwise you probably wouldn’t be overly concerned about anything being built on your
neighbourhood. So if the demand is there, and the situation I’ve previously described exists, is it
not arguably incumbent on the city to take a holistic view to planning to accommodate the needs
of residents both future and existing?
With all the being said, I do have some questions that your concerns have raised for myself that I
would love some input on so I can better understand them. I hope you don’t take offence to any
of them as that isn’t my intention. I’m not trying to downplay your concerns so much as
understand the questions they bring up:
In arguing against a change in designation or zoning, is it not fair to say that as someone who has
made it clear they have no interest in moving (though you do mention things like property value
that seem more geared towards monetary reasons vs. liveability reasons, which are still valid
concerns) that this argument has more to do with someone else’s properties rights and less to do
with your own? In other words, are you not trying to limit what someone else can do with
property that they have bought and own and that you do not? As mentioned by Lynn, no on is
telling you what you can or cannot do with your own property but you are very clearly trying to
tell someone else what you think they should be able to do with theirs. Which to a certain
reasonable extent does make sense to me…if we were talking about your neighbourhood being
rezoned for high rise apartments or industrial, but we’re not. But it does make me wonder aloud
as to how much power a neighbour should be reasonably allowed to exert over someone else
who holds quote-unquote freehold land. I’d be curious to know your thoughts on that.
Is it reasonable to expect that a neighbourhood should not change over time? Whether it means
going from open lots to housing or from existing housing to a different type of housing?
Assuming you bought your lot and built a house on it, would it be reasonable for neighbours to
complain about the added density, the addition of cars parking on the street, the destruction of
character of what was once a quiet and less dense street? And if it would have been ridiculous
then, is it not somewhat ridiculous now to suggest that adding mild density through townhomes
(or maybe laneway housing) would do the same? What your neighbourhood looks like now is
not what it looked like 50 years ago, let alone 100 years ago. It’s changed and developed over
time. Why were the changes of the last 25, 50, 100 years okay but changes proposed over the
next 25 not? Because the OCP is as much, if not more so, about 2041 and not 2016. Or even
2025 for that matter. I personally try to look at this through the lens of “where will my boys
whom are currently X6 be able to live in the city should they choose to want to stay here?”. If, 25
years from now they choose to raise a family in New Westminster but they can’t afford a $2-$3
million single family home, is it reasonable or fair to say too bad, so sad, move elsewhere? Is it
fair for us as a community to punish them (as well as many, many, many others) for not being
born 50 years earlier? And by doing so are we creating a better, stronger, more vibrant
community or are we simply contributing to the things that make our city less liveable like
commuter traffic? The amount of people I talk to in this city who lament that they never see their
children or grandchildren because they had to move far, far away due to housing costs is
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astounding. It’s only going to become more and more of a problem if we don’t give people
housing choice in our community.
On the topic of character, I’d be curious as to how you define this term. Is it people or places? Is
it how the neighbourhood physically looks or is in how the neighbourhood allows people to
interact with each other? Is it the number of cars parked on the street maybe? How does a change
in similarly oriented housing type in both look and scale destroy that defined character? Or does
character simply mean housing type of the same type, in this case single family homes?
Character as it defines our neighbourhood is something I struggle to fully understand as it
sometimes feels like it’s being used as a catch all for not wanting change vs. a quantifiable
characteristic of a neighbourhood that people can actually define. If I had to try to define the
neighbourhood character of my street I’d probably use the word “charm” and consider density
it’s greatest asset. We have tree lined streets next to a mix of townhomes and low rise apartment
buildings. For all the people that live here it’s incredibly quiet and beautiful but the density
almost guarantees that you’re going to exchange pleasantries with one or two or three of your
neighbours on a walk to the store or a stroll with the family. It’s welcoming, it’s safe, it’s
inviting, and friendly. It’s somewhere you get to know your neighbours. It’s people.
Anyway, I’ll cut my long email rant off there. Sorry again for the long winded response.
I want to thank you again for taking the time to share your thoughts with the city and for
including myself in the conversation. I welcome the opportunity to sit down with you, or anyone
else in your neighbourhood for that matter, should you wish to discuss this further in person.
Please feel free to get in touch with me any time and at your convenience.
Regards,

Email Received October 12, 2016
http://www.langleytimes.com/news/250019151.html

Patrick:
Further to our meeting of Oct. 9th, you left us with the impression that the Langley vs Metro
lawsuit was still before the courts and therefore unresolved. Well, as you can see from the above
link, nothing could be further from the truth. Not only did Langley win, they won twice
(Supreme Court and Court of Appeal) and all of this occurred some 2 years ago (2014) ! I can’t
believe for one minute that you were not aware of this and so why in hell didn’t you come right
out and say so ? Is this more of the same “subterfuge” ? Sure sounds like it. The bottom line here
is that if Metro wants to sue us for not going along with their high density nightmare, bring it on
! With this kind of precedent, we can’t possibly lose and this will settle the matter once and for
all. In fact and in this context, we might be wise to turn the tables on them and initiate the lawsuit
ourselves !

Email Received October 15, 2016
Dear Sirs:
We have some concerns regarding the utilization of our neighbourhood in the Draft Future Land
Use Venue that was recently presented at Lord Kelvin School. .
If densification is to be the "Norm", our City has the opportunity to showcase what densification
can look like. Our hope is to see a professional approach to our land assembly on the 100 Block
of East Eighth Avenue.
Side by side townhouse units would provide more affordable housing for families. These homes
could be built with underground parking and with elevations of the property in mind and they
would not block views for the neighbours.
Future townhouses are depicted on the next block down on East Eighth Avenue where existing
houses now stand. This trend should continue up Eighth Avenue, including the south side as
well.
We are hoping that these suggestions will be heavily regarded when the 100 Block of East
Eighth Avenue is considered in the rezoning plan.
Thank you for taking the time to regard this matter.
Yours truly,

Email Received October 12, 2016
Mr. Johnstone:
Nuances ??? The judge's words, in March 2014, are very explicit: "The Sharma decision said the
Metro regional growth strategy, which aims to control urban growth, is only "guidelines
expressing policy" not enforceable laws." Furthermore, the appeal is a mere 9 months later
(December 2014) but you didn't know the outcome ? You're suppose to know. That's what we're
paying you for. For you to then attend 2 years worth of OCP meetings, where the Metro RGS
mandate is accepted as gospel and fait accompli, and after all that, plead ignorance to the
outcome of a landmark decision that buries that whole idea of it as force of law, is, to put it
bluntly, a sign post that only a blind man could miss. I don't think you're blind. Yes you did sign
on to the RGS and obviously it was a big mistake but so what ? It's non-binding anyway so send
it back to them and say "thanks but no thanks". What are they going to do sue us ? Ha, as I said
previously, bring it on !
As far as growth is concerned, yes some of it will occur but it will be directed by an objective
housing market based on supply, demand and prices, not the wishful whims of municipal
politicians and their clerks in the planning department, enabling them to eventually suck more
property tax out of the same land mass. In our small city, this will naturally occur (by mutual
consent to mutual benefit) in areas where land costs are relatively low ie, 12th street,
Queensborough and downtown and after that, it ends. Anything above that does not enhance our
existing neighbourhoods, it eventually destroys them and we don't want any part of it. Why
would we ? What good does it actually do us ?
As far as the rest of the region is concerned, the very same market forces will automatically force
the remaining population growth out in the valley where it belongs and life will continue to
unfold as it should.. From our direct canvassing so far, we estimate that well over 85% of
residents feel this way and if you doubt this result, I challenge you to produce a city wide mail
out plebiscite to determine same once and for all. You can then send that along to Metro with
your "no thanks" letter.

Email Received October 20, 2016
Hello.
My husband and I are homeowners.
We moved to New West, in part, for the development and we are excited about the evolution that
is taking place. We are very in favour of the changes upon us.
We want to see a proper design spec for moderate density in-fill. We would like the option to
have a laneway house on our property. HOWEVER, we believe strongly in a well thought-out
plan for building design, sound-scaping/noise mitigation, landscaping and pedestrian / vehicle
management.
Thank you very much.

Email Received October 25, 2016
Hello Lynn,
I have spoken to a number of business owners in the Sharpe street area and have summarized
some comments from them that you may be interested in.
We understand the City’s ambition to maintain the industrial land base for the future in our area.
Designating industrial use for the Sharpe St area in the new OCP may be counterproductive to
the surrounding area and to its highest and best use for the following reasons.
1. There would need to be some road widening for Sharpe St at the 6th Ave intersection for the
Sharpe St area to be an effective industrial site. Access is currently far too narrow to reasonably
accommodate commercial vehicles. The steep sloping grade is also difficult for commercial
vehicles to navigate.
2. There is no direct access to Stewardson Way. The access out of the area to Stewardson way is
currently awkward at best. One must travel through residential areas by following a number of
suitable side streets in order to reach Stewardson Way – a very circuitous route. If this was to be
designated industrial for the long term, additional access and egress would need to be factored
into the area and to Stewardson Way for Sharpe St to function as viable industrial area.
3. The area has significant sloping grade requiring any industrial development to “step” the grade
down the slope to enable vehicular access to the properties. The sloping grade would also limit
the floor space any one building could achieve on the land. This would also create additional
challenges for loading and unloading product across the entire grade due to the significant slope.
The additional costs for grading, for engineering, for the construction of retaining walls needed
to build larger industrial properties, would also be prohibitive to the owners and end users.
Tenants and buyers who would likely seek more affordable alternatives to occupy in in other
areas where grade is not a significant deterrent.
4. The Sharpe St properties are surrounded on three sides by park and residential development,
with Stewardson Way on the southerly portion. The location requires extensive buffer zones
around it, should industrial use be a long term objective. Noise issues may also become an
annoyance due to the uses and deliveries that may have occur while travelling through the

surrounding residential neighbourhood. The travel of heavier commercial vehicles to service the
industrial site would be difficult and dangerous to the surrounding residential neighbourhoods.
5. The property is only a two acre site, limiting its commercial and industrial use to small bay
design and usage, due to size of the property and steep grade.
6. The current industrial appeal this area has with its current zoning, access, and location, is
limited at best. Significant portions of the area are vacant and unoccupied, and have been for an
extended period of time. A continuation of this use may not benefit the ownership of the property
nor the community because of limited demand and its underutilised zoning designation.
7. The park on the east side of Sharpe St is underutilized given the 8am to 4:30pm occupancy by
commercial tenants on the opposite side of the street. A different occupancy type (such as
residential units) would create a better use of the park land from early am to later pm on a daily
basis.
8. Considering the costs to the owners, city, and neighbourhood, in an effort to continue to
designate the area as industrial, solely because it has been industrial in the past, is questionable
reasoning. Looking at the characteristics of the site, the highest and best use is certainly not
industrial. A possible solution would be to create a mixed use site with ground floor commercial
and the remainder as residential living units. This use would be far more congruent with the
surrounding neighbourhood. The commercial (retail and office) will generate higher revenue
than the industrial could achieve, resulting in a higher business tax levy for the City. The
residential property value will yield a higher property tax revenue than industrial property could
yield, while providing the community a needed housing amenity and a commercial service
component, particularly as the population in this region continues to grow.
Thank you for considering this information. I would welcome your reply. Thank you.
Best Regards,

Email Received October 26, 2016
Hello,
We own and live in a 90 year old character home at X7. Twelve years ago we moved to New
Westminster because it had what so much of what the rest of the lower mainland lacked - charm,
character and a potential to be a great city.
Until the year 2000 our home was a flop house, known for its association to crime, until the man
we bought it from had the vision to buy it and restore to its former beauty. Since we bought it in
2004, our two children were born and have spent their entire lives here. As well in that time, a
number of other character homes along 9th Street and 3rd Avenue have been bought by young
families. All of us have spent countless hours fixing up these homes while raising our children
here. These old homes are a big part of what makes New West different and special. In talking
with my neighbours, we noticed that it appears that our homes are all slated for rezoning into
townhomes/multi housing, which is very concerning to all of us.
You have done an amazing job with revitalizing Columbia street, New Westminster Skytrain
Station but most of all the new park at the quay - it is absolutely beautiful, rarely is it a weekend
that we don't walk along it as a family. We recognize that increasingly, cities need to meet the
demands of densification - especially in areas along skytrain routes. However, this evolution can
be done in a way that protects the character, charm, and rich history of our Royal City.
When New Westminster has so many characterless low rise apartment buildings, why have you
included increasingly rare character homes in this rezoning? Have your planners and politicians
walked around the neighbourhoods and compared the plans to what they are looking at in person
on the street or spoken with anyone in these neighbourhoods? Do we want the New West of
2041 to be Surrey? Abbotsford? Please take a walk. Please protect what gives New West its
character and charm.
We would be happy to meet with any a member of the planning department or city council and
show them the neighbourhood.
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TWITTER FEEDBACK
Date

Name

Sept. 14

CNW
Planning
P1

Comment
Renters, are you hoping to afford your own home in #NewWest? Come
talk to us about OUR FUTURE CITY #buildourcity http://bit.ly/2ciwmEW
@NewWestPlanning what renters who don't want to own and are
looking for affordable decent rentals?

P2

@NewWestPlanning @P19 you might want to wait lots of people who
bought pre‐build condos will be stuck holding the bag. Or cheap rent

Sept. 19

CNW
Planning

66% of people in #NewWest want laneway houses. What do you think?
#buildourcity http://bit.ly/2ciwmEW

Conversation 1

P3

@NewWestPlanning I think that .5 FSR on Rs‐1 lots is Ridiculous. If you
want gentle density increase it to .70 #newwest

B1

@P3 @NewWestPlanning Has to be with conditions of secondary suite
and/or Laneway. Or it's just bigger SF houses.

P4

P3 ‐ could keep RS‐1 FSR at 0.5 but rezone large swaths of it for
townhouses and rowhouses instead.
then it needs to be conditional. 0.5 for main house, 0.25 extra only for
lane way?
@P4 sure. Or some mix including secured market rental. Why should
only developers get bonuses? I want to save a house and add stock
@P3 @P4 Would you be taxed as a SFH or a mixed development?
Developers usually create projects that lead to more tax revenues
@P1 @P4 I am already taxed as a multifamily.
@P3 @P4 perfect, I have no qualms with small densification projects
being given incentives provided they taxed correctly

P4
P3
P1
P3
P1
P3

@P1 @P4 frankly I could could give 2 *!$*what you have qualms with.
This is about OCP and density. Not about taxes

P1

@P3 @P4 If the development isn't increasing the tax base the developer,
large or small shouldn't get a bonus

P5

@P1 @P3 @P4 Tax set on value of property. Value is independently set
by BC Assessment.

P1

@P5 @P3 I've always assumed density bonuses were given out under
expectation of more tax $ but clearly I'm missing something

P5

@P1 @P3 Ah, that's different. My understanding is that developers can
purchase extra buildable density in some areas.

P1

@P5 @P3 @P4 what I like about lane way is opportunity for more taxes
but not needing large infrastructure assessments

P5

@P1 @P3 @P4 In most cases density increases assessed value, which
means greater tax base.
@P1 @P3 @P4 Note I'm likely using "tax base" wrong ‐ I'm specifically
referring to total value of all property.
@P1 @P3 @P4, @PJNewWest has a solid series on how property taxes
are calculated: https://patrickjohnstone.ca/2016/03/ask‐pat‐tax‐
increases.html

P5
P5

Date

Name

Conversation 2

P5

@NewWestPlanning Even 0.6 FSR for existing homes & 0.55 for new
builds (total FSR) would be better. Ideally 0.65, inc 0.15 for laneway.

P6

@P5 @NewWestPlanning Agree lots can handle 0.65. Lnway massing
will be at the rear so st. not affected. Eg. many ex "garages" and HRA.

P5

@P6 @NewWestPlanning I'm betting it would be easier to bump out 3
floors 280sqft each and just have a basement suite instead.

P5

@P6 @NewWestPlanning Running numbers myself. 5500sqft lot,
1900sqft house. 825sqft max size laneway would max me out.

P5

@P6 @NewWestPlanning As currently written I doubt there will be
much uptake (sadly). Expanding basement suites easier and cheaper.

Conversation 3

P7

Conversation 4

P5

@NewWestPlanning we already have tons of them. Make them legal so
the tenants can raise the blinds.
Retweet: Bring on the laneway homes! Please modify the proposed 0.5
overall FSR cap or else no one will be able to build them. #newwest
#VanRE

B2
P5

Comment

@P5 @NewWestPlanning An excellent way to increase supply, help
affordability, diversify housing stock and more.
@B2 @NewWestPlanning "Small" 5000sqft lots would only be able to
have a 2000sqft house and 500sqft laneway. Not much for year 2016.

B3

@P5 @B2 @NewWestPlanning Tying LWH fsr to main house adds
~$2000 to cost in extra design time (and limits # of viable lots)

P3

@P5 @B2 @NewWestPlanning no kidding on our 3900sq' lot with
2085sq' house we get left with 500sq' laneway. .70 Fsr wld be better

P5

@P3 @B2 @NewWestPlanning You're already over without adding the
laneway. Would be limited to 1950sqft if you had to rebuild.
@P5 @B2 @NewWestPlanning what is current ? .55 ?
@P3 @B2 @NewWestPlanning 0.5
@P5 @B2 @NewWestPlanning Ridiculous. No wonder we have an
affordability crisis
@P3 @P5 maybe that's a sign a 2085 sqft house is too big...?
@P4 @P3 @P5 considering that 2085 contains a suite I'd say no not
really.

P3
P5
P3
P4
P8
P5
P4
P3
P9
Conversation 5

P10

24‐Sep

P11

@P8 @P4 @P3 Exactly. My ask: 0.4 main house+suite, 0.15 for laneway
with 0.05 "bonus" to make it work for existing.
@P8 @P3 @P5 Didn't know it had a suite, so yeah, that's definitely cool.
@P4 @P8 @P5 Legal suite. Taxed and paid for. With off street parking as
well. For those concerned about subsidizing cars
@P4 @P3 @P5 Agree, but it’s not like there are many empty 5000 sq ft
lots. You start with something built already.
Retweet: I think it's a great idea, #newwest is kinda out of land!
Retweet: Looks like a lot of couples and families with kids in attendance.
#NewWest (Staff: Who doesn't like a bit of dotmocracy on a Saturday?
@NewWestPlanning @New_Westminster #ourcity2041)

Date

Name

Comment

Conversation 1

P11

@Staff @NewWestPlanning @New_Westminster Curious... What does
the post it note on the demographics board say?
Staff tweeted closer shot of picture
*Question about getting younger people involved
@PX @P11 @New_Westminster We have a task force investigating
consultation of hard to reach people. http://bit.ly/2cQmz5u
@NewWestPlanning @PX @P11 @New_Westminster I think 19 and
under would be easy to find (schools) early twenties though…
@NewWestPlanning @New_Westminster Is there a reason you don't
ask in what type of dwelling people live in as well?
@P11 @New_Westminster We'd like to know a bit about where you are
now but we're focused on where you would like to be by 2041!
@NewWestPlanning @New_Westminster Sure. But feels as relevant to
the conversation as everything else you're asking.
10+ year residents and residents looking to stay put in their current
home seem to make up a large portion of participants as well.
#NewWest
https://twitter.com/NewWestPlanning/status/782317974363316224

P11
PX
P12
Conversation 2

P11
CNW
Planning
P11

Conversation 3

P11

Oct. 1

CNW
Planning

Conversation 1

P1

@NewWestPlanning Maybe the right question isn't "would you live in
it?" Maybe it's "could your niece, child, or grandchild live in it?"

Conversation 2

P4

Oct. 4

B5

Retweet: Left is perfect for today's neighborhoods. Right is perfect for
2041's neighborhoods.
New West is asking for comments on draft land use plan (which still
keeps most residential land for detached homes):
https://questionnaire.simplesurvey.com/Engine/Default.aspx?surveyID=
90c2dd0a‐f322‐4052‐8700‐50b77b3ba026&lang=EN …
If you have 10 minutes and would benefit from more housing in YVR,
please take the time to ask @NewWestPlanning for more ambitious
plans!

B5
Oct. 5

P4
P4
Patrick
Johnstone

We have a whole range of opinions regarding the future of housing in
the City!

@NewWestPlanning are there unit number stats for each housing type
with the proposed land use map?
@PJNewWest I'm trying to get a rough guess as to how many units will
be rowhouses/townhouses in 2041. If it's the same as now the OCP has
failed.
@P4 yeah, that is really hard to guestimate, as it relies on a bunch of
market forces. We may allow them, then find no‐one shows up.

Date

Name
P4
Patrick
Johnstone

Oct. 7

@P4 yes, many areas designated multi‐family in last landuse map from
the late 90s still feature SFD.

P4

@PJNewWest so many areas are “status quo” that are well within
commercial and the fast transit network zones.

P13

@P4 There will be four more units of rowhouses/townhouses by 2041.
What more do you want???

P4

@P13 as a townhouse owner, fewer so our property value skyrockets. 😉

P4

@PJNewWest then I think the draft definitely doesn't go far enough. It's
too restrictive for the missing middle by far.

CNW
Planning

95% of #NewWest homes are houses and apartments. What else should
be built? #buildourcity http://bit.ly/2ciwmEW
Retweet: I put in a few more than 2 cents. Help the middle options not
to be missing!
Today in San Francisco. Hopefully the #NewWest of 2041 has more
housing supply (or incredible median wages). [Picture of condo rental
ad‐ 2B/$4,200]

P14
Oct. 8

P15

Oct. 13

CNW
Planning
B4

Oct. 15

Comment
@PJNewWest okay I think I just had an epiphany ‐ LU map isn't what the
city will be in 25 years, it's the maximum density that people want to
see?

P4

Can't make our future land use map consultation event this Saturday @
Sapperton? Take 10m to fill out a survey! http://bit.ly/2ciwmEW
Retweet: Don't miss your chance to let the city know we need more
ground oriented housing options! #NewWest #YesInNewWest
Thank you @NewWestPlanning for an engaging OCP workshop this
morning! It was great to see more people advocating for missing middle
housing!

PETITION RECEIVED
Mayor and Council:
Please find enclosed the results of our petition against your currently proposed zoning changes to
our neighbourhood. As you will see, we personally canvassed all 73 properties contained in the
“orange” coded section of the affected 5th street/ 6th street corridor.
Of these, 32 are absentee owners (20 tenant occupied, 7 unknown status, 3 vacant and 2
businesses) leaving 41 resident owners, 37 of which signed the petition. This result shows
conclusively that 90.2% of actual resident owners “reject, unequivocally and without
reservation” your proposed OCP changes.
In light of same, we request that you remove our properties from this OCP “orange” townhouse
zoning and return them to the original “yellow” RS1 zoning forthwith. The only possible
exception might be the 4 properties that did not sign the petition. That’s up to you, however you
should check with them directly before doing so.
As far as the absentee owners are concerned, be advised that we did serve all of them with
mailbox ballots and none were returned. In any event, because some owners choose to remain
silent, for whatever reason, this does not give you the right to force any zoning change on them
without their consent. This is private property. An OCP process cannot be used to induce other
citizens to “vote” on the future use of someone else’s private property.
Obviously if you had bothered to do, at the outset, what we have done for you with our petition
(at no cost to the taxpayers), this long, time consuming and costly “process” of yours could
have been avoided almost in its entirety. Speaking of costs, we would like to know what your
“process” has cost taxpayers in both extra staff wages/expenses and outside consultants during
the past 2 years. Look forward to hearing from you.
Ken Dextras, P. Eng., McGill '76
X8
www.dextras.com
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Attachment 7
City Committee Feedback

CITY COMMITTEE FEEDBACK
Access Ability Advisory Committee (October 6, 2016) – Excerpt of DRAFT Minutes

Additional Written Feedback
Vision:
 Two green dots (policy is good), one yellow dot (policy needs work)
 Edited Text: New Westminster is a caring, healthy, inclusive, sustainable,
complete and prosperous city. where investment, growth and development
contribute to a high quality of life for all. Community members have opportunities
to connect to the natural environment and to each other. The city is well connected
by exceptional public spaces and is easily accessible by everyone foot and by
wheels. Each neighbourhood has a unique character and cultural identity, and
exhibits a high quality of urban design that is well integrated with the city’s
heritage assets.
 Suggest using bullet points after “prosperous city”
 Revised Vision:
New Westminster is a caring, inclusive, prosperous city where investment,
development, and growth contribute to a high quality of life for all. Our/The
constant endeavour is to provide a universal degree of accessibility and to be the
best dementia-friendly city in BC.
This sustainable city showcases a spectacular natural environment with well
connected, exceptional public spaces and unique neighbourhoods. Superior urban
design integrates their/these distinctive characters and cultural identities with the
city's heritage assets.
Transportation and Accessibility Goal
 One green dot, two yellow dots
 Edited Text: New Westminster’s regionally connected, multi-modal,
transportation system is accessible to for people of all ages and abilities, while
supporting a compact, sustainable, resilient and prosperous community.
 Replace the term “multi-modal” since it includes heavy trucks/goods movement:
meh!
 We like the intent but don’t love the wording
 To reduce clutter in the bus zones and stops
Policy One: Transportation and Accessibility (livable neighbourhoods)
 Three green dots
 Active: bus, SkyTrain, light-rail, transit?
 Define “active transportation”
Policy Two: Transportation and Accessibility (great streets)
 Two green dots, one yellow dot
 Great: High?
 Define “Great Street”

 Is this action at cross purposes as pedestrian needs are different than those of
vehicles
Policy Three: Transportation and Accessibility (walking)
 Two green dots, one yellow dot
 “walk” used twice. Replace the first with: explore their city; move; engage; be out
and about; be outside; or to access the city – it’s not just about walking!
Policy Four: Transportation and Accessibility (cycling)
 Two green dots, one yellow dot
 Replace “bikeways and greenways” with “pathways”
 Wheelways and walkways?
 Support wheelway to remove barriers that would prevent wheelchair users from
gaining access to the route
Policy Five: Transportation and Accessibility (transit)
 Four green dots
 Add “affordable, accessible, safe” transit
 Are washrooms included under amenities?
Policy Six: Transportation and Accessibility (all road users)
 Three green dots
 Does this include sidewalks, lanes, alleys?
Policy Seven: Transportation and Accessibility (all road users)
 Three green dots (times ten!!)
 Ban trucks on Royal, 8th, 6th and 10th – Front Street along for through traffic
 Enforce this! [above comment] Tickets etc...
Policy Eight: Transportation and Accessibility (health)
 Three yellow dots
 Does this include the product/load on and with the trains and vehicles?
 Mitigate as in “carbon tax”? Needs clarification.
 Only motor vehicles and trains?
Policy Nine: Transportation and Accessibility (parking)
 Three yellow dots
 Please include words that recognize people with mobility limits and restrictions in
this sentence
 What does “manage parking” mean? Have parking so people can take transit?

 Define “manage parking.” Does this mean having more parking spots designated
for persons with a disability? Making parking free/more affordable to those on
limited income?
 Define “sustainable modes”... does this mean on-going modes?
 Prioritize parking for those who need it. Prioritize people with limited mobility.
 Affordable parking meters.
 More/higher requirement for parking designated for persons with a disability.

ACTBiPED (September 21, 2016) – Excerpt of DRAFT Minutes
1.1 Our City 2041: Official Community Plan Update – Lynn Roxburgh
After a brief introduction, Lynn commenced with her presentation. Please see attached.
Members discussed:
 The goal is to integrate the OCP with the Master Transportation Plan (“MTP”) and
build upon them from a land use perspective;
 Industrial transportation (i.e. ships, trains, etc.) is mostly covered in the Goods and
Services section. Currently, it’s more of a note in the OCP than a full policy;
however, the City is looking at expanding that aspect of the OCP;
 Public consultation events will be held on Saturday, October 1st (Connaught
Heights School) and Saturday, October 15th (Richard McBride School) which will
include two sessions per day, one in the morning and one in the afternoon;
 Staff will be going back to Council in November with feedback. A draft of the
complete OCP will be considered by Council in December, and the adoption
process will begin early next year;
 Eighth Avenue and McBride Boulevard has been identified as an enhanced transit
network; we’d like to see a better east-west connection in that area.
In closing, Lynn encouraged everyone to contact her with further feedback and to visit
the following link for more information: https://www.newwestcity.ca/ourcity

Advisory Planning Commission (September 20, 2016) – Excerpt of DRAFT Minutes
Official Community Plan – Update on the OUR CITY process and the OUR CITY
Infill Housing Design Guidelines
Lynn Roxburgh, Planner, summarized the report dated September 20, 2016 regarding the
update to the OUR CITY process.
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Roxburgh and Mike Watson, Senior
Planning Analyst, provided the following information:
 The new Official Community Plan (OCP) will identify the need for voluntary
amenity contribution or density bonus program, which would identify amenities
that are needed in the area around the 22nd Street SkyTrain Station, and how those
amenities will be paid for;
 Staff is continuing to work on a separate masterplan for the Sapperton Green;
 There is a medium-term lease for one of the buildings located on the Sapperton
Green site; however, there are opportunities to develop around that building;
 The Sapperton Green project is expected to be a 25-30 year build out;
 A delegation authority process for Development Permits may be considered in
order to assist with the development process time;
 Carriage Homes (CH) or Lane Way Homes (LWH) are intended to be rental units
in order to assist with ground-oriented rental unit stock in the city;
 Pre-zoning of properties could be considered, and may reduce the risk, and time
commitments, and improve the economic viability of projects;
 Townhome designations are generally focused on transit corridors;
 Reducing the minimum lot size required for a single-family home could be
explored at a later date, after the adoption of the OCP;
 While there is a separate Lower Twelfth Street Master Plan, there continues to be
a lack of development in the Lower Twelfth Street area. Therefore, the area is
identified as a study area that would explore how to achieve a creative mix of
traditional uses, such as industrial, residential and commercial;
 There would be no distinctions between different types of industrial land use in the
land use designation map in the new OCP;
 Overlays for the land use designation map have been created for specific areas,
such as near the 22nd Street Station;
 CH and LWH will not be permitted to be built above garages, as applicants
wishing to build CH or LWH will be requested to implement parking pads;
 Access for pedestrians to CH or LWH would be required from the main street
sidewalk;,
 It is proposed that homes currently built to the maximum Floor Space Ratio (FSR)
would not be permitted to construct CH or LWH. This could provide the City

with opportunities to allow greater density for Heritage Revitalization Agreements
(HRA) projects; and,
 Proposed green spaces could be indicated on the 22nd Street Station Map for
developers’ information.
Discussion ensued, and the Commission noted the following comments:
 The City’s ability to “fast track” redevelopment applications could be positive;
 It was suggested that town home designations could be extended along more
active transit streets in single family neighbourhoods, such as along Sixth Avenue
and Eighth Avenue;
 Concerns were expressed regarding the inability of residents to implement CH or
LWH above garages, as this could contribute to the loss of greenspace and
increase the need for street parking;
 Allowing CH or LWH units above garages could allow for increased density with
less impact on neighbourhoods;
 There seems to be a lack of feedback from residents living in multi-family
housing;
 The maximum FSR could be increased to 0.6;
 Residents living in multi-family homes may have different expectations of privacy
than individuals who live in single-family homes;
 The ability to sell a CH or LWH as a strata unit could be reviewed, in order to
provide residents with different options of owning property;
 Incentives could be provided for CH or LWH as opposed to secondary suites;
 The provision of different parking requirements for secondary units in areas
located closer to transit was supported; and,
 Support was expressed for allowing the option of three units with two parking
spaces in specific areas, such as near SkyTrain stations.

Arts Commission (September 15, 2016) – Excerpt of DRAFT Minutes
Our City 2041
Lynn Roxburgh, Planner, provided a PowerPoint presentation and summarized the ontable handout regarding the Official Community Plan for New Westminster and how the
arts could be incorporated into the strategy.
Ms. Roxburgh directed the Commission to review the draft vision, cultural goals and
policies and to provide feedback regarding which statements are adequate and which
could benefit from further refinement.
Discussion ensued, and the Commission provided the following suggestions:
 The draft vision for the City could be broadened, utilizing language that suggests
the City provides an environment for growth;
 The idea of creating a sense of place could be incorporated into the draft vision;
 With regard to the cultural goal and policies, it was suggested that stating that
culture “enhance the city’s cultural facilities and creative community spaces” is
too general. The word enhance could be reconsidered and possibly replaced with
‘engage in’ or ‘enliven’;
 The cultural goals and policies could better elaborate on envisioning the impact of
cultural facilities and a creative community;
 The word heritage is often associated with built heritage; however, cultural
heritage could be a more encompassing term. It was further suggested that the
definition of culture heritage be made clearer; and,
 With regard to the public realm and urban design goal and policies, it was
suggested that the connection and reflection of art in the city could be included.
Further, using the term ‘public art’ could be too specific. Instead, it was suggested
that ‘art’ be used to expand its interpretation to something that isn’t necessarily a
physical structure.
Additional Written Feedback
Vision:
 One green dot (policy is good), six yellow dots (policy needs work)
 Edited Text: New Westminster is a caring, healthy, inclusive, sustainable,
complete and prosperous city where investment, growth and development
contribute to a high quality of life for all. Community members have opportunities
to connect to the natural environment, public spaces and to each other. The city is
well easily accessible by foot and by wheels. Each neighbourhood has a unique
character and integrates with the city’s heritage assets.

 Keep: inclusive, sustainable, connected
Culture Goal:
 Four green dots, one yellow dot
 Material features? Be more specific.
Policy One: Culture (facilities)
 Four yellow dots
 What does enhance mean exactly?
 What about the creative sector and stakeholders?
 Enhance and support
 A better more defined word that “enhanced” is required
Policy Two: Culture (cultural heritage)
 Three green dots, three yellow dots
 Edited text: Foster a deeper understanding of the city’s “continuum of” cultural
heritage.
 Where is the focus on the creative sector?
Policy Three: Culture (activities)
 Three green dots, three yellow dots
 New ideas. New identity. Be open.
 Add “Celebrate, contribute to and expand the City’s distinct... [policy text]”
Policy Four: Culture (public art)
 Three green dots, three yellow dots
 Remove one of the two uses of public
 And opportunities to connect and reflect on our city
 We need a Public Art Strategic Plan
 A sense of place based on the artists and organizations in the city

Community Heritage Commission (September 22, 2016) – Excerpt of DRAFT Minutes
Our City 2041- Official Community Plan Review
Lynn Roxburgh, Planner, provided a PowerPoint presentation regarding the Official
Community Plan (OCP) and how it relates to heritage in the city.
Discussion ensued, and the Commission noted that the draft vision statement for the
document is lengthy, and could be better labeled as a mission statement.

Community and Social Issues (October 4, 2016) – Excerpt of DRAFT Minutes
3.2

Official Community Plan Update

Lynn Roxburgh, Planner, provided an on-table PowerPoint presentation regarding the
Official Community Plan update.
In response to questions from the Committee, Ms. Roxburgh advised that the City has
developed a metric requiring 2.2 hectares of park space per 1,000 residents. Creative
solutions will be required to achieving this metric due to the lack of land in New
Westminster.
Discussion ensued, and the Committee provided the following feedback:





There could be more creativity for infill housing;
Infill housing could be better distributed around the city;
There could be more diversity for housing types;
The requirements to implement a townhouse development could be lowered to
encourage that type of development in the city;
 As lower income residents may have additional barriers in accessing amenities,
it was suggested that neighbourhoods that have increased density and lower
income residents could receive increased amenities;
 Residential streets could be designed like park spaces, such as by making streets
more pedestrian friendly and less vehicle friendly, eliminating sidewalks, and
adding planters and benches; and,
 Roads could be closed to vehicles at designated times and opened to the public
as play spaces.

Additional Written Feedback
Vision:
 Four yellow dots (policy needs work)
 Last half too specific
Housing Goal:
 One green dot (policy is good), one yellow dot (policy needs work)
 Unsure of “great” places to live – meaning? Unable to think of a word to suggest!
Policy One: Housing (homelessness)
 Two green dots
 Interventions to prevent loss of housing for “at risk.” Short term access to funds –
loan bank.
Policy Two: Housing (affordable)
 One green dot
 Co-housing!
 Create a policy that encourages in-fill to densify neighbourhoods
Policy Three: Housing (rental)
 One green dot
 Rental stock is focus in certain areas – is that ideal?
Policy Four: Housing (all needs)
 Two green dots, two yellow dots
 The proposed land use map focuses housing types in particular areas
 Evenly distribute housing choice in both neighbourhoods and across the city. Not
just in less desirable areas.
Policy Five: Housing (growth)
 Two green dots
Policy Six: Housing (social cohesion)
 Two green dots, two yellow dots
 Green space policy for high density (+1!)
 Create a policy that requires Xm2 of public space within a certain circumference
per unit built
 Encourage adding non roof-top space in multi-family units
Community and Individual Well-Being Goal:
 One green dot

Policy Two: Well-Being (family friendly)
 Two green dots
Policy Three: Well-Being (childcare)
 Three green dots
 Endorse $10 day childcare
Policy Four: Well-Being (family friendly)
 One green dot
 Perks for family doctor practicing in New West
Policy Six: Well-Being (family friendly)
 One green dot
 Advocate senior levels of government to implement a minimum income
Policy Seven: Well-Being (family friendly)
 Two green dots
 Shared green space or courtyard in fill developments
Policy Nine: Well-Being (family friendly)
 Two green dots
 Actively encourage/and find more diverse groups to crate community events

Economic Development Advisory Committee (October 14, 2016) – Excerpt of DRAFT
Minutes
3.1

Our City 2041

Lynn Roxburgh, Planner, provided an on-table PowerPoint presentation regarding Our
City 2041.
Ms. Roxburgh advised that the Our City workshops have been well received by the
community throughout the years with great turnout rates.
Additional comments can be sent to planning@newwestcity.ca.

Environment Advisory Committee (September14, 2016) – Excerpt of DRAFT Minutes
1.1.

OCP Environmental Draft Policies – Lynn Roxburgh/Janet Zazubek
(Attachment -1)

Ms. Roxburgh, Planner with the City of New Westminster introduced herself and her
colleague Ms. Zazubek, Planning Analyst, before commencing her presentation on draft
policies and framework for City’s Official Community Plan. The members were
informed that public consultations and revisions are being done right now before
presenting the final version to the Council in December.
In workshop format, environmentally related policy areas outlined in the Official
Community Plan were presented (displays around the room). Members were encouraged
to mark down their input and ideas related to each policy area.
Discussion ensued, and the Committee members provided the following suggestions:











Use stronger language in regards to Energy Emission policies;
Set numeric goals to help monitor these policies;
Consider a reward system to encourage resident’s participation;
Replace the word “Foster” in the second statement and include the word
“Support”;
Add the word “Resource” to Storm Water Management and add messaging about
conserving water during the peak seasons as well as mitigation strategies under
Utilities and Service Infrastructure;
Add creative solutions along with continuous improvements in the context for
Energy Conservation;
Be inclusive in our approach regarding Storm Water Management as it is a
resource that can be used in our environmental areas and should not be restricted
just to buildings;
Split the policy into two – Storm Water Management and Potable Water
Conservation;
Encourage community to move towards Zero Waste; and,
All corridors and areas in the City need to be connected whenever possible.

Dykes in Queensborough area were not included in the Official Community Plan as the
City had a separate study done for Queensborough area.
Ms. Roxburgh encouraged members to attend upcoming community events in the City
where table discussions will take place regarding City’s goals, policies and Land Use
Maps. The members were informed that the final draft will be ready by the end of this
year after receiving feedback from the community and direction from the Council.

Additional Written Feedback
Vision
 wheels may be generous, are we inviting more cars trucks and trains? Should
prioritise priority modes
 Neighbourhoods change over time, how to bridge old vs new
Energy, Emissions and Climate Change Goal
 One yellow dot (policy needs work)
 This seems a bit weak. There is no # here e.g. % reduction or X% renewable
energy
 Quantify goal
 Can a more specific target be set for resilience?
Policy One: Energy, Emissions and Climate Change (transportation)
 One green dot (policy is good), one yellow dot (policy needs work)
 What about a specific target? Reduce by how much? – seconded
 Quantify reductions
Policy Two: Energy, Emissions and Climate Change (buildings)
 Two yellow dots
 Vague – how do you measure success? what about % reduction in GHG emissions
from X year baseline to 2041?
 Foster (includes support)
 replace “foster” with “incentivize”
 not always high tech solutions
 and creative solutions
Policy Three: Energy, Emissions and Climate Change (renewable energy)
 Two yellow dots
 “schools” should be “institutions,” include hospitals, schools, JI, etc
 wish there were more specific word than encourage but I can’t think of one. How
do you measure or improve this?
 include behavior change and inexpensive fixes – i.e. not always high tech
 use city “levers” to create district energy system
Policy Four: Energy, Emissions and Climate Change (climate change)
 Three yellow dots
 Create and adaptation plan for New West
 Plan for potential future scenarios based on global mitigation
 update floodplain construction requirement

 natural enviro before property
Environment and Natural Areas Goal
 Three green dots
Policy One: Environment and Natural Area (natural habitat areas)
 One green dot
 Only large treed parks, many corridors support habitat e.g. hydro, SkyTrain
 Utility and other corridors have values for connectivity
 Dyke in Queensborough?
Policy Two: Environment and Natural Area (waterways)
 Three green dots
 Not all corridors should have industrial, recreation across, some need to be
protected from encroachment
 Do you really want more recreation in vulnerable areas
 Put ecology, environment at the front of all lists about this topic
Policy Three: Environment and Natural Area (urban environment)
 Three green dots
 Change to “integrated, enhanced and connected”
 areas work towards connecting areas
 An extended quay? All the way to brunette?
 Enhance the connections piece for natural areas. Maybe re-organize order of
policies to make this idea more clear. Add the word “connections” to the policy
Policy Three: Environment and Natural Area (stewardship)
 Three green dots
Utilities and Service Infrastructure Goal
 Four green dots
 Attach quantifiable goals to measure/quantify
 Should change “reduce” to “minimize”
Policy Two: Utilities and Service Infrastructure (potable water and stromwater
management)
 One green dot, two yellow dots
 Create two policies: one about stormwater and resource management and one
about water conservation.
 extend stormwater into environmental areas

 add messaging to conserve due to increased population and tourist during peak
times
 and mitigation strategies i.e. rain gardens, avoid shunting
 Behaviour
Policy Three: Utilities and Service Infrastructure (waste)
 Two yellow dots
 Aim for zero waste, not just reduced waste
 What about getting goal of % of waste diverted
 More accessible, recycling stations and awareness
 Zero Waste policy needed, or metric
 Could be a lot stronger, just reduce waste generation, why not create a zero waste
circular economy community
 Quantify
 Define waste

Intelligent City Advisory Committee (October 21, 2016) – Excerpt of DRAFT Minutes
Our City 2041
Lynn Roxburgh, Planner, provided a PowerPoint presentation regarding the update of the
Official Community Plan, and how intelligent city initiatives could be included in the
strategy.
Discussion ensued, and the Committee suggested a small working session be considered
between members of the Committee and the planning department to ensure that the
strategies developed by the City are adequately incorporating intelligent city ideals.
Additional Written Feedback
Community and Individual Well-being
Policy One: Community and Individual Well-being (civic facilities)
 Leverage smart technology and digital methods
 Digital inclusion
 Promote seniors and youth center access to digital programs
 Young teaching old, old teaching young
 Wellness center that promotes programs with all ages
 Library driver
 Wifi in all civic facilities
 Digital signage, digital communication strategy for events and alerts
 Promote and research with IDEA center healthy
Policy Two: Community and Individual Well-being (Civic engagement)
 Tools, task force, digital business, e-services
 Kiosks, libraries
 Help enable to use of technology for at risk people
 Use technology partnerships, vendors, non-profits
 Online communities
 Open city = open data
 Data collection, billing, email addresses on sign up
Policy Three: Community and Individual Well-being (Welcoming, inclusive, accepting)
 Ensure digital inclusion
 Produce and translate into all languages (new apps)
 Word press plug in to convert pages into various languages

Culture
Policy One: Culture (city cultural facilities)
 Digital inclusiveness
 Digital signage
 Interactive digital arts and media
 2 way interactive signage
Policy Two: Culture (cultural heritage)
 Digital arts and media – how do you integrate digital arts and inclusiveness in
Canada Games as an example
 Include digital arts pieces, provide the right venues, ie Anvil center foyer
 Connect digital artists for cultural exchanges (portal)
 Could art be shared more digitally
 More digital art / art around city
Environment and Natural Areas Goal
 Instrument with sensors lot to monitor waterflow, park use, real time data to
capture these spaces (digitally connected) wifi hotpots
 Unobtrusive RFID in parks to digitally enable both manage areas and provide
citizen services
 Mobile capability to report environmental violations, reports, issues = seeclickfix
=S
 Promote enable car share bike share connectivity to access Skytrain & transit
Energy Emissions and Climate Change
Policy One: Energy Emissions and Climate Change (Reduce energy use)
 Leverage technology to monitor and capture real time data
 Smart car, EV
 Fleet management
 Real time data
 Walkable city
 Smart meters
 How do we encourage innovation in this area?
Policy Two: Energy Emissions and Climate Change (Energy conservation efficiency)
 Leverage technology to monitor and capture real time data
 Conservation programs
 Report card, communicate savings, educate your success
 Encourage employers to hire locally
 How do you change behaviours
 Homeowner allowance for solar solution

Economy and Employment
Policy One: Economy and Employment (Office development)
 Meeting needs of knowledge workers and creating innovation spaces
 Telecommuting
 Encourage high tech businesses in New West
 Leverage large institutions and large businesses ie Amazon for incentives for these
businesses in high tech zones
 Encourage data center, solar powered, do we have an advantage with our electrical
company, ie Queensborough
 Encourage high tech training
Hazard Management Goal
 Monitoring apps, IoT, digitally enable emergency management
 Real time data
 Emergency wireless broadcast, separate powers, redundancy hardened for
emergency
 Can open data better assist out city policy and Fire to ensure we get back to
citizens
 How will fire police station connect digitally enabled? Fire station on 14th
 All fire halls are digitally connected
 Create emergency fibre optic networks with BridgeNet ie RCH fire police
Ambulance
Heritage Goal
 How do you retrofit heritage buildings are there innovative ways to integrate
technology
 What does the code look like
 Use wiki approach to open up the ability for constituents to contribute content
Housing Goal
 Data cabling code bylaw include the right infrastructure to code - like electrical
but for data – design for data infrastructure and wireless infrastructure (ie Towers)
microcells
 Free wifi for low income
 Design and planning principles for community planning – cabling that matches
housing plan – avoid retrofitting
 OpenCity
 OpenData publish utility information
 Smart metering

Transportation and Accessibility
Policy One: Transportation and Accessibility (encourage people to walk)
 Walk and cycle map app
 Use of video YouTube to tell locations
 Build on existing maps, add info on walkways
 Data driver and connected city, smart mobile apps
 Use technology to facilitate transport flow
 Policy needs to benefit realtime users
 Smart lighting
Policy Two: Transportation and Accessibility (network of bikeways and greenways)
 Purpose built cycling or walking tour data driver maps
 Work with translink and other municipalities to update TripPlanning maps and
technology
 Texting service to police – see something say something
 eBike charging stations
Policy Three: Transportation and Accessibility (manage road network)
 Use smart systems based on realtime data, ie virtual detour, user detour
 Enhance or leverage partnerships with other agencies to provide better
transportation information to and from the city’s IMC
 Have a TMC
Parks and Recreation
Policy One: Parks and Rec (well-designed parks and open space)
 Update maps, more intelligence about the experiences they have
 Use of u-tube wifi in the city parks as a hotspot
 Kiosks for parks info programs, surveys stc
Public Realm and Urban Design
Policy One: Parks and Rec (complete streets)
 Light standards, build into digital
 Facilitate and redesign of public space
 Public kiosks to provide info
 Real time connectivity and info
 Development to be able to measure progress in digital adoption
Utility and Service Infrastructure
Policy One: Utility and Service Infrastructure (operate city services)
 Leverage Internet of things
 Suggest avoiding term IOT









Drive insight from data
EV opportunities
Advance for certain things than can protect public health and environment
Transparency, affordability, access availability
Display and commit to year by year improvements
Investigate alternative energy
Intelligent digital infrastructure

Policy Two: Utility and Service Infrastructure (Stormwater)
 Data and analytics to drive insight
 Green roofs
 Promote energy efficient, geothermal, solar
Policy Three: Utility and Service Infrastructure (infrastructure digital economy)
 E government
 Wifi, fiber optic
 Real-time open data on power consumption, water, traffic alerts
 Innovation hubs, start up, bio tech center
 Leverage electrical operations and treat digital the same way
 Change where assets for electrical are managed, currently in engineering and
operations (engineering owns low voltage and City lights)

Multiculturalism Advisory Committee (October 26, 2016) – Excerpt of DRAFT Minutes
3.1

Official Community Plan Update – Lynn Roxburgh, Senior Planner

Lynn Roxburgh reviewed a presentation on the OCP (Official Community Plan Update)
which sets out a vision for the period to 2041. The update process began in 2014 and the
final step now underway involves gathering feedback from committees and stakeholders
before submitting a first draft to Council on December 5, 2016.
In order to further refine and edit the draft Vision Statement, staff sought input from the
community and multiple sources before presenting the first draft to Council in December.
Policy areas considered included:
1. Community and Individual Well Being
2. Culture
3. Economy and Employment
4. Energy and Emissions
5. Environment and Natural Areas
6. Hazard Management
7. Heritage
8. Housing
9. Parks and Recreation
10. 10.Public Realm and Urban Design
11. Transportation and Accessibility
12. Utilities
As a result of input to date, a draft Policy Statement was developed to provide a list of
actions and design guidelines. In turn, this led to the draft Vision Statement that is still in
the process of being edited and synthesized, as follows:
New Westminster is a caring, healthy, inclusive, sustainable, complete and
prosperous city where investment, growth and development contribute to a high
quality of life for all. Community members have opportunities to connect to the
natural environment and to each other. The city is well connected by exceptional
public spaces and is easily accessible by foot and by wheels. Each neighbourhood
has a unique character and cultural identity, and exhibits a high quality of urban
design that is well integrated with the city’s heritage assets.
Goals and policies were reviewed and members were then invited to provide input on
improvements to the wording of the Vision Statement and other aspects by splitting into
three groups to discuss the draft from a Multiculturalism Advisory Committee
perspective.

6:05 pm

Mark Gifford arrived at the meeting.

Rapporteurs from the three discussion groups provided the following input:
1. In view of the Multicultural Advisory Committee’s policy of pursuing a more
welcoming community, the Vision Statement should:
 acknowledge cultures, income and lifestyles of new Canadians;
 focus on better ways to involve newcomers in the community;
 consider utilising examples of events such as “fusion dinners” (different ethnic
groups serving their respective foods to reflect their culture and background) as
a way to reduce barriers to engagement in the community;
 enhance safety by raising awareness of programs like Victim Assistance
 enhance communication by possibly targeting immigrant children to make
them feel included and establish trust with bodies such as the police.
2. Clarify the Vision Statement to more succinctly define and explore:
 words relating to percentages of seniors, students and low-income groups;
 words and phrases such as contribution, feeling accepted, healthy, physical,
mental, complete and cultural identities;
 inclusion of exceptional public spaces (other than the more traditional
recreational parks) as areas where people from diverse communities are
encouraged to come together;
 policies that relate to issues such as affordability, cultural sensitivity and the
aging population;
 promote events that bring the community together, especially newcomers;
 provision of low cost or free health services from the business community and
others;
 the example of the Vancouver Police Department’s provision of free child
minding by using volunteers (although possibly not feasible in New
Westminster, other options might include the potential for more flexible
childcare licensing, which is an area where Council has a policy role).
3. Consider different wording to address:
 the homeless and at-risk groups;
 improvement of health care in shelters and the roles of the different levels of
government;
 establishment of a Task Force to address issues of those at risk. In terms of
social connectivity, acknowledge that high-density housing tends to isolate
people from their neighbours;

 traffic concerns resulting from high-density housing developments;
 critical issues that relate to the availability of housing for families, especially
because immigrant families tend to be larger;
 the limited availability of rental housing for low to moderate income groups
that provides two, three [or more] bedrooms to accommodate families with two
or more children or the elderly who might require live-in help;
 encouragement of developers to expand projects to include more options for
families and the elderly.
Ms. Roxburgh thanked the committee members for their valuable input and suggestions.
Members were encouraged to submit any further suggestions or comments by contacting
her directly since there will be a report to Council on November 7. Subsequent revisions
will then be included in the first Draft OCP that will be presented to Council for
consideration on December 5, 2016.
Additional Written Feedback
Vision
 Healthy -how?, mental, physical
 Complete ?
 Cultural – what does this mean ethnic of community
 Too long for a vision statement
 Public spaces should be designed to promote building of community, where
community can come together
 Is the word culture necessary?
Community and Individual Well-being Goal
 Make a contribution participate
Policy one: Community and Individual Well-being (childcare spaces)
 Look at childcare licencing policy, create more spaces
 Is volunteer childminding acceptable as child care space – eg – VPD offers
childminding free of charge by using volunteers
Policy Two: Community and Individual Well-being (healthy built environments)
 Encourage business that are health related to provide information and services at
low cost or free
Policy Three: Community and Individual Well-being (Children youth and family
 More affordable programs that address cultural needs of children
 Create more evetns that promote sharing of culture

 Create opportunities or events that will explain childrens education, recreation to
immigrants and new comer parents
Policy Four: Community and Individual Well-being (Aging populations)
 Actively encourage people of diverse cultures into participation in civic facilities,
infrastructure programs
 Programs to be culturally sensitive to the needs of aging population from different
cultural backgrounds
 Policy – welcoming, inclusive, accepting
Policy Five: Community and Individual Well-being (welcoming, inclusive, accepting)
 Ages, backgrounds, cultures, incomes and lifestyles
 Hold events to connect people together
 Welcome wagon – orientation, not so much commercial
 Neighbourhood small grant program involve residents
 New West wecome guide, how to get involved
 Cultural agility training, enhance capacity groups like Arts Council
 Joint meetings of committees
 School sanctuary, explore program, welcoming
Policy Six: Community and Individual Well-being (food)
 Expansion of community market gardens, biggest pumpkin contest
 Fusion dinners – different cultures coming together around food
 Festivals that revolve around food
 Enabling local food and beverage producers
Policy Seven: Community and Individual Well-being (civic engagement)
 Underrepresented groups ie renters
 Councillors meet with different groups – outreach
 Providing supports necessary to be engaged
 Support participation in a meanginful way
 Go to where people feel comfortable and have trusting relationshiops
 Providing training and coaching – support staff and volunteer capacity
Policy Eight: Community and Individual Well-being (social connectedness)
 More culturally specific programs in civic and community facilities
 Cultural awareness exhibits and movies
 Neighbourhood hubs – places where people can connect
 Educate children and youth – cultural awareness

Policy Nine: Community and Individual Well-being (safe community)
 Enhanced street lighting
 Crime prevention programs – neighbourhood watch
 Traffic management
 Enhanced connections (bike) with cultural and ethnic communitites
 Public safety seminars – children and youth – civic facilties and schools – faith
organisations
 Enhanced role of victims assistance
Policy Ten: Community and Individual Well-being (equitable and livable)
 Equal employment opportunities
 Identifying and eliminating barriers to access
 Advocate needs to senior levels of government
Housing Goal
 More affordable housing
 Move density in housing stock
 More rental
 More infill housing – laneway mixed use
 More permissive policies – duplexes triplexes
Policy One: Housing (affordable and non-market)
 Talk to different levels of government
Policy Two: Housing (rental)
 Rental properties large enough for families
Policy Three: Housing (projected populations to ensure growth
 Ensure parking and traffic are accounted for in planning
Policy Four: Housing (housing for all ages abilities and household types)
 Size of house important for families
 Encourage developers to expand housing options – incentives
Policy Five: Housing (liveable)
 Cohesion?
 Investment in technology that helps neighbourhoods communicate
 Need open spaces – meeting space

Policy Six: Housing (homeless)
 the creation and facilitate housing and support services
 how will this be budgeted?
 Ensure safety in homeless shelters – better maintenance and health in shelters
 Talk to other levels of government
 Creation of homeless at risk task force
Parks and Recreation Committee (September 21, 2016) – Excerpt of DRAFT Minutes
3.1

Our City 2041(Official Community Plan Update)

Janet Zazubek, Planning Analyst, provided an on-table PowerPoint presentation
regarding the Official Community Plan (OCP) update. Ms. Zazubek noted that
comments regarding Our City 2041 can be provided via email to
ourcity@newwestcity.ca.
In response to questions from the Committee, Ms. Zazubek advised that the City consults
with neighbouring cities to see how they anticipate their communities will be changing in
the future. With respect to the redevelopment of the Pattullo Bridge, Ms. Zazubek
advised that TransLink will conduct public consultation in the future.
Residents Association Forum (October 14, 2016) – Excerpt of DRAFT Minutes
4.3 Official Community Plan Review Update – Development Services
Lynn Roxburgh, Planner, provided a presentation on the Official Community Plan (OCP)
review process and the draft Land Use Designation Map, noting that the City has
undertaken a thorough consultation process with large turnout at City workshops, and
that public input has had an impact on the OCP review process.
With regards to the area around the 22nd Street SkyTrain Station, Ms. Roxburgh noted the
following comments:
 Three scenarios of different arrangements have been prepared;
 The highest development is proposed to occur near the SkyTrain station, with a
transition to residential areas;
 The Parks Department have contemplated the types of public spaces that may be
needed in this area;
 Developers may be asked to contribute community amenities;
 TransLink may be interested in a facility integration plan, with the SkyTrain
station being integrated into surrounding development; and
 Further consultation will be conducted for this area.

Seniors Advisory Committee (October 14, 2016) – Excerpt of DRAFT Minutes
3.1

Official Community Plan Update

Lynn Roxburgh, Planner, provided an on-table PowerPoint presentation update regarding
the Official Community Plan (OCP).
In response to questions from the Committee, Ms. Roxburgh advised that advertisements
requesting public participation in the OCP update have been placed in the Record,
CityPage, and on the City’s website and social media. In addition, the OCP update
process has been discussed at Residents’ Association meetings, and information is
provided to the School District to send home with children. Ms. Roxburgh further
advised that the OCP will include a chapter regarding environmental protection and
climate change.
Discussion ensued, and the Committee suggested that the Vision Statement is too long,
and noted that the first goal encompasses the vision succinctly.

OCP Advisory Group (September 15, 2016) – Meeting Notes
 The map seemed un-ambitious. Members were disappointed at the lack of bold
change.
 Consider including art deco guidelines for residential properties around 12th street
and beyond.
 Concern with previous MetroQuest survey, once you map drop a pin you can’t
move it again.
 Members indicated that the City-wide map wasn’t a sufficient scale to view
properties. At consultation events, the maps should be zoomed in, perhaps to
center, east and west areas to allow people to see them better
 Members were supportive of a handout with pictures. Perhaps one side could show
a map, and the other side with description and sample images

Attachment 8
Stakeholder Feedback

October 12, 2016

Jackie Teed
Manager of Planning
City of New Westminster
511 Royal Avenue
New Westminster, BC V3L 1H9

Dear Ms. Teed:
RE: OUR CITY 2041 Official Community Plan Update Process
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this phase of the New Westminster Official Community
Plan Update (OCP) and meeting with us on July 14, 2016 to review the OCP update draft land use
designations.
Our comments are based on our legislative mandate in the South Coast British Columbia Transportation
Act to review Official Community Plan updates for implications to the regional transportation network, as
well as Metro Vancouver’s Regional Growth Strategy (RGS) requirement for TransLink to collaborate with
Metro Vancouver and local governments on the identification of Frequent Transit Development Areas
(FTDAs) and, finally in consideration of TransLink’s Regional Transportation Strategy.
OCP Goals Supporting Sustainable Transportation
We understand that two key housing goals of the OCP are to accommodate expected growth and to
increase housing choice. The first goal builds on the existing OCP (2011) to focus a majority of the growth
in the downtown and uptown areas and around transit stations and corridors. TransLink supports this as
it advances our shared goals of increasing sustainable mode choice by locating more people and jobs
closer to transit and within walking/cycling distance of services and amenities.
TransLink also supports the second goal of increasing housing choice in the City and recommends
including policy that secures affordable housing and a diversity of housing tenure within walking distance
of transit, as lower income households, particularly those that rent, are more likely to take transit.
Designated Growth Areas
Designating Frequent Transit Development Areas (FTDA) around Braid Station, Sapperton Station and a
future FTDA around 22nd Street Station aligns with regional goals to focus additional priority growth
around frequent transit. The OCP update and supportive land use planning will help ensure transit‐
supportive uses and appropriate densities are located within walking distance of these stations. It is also
an opportunity to ensure that FTDAs are well‐connected to nearby Great Streets (e.g. Columbia Street).
A potential challenge will be balancing growth so that FTDAs do not detract from downtown or the
vitality of the Great Streets identified.
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Jackie Teed
City of New Westminster
October 12, 2016
Re: OUR CITY 2041 Official Community Plan Update Process

TransLink has been involved in the planning processes for the Sapperton Green TOD Mixed Use
Community, the FTDA site adjacent to Braid Station and the Economic Health Care Cluster which defines
the Sapperton FTDA. We have also been in discussion with the City about the 22nd Street Station Area.
We look forward to continued collaboration on transportation and land use integration for these areas.
Designating a Local Centre in the Uptown Core is in line with regional goals of locating transit supportive
uses along the FTN. We re‐iterate the importance of securing affordable housing and diverse tenure
housing options in these areas close to frequent transit.
Potential Frequent Transit Network Corridor
We note that 12th Street is referenced as a pedestrian‐oriented transit corridor and that the City’s
Transportation Plan recommends that 12th Street is established as a future Frequent Transit Network
(FTN). This is aligned with current transit service (No. 112) which is fifteen minute frequent service
weekdays from 6am – 9pm. It has also seen a significant increase in ridership of 5% every year for the
past five years. We look forward to working with the City to review future FTN service on 12th Street.
Thank you again for this opportunity to provide input into the draft OCP update land use designations
early in the planning process, and we look forward to remaining involved in these discussions as the plan
evolves. If you wish to discuss the above comments further, please contact me at 778‐375‐7636.

Sincerely,

Sarah Ross
Director (Acting), System Planning and Consultation

cc: Lynn Roxburgh
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DEVELOPMENT APPROVALS
GENERAL COMMUNICATION
Your File #: 13.2525.20
eDAS File #: 2016-03373
Date: Oct/17/2016

City of New Westminster
511 Royal Avenue
New Westminster, British Columbia V3L 1H9

Attention: Julia Dugaro - Planning Analyst
Re:

Our City Official Community Plan Update Process:

The Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure has the below comments regarding the
City Wide Official Community Plan.


The Ministry supports the proposal for future detailed traffic analysis looking at
the impacts of the densification of the area around 22 nd SkyTrain area.



The Ministry would appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on any traffic
analysis completed for the Future Transit Development Area around the 22 nd
Street SkyTrain Station.



Please note that there are currently no plans for any improvements to Ministry
infrastructure at either end of the Queensborough Bridge.

If you have any questions please feel free to call Daniel Johnson at (604) 313-2525.
Yours truly,

Daniel Johnson
Area Development & Operations Technician
Daniel.Johnson@gov.bc.ca

Local District Address
Lower Mainland District

H1160-eDAS (2009/02)

310-1500 Woolridge Street
Coquitlam, BC V3K 0B8
Canada
Phone: (604) 527-2221 Fax: (604) 527-2222
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Attachment 9
Maps for Council Feedback

DRAFT Land Use Designation Map: Questions on Land Uses in Brow of the Hill
Sixteenth St

Kingston St

Staff propose creating a new land use designation and development permit area that
clarify and provide additional direction about how the Bent Court area could redevelop.
The option for redeveloping the sited would include:
• Building under the existing zoning which requires commercial at grade and allows
residential or commercial above.

Tenth St

Kelvin St

• Rezoning to allow residential only development. To support a rezoning the City would
expect that a certain number of the existing heritage buildings would be protected
through a Heritage Revitalization Agreement. The development permit area would
outline incentives and principles for redevelopment under this scenario.
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Question for Council: What should these properties be designated: “Mixed
Employment,” “Residential – Townhouse,” or “Residential – Multi-Unit Buildings”?

Based on feedback received it is proposed that the boundary of the Uptown Local
Center be redrawn to include three more blocks, outlined in red. The local area is
intended to provide a mix of housing types, commercial activities and good access
to transit. Participants felt that it would be appropriate for the City to permit six
storey apartments within the boundary of the local centre. Properties have also been
identiﬁed where the designation would change to “Residential - High Rise” (from
“Residential - Multi-Unit Buildings”), shown in red.

d. Townhouses and Ground Oriented Inﬁll
Housing

Gloucester St

Quebec St

There is a pocket of ﬁve industrial properties on Sharpe Street. Staff is seeking direction
regarding the land use designation for these properties. The current draft of the
land use designation map proposed these sites be designated “Mixed Employment”
which would permit light and ultra-light industrial, commercial and ofﬁce uses. The
owners of the property propose that the sites be designated “Residential - Multi-Unit
Buildings” due to constraints, such as topography and access, that they feel limit the
viability of industrial land uses.

Question for Council: Do you support this direction?
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b. Sharpe Street
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Increased Density
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Question for Council: Do you support this direction?
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a. Bent Court

Eighth Ave
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There was a lot of discussion about the difference between “Residential – Ground
Oriented Inﬁll Housing” and “Residential – Townhouse.” One option discussed was to
combine the Ground Oriented Inﬁll Housing and Townhouse designations to allow
greater ﬂexibility. This change would impact all areas with this designation, including
areas outside of Brow of the Hill.
Question for Council: Do you support adding townhouse and rowhouse as permitted
uses to the “Residential – Ground Oriented Inﬁll Housing” designation?
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DRAFT Land Use Designation Map: Questions on “Residential - Townhouse” Designation
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There was some interest in
townhouses being permitted
along the section of Sixth Avenue
within Moody Park.
Staff recommend retaining the
original designation proposed:
“Residential - Detached and SemiDetached.”
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There was some concern about the
transition between townhouses and single
detached dwellings on Eighth Street.
Staff recommend increasing the depth of
“Residential - Townhouse” designation by one
property to increase the feasibility of having
townhouses from the east/west street instead
of Eighth Street.

Participants felt that townhouses should be
permitted on Fifth Street in Queen’s Park.
Staff recommend retaining the original
designation proposed: “Residential - Detached
and Semi-Detached” due to the Queen’s Park
Heritage Conservation Area review.
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Some participants were
concerned about permitting
townhouses on the north side of
Sixth Avenue.
Staff recommend retaining the
original designation proposed:
“Residential - Detached and SemiDetached.”
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Staff propose adding two blocks of “Residential Townhouse” to Eighth Avenue/East Eighth Avenue
in proximity to the node of Eighth Avenue and
McBride Boulevard.

Cumberland St

Staff recommend retaining the
original designation proposed:
“Residential - Detached and SemiDetached.”

Some participants suggested
that townhouses be permitted
on all of the properties below
Richmond Street. Others were
happy with the designation
proposed for the area.
Staff do not propose making
changes to the proposed
designations in this area.

There was a lot of support for allowing more
townhouses along Eighth Avenue. Generally the support
for townhouses seemed strongest in Glenbrooke
North and along the south side of East Eighth Avenue,
especially the south side of the 100 block.

u

There was interest in more townhouse being
permitted in Glenbrooke North, especially around the
node of Eighth Avenue and McBride Boulevard.
Staff recommend designating the land north
of the City works yard: “Residential - Ground
Oriented Housing.” Staff also recommend that
land between First Street and Colborne Street
be designated “Residential - Townhouse.”

Owners on Fifth and Sixth Streets were opposed
to the propose “Residential - Townhouse”
designation for a variety of reasons.
Staff recommend retaining the original designation
proposed: “Residential - Townhouse.” The
designation on Sixth Street in the current OCP
already allows for townhouses. Staff will also work
to address as many of the owners concerns as
possible during implementation.
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Townhouses were proposed along
Seventh Avenue since it is an
important pedestrian and bike
greenway.
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Areas where changes are
proposed

Participants felt that townhouses
should be permitted in the area
below the cemetery, connecting the
two areas where townhouses are
already proposed.
Staff propose designating this area:
“Residential - Townhouse.”

A number of participants felt that
either the entire area or additional
properties (e.g. along Sherbrooke Street,
along Braid Street) in Lower Sapperton
should be designated “Residential Townhouse” either due to the proximity
of the SkyTain stations, or as away to
block noise.
Staff do not propose making changes to
the proposed designations in this area.
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